First-Time Visitors

Betsy Stetson
Doris Griffin

Peggy Duggan
Genny Cesario

Four newcomers appeared at the Northwest IN games — at the New Year’s Day
game. Lovely ladies — they are, indeed.
Betsy Stetson, who lives just south of San
Francisco and who was visiting her sister,
Sally Levering, came out to play in the
299er game (with Mary Jo Vera) as her
partner.
Betsy has been playing duplicate bridge
off and on for the past 3 years, as well as
some party bridge. It has been a slow
process, but she likes the game. Sally
helps explain it to her. Betsy also takes
lessons.
She works part-time — teaches nursing
— is a maternity teacher. She is interested in holistic medicine and is an
expert in stress management and relaxation. She has also been a Lamaze
teacher.
Betsy has 2 biological and 4 stepchildren, LOTS of grandchildren and 4
great-grandchildren.
It is a treat for us to welcome new
players to our group — especially
very friendly ones such as these
four. We extend a cordial invitation
to them to visit as often as you can.

Peggy Duggan from Palos
Park was taught bridge by
Doris Griffin. In the early ‘90s
she played party bridge.
Then about 8 years ago she
started playing duplicate.
She plays about 3 times a
week. She plays a lot of
bridge in Florida.
She got her Life Master in
2013, and she has just become a Bronze Life Master.
(Look for her name in an
upcoming Bridge Bulletin.)
Peggy was a special education teacher at all levels.
She has 4 children and 4
(almost 5) grandchildren.
She has a son who will be
getting married on Friday,
January 6th.
Peggy and Doris placed 1st
overall in C — 1.43 mp.

Doris Griffin is also from Palos Park.
She is a retired psychiatric nurse.
She learned how to play the game
on the psych unit. Patients wanted
to play bridge and they needed a
fourth. She was taught the rules that
fit on one index card.
Doris played for years before she
realized that she didn’t know what
she was doing. About 10 years ago a
psychiatrist co-worker — an outstanding player who had many
masterpoints — started her out on
duplicate. He allowed her to ask him
one question a day, but quite often
his answer would be 10 minutes long.
Doris also taught social bridge (trying
to make it as basic as possible to get
people interested in bridge).
Doris has 5 children and 6 grandchildren (with the 7th on the way).
She does a lot with her grandchildren.

Genny Cesario from Elmhurst, IL started playing
bridge in 2012 and joined ACBL the same year. Her
goal is to reach Life Master status by the end of this
year. She plays with Mary Schultz, who Genny
describes as a great teacher. Together they scored
0.25 masterpoints on January 1.
She fell in love with the game early on and is now
a confirmed addict. Mary said that Genny does
enjoy playing bridge, she likes the competition, she
would rather play up, and she plays with a lot of
different people.
Genny is a real estate agent. She has 5 children and
7 grandchildren. All 12 live out of state.
Congratulations to
Donna and Dan
Simon for
scoring 10.20 mp
at the
Milwaukee
Holiday Sectional
December
27-30, 2016!

70%+ Games
70.14%

Larry Rabideau and Bob Butz added another
70+% game to their growing list of big
games. They attained this score at New
Lenox on December 21. Larry remains mum on this propitious occasion.
Bob analyzes it thusly — We were quite amazed when the scores came
up. The way we had mangled several hands, we hardly anticipated a
high score. Fortunately, many boards matchpointed quite well. Proof, again, — it is better to
be lucky than good!
Out of 24 boards, Larry and Bob had 10 top
board and 4 tied for top boards! Great job!

73.00%

Marcy and Chuck
Tomes earned
73% in a 299er
game at our big New Year’s Day party. Here are
their comments on this memorable game —
Marcy and I came to the January 1st game at the
Calumet Bridge Club because Barb Walczak asked
us to help field a 299er game. Using the electronic
scoring system was a new experience for us. We
played within ourselves — nothing wild — and
enjoyed the afternoon. It was just a great feeling to
play well together.
They had 14 top boards and 4 tied for top boards
out of 25 boards. A great achievement!

70.24%

Norm Szewczyk and Jan Merrick
have done it again — a 70.24%
game at South Suburban Bridge

Center — on December 28!
Jan says that she would like to thank Norm for the opportunity to
score big. “We only play once a month. We had a lot of luck that day
and the right timing. Everybody needs that to get out of A SLUMP.”
Norm categorized his partner as a pleasure to play with — someone
who is reliable and plays the game well. He commented that the
opponents didn’t always reach their games or they did something
wrong on defense. “You do need a lot of luck to get a score like this.”
Jan and Norm managed to get 7 top boards and 10 boards where they
were tied for top out of 28 boards. An outstanding evening!

Dec 13
Dec 12

Dec 20
Dec 19

congratulations!
Dec 14

Top scorers — Lou Nimnicht 8.62; Steve Watson - 7.22; Barb
Graegin - 6.58; Indra Gupta 5.94; Rosietta Brown - 4.89; Barb
Walczak - 4.82; Ruth Westberg 4.61; and John Teshima - 4.36

Mini-McKenney Race

This listing represents the total points earned by
players in 2016 that qualifies them — ranking in
the top 10 in Unit 154 and possibly in the top 25 in District 8. This listing will become
final on February 6th. The district placement is indicated in blue following the name.
No one placed in the top 100 of all of ACBL. Also placing in District 8 were Roger
Sokol placing #21 in the 1500-2500 mp category with 195.83 mp, and Bob Butz
placing #13 in the 3500-5000 mp category with 241.03 mp.
— especially to the 6 players who placed 1st in the unit and to the 31 players who
placed in the district (as indicated by the blue numbers following their names).
100 - 200 mp
3. Mary Kocevar — 90.44 #15
8. Martha Harris — 50.12
200 - 300 mp
1. Daryl Fraley — 98.22 #5
6. Carol Miller — 58.02
9. Dee Marshall — 49.43
10. Barbara Stroud — 48.36
300 - 500 mp
1. Carolyn Potasnik — 118.27 #11
3. Shirley Koch — 101.66 #22
500 - 1000 mp
2. Yuan Hsu — 237.44 #3
3. Zafar Khan — 187.96 #6
5. Laverne Niksch — 156.63 #12
6. Anna Urick — 142.78 #17
7. Indra Gupta — 114.69
10. Peggy Kiernan — 103.17

76.39%

From Don — I first met Joe when he was my mentor. I felt an instant connection
with Joe and learned a lot from him. After the mentorship, he suggested that we
continue playing. I still learn from Joe, and I love playing with him because of his
personality. I never leave a game without having laughed out loud at least once.
I remember two games in particular that evening. I drove us to a 6NT contract,
which I made! On another Joe bid 3NT. My hand was good. I bid 4D, and at this
point, Joe felt that 5D would not be winning contract, so he blasted to 6D,
making easily. 76.39 was my very best percentage ever! It was the first
time I could ever remember that we didn’t make any mistakes!

1000 - 1500 mp
3. Connie Stevens — 204.72 #6
4. Wayne Carpenter — 189.60 #9
5. Barbara Walczak — 141.79 #12
8. Trudi McKamey — 125.85 #19
1500 - 2500 mp
2. Don Valiska — 216.86 #13
4. Pat Valiska — 171.22
7. Dave Bigler — 161.37
8. Jim Angell — 150.49
2500 - 3500 mp
1. Lou Nimnicht — 337.90 #5
3. Barbara Graegin — 265.18 #8
10. Jim O’Connell — 148.69
3500 - 5000 mp
1. Carol Osgerby — 355.55 #4
5. Steve Watson — 255.30 #11 overall highest
8. Tom Hallum — 179.71 #24 scorer for 2016
5000 - 7500 mp
1. Joe Chin — 362.59 #2
8. John Chmielowiec-17.85 #22

0 - 5 mp
1. Rich Will — 30.71 #8
3. Sally Will — 28.24 #10
4. Terry Bauer — 25.27 #12
5. Barbara Lawson — 20.08 #19
5 - 20 mp
2. Tom Rea — 24.39 #16
9. Lori Rea — 13.78
20 - 50 mp
2. Marcy Tomes — 39.56 #12
3. Knoefel Jones — 30.88 #23
4. Janet Jones — 30.18 #24
7. Creighton Rawlings — 26.48
50 - 100 mp
3. Chuck Tomes — 55.02 #14
6. Charlie Halberstadt — 32.65
10. Bill Hahn — 27.21

Don Cohen and Joe Chin achieved a most
remarkable percentage at a Tuesday game
at South Suburban Bridge Center. This
extraordinary score will get them into
the Big Games listing in the Bridge Bulletin.
Here is Joe’s commentary on this memorable event — At All Bridge Saints (La
Grange, IL) club about 5 years ago, I was
assigned as Don’s mentor for six consecutive Saturdays. The partnership continued
to the present — albeit a monthly one.
Don’s easy-going attitude makes every
game pleasurable, and, of course, his
excellent card sense does not hurt. We
garnered gold points at a Chicago Summerfest regional and the 2015 Chicago
Summer nationals. Meanwhile Don became a Life Master, a Bronze Life Master
and a Silver Life Master.
On this particular evening, 13 of 27 boards
played were 7 or above (of a maximum of 8
matchpoints). At about the two-thirds mark
into the game, I asked Don if he would get
nervous if I let him know that we have the
makings of a 70% game if the trend continued. He quickly replied “No!”
Nice game, pard, and thank you!

Ace of Clubs
Race

The following list includes those players who placed in the top ten in the Ace of Clubs Race in Unit 154 for
the 2016 year. These numbers represent only the points won in local club games (excluding STaC games).
Rankings to the right of player names are the placement in the top 25 in District 8. 38 players placed in the
district — there were 48 that placed in the unit, with our biggest showing in the 500 - 1000 mp category!
Norm Szewczyk did not place in the unit, but he ranked #23 in the 2500 - 3500 mp category in the district
with 103.80 points! Bob Butz ranks 2nd in his unit and #19 in our district in the 3500-5000 mp category
with 104.54! We are doubly proud of the 7 players who placed in the top 100 in all of ACBL for the year.
Also, it is no small accomplishment that 8 of our players placed first in the unit and 9 of those listed placed
2016
in the top 3 in the district. There are so many reasons to applaud their dedication and accomplishments!
1000 - 1500 mp
0 - 5 mp
100 - 200 mp
1. Connie Stevens — 175.78 #3
2. Rich Will — 24.52 #5
4. Mary Kocevar — 59.78 #12
2. Wayne Carpenter — 147.82 #4
3. Terry Bauer — 23.61 #7
8. Martha Harris — 42.06
3. Barbara Walczak — 130.46 #7
4. Sally Will — 22.05 #8
200 - 300 mp
4. Trudi McKamey — 108.49 #10
7. Barbara Lawson — 12.17
3. Daryl Fraley — 56.31 #9
1500 - 2500 mp
5 - 20 mp
8. Dee Marshall — 38.38
1. Don Valiska — 181.04 #3
2. Tom Rea — 23.61 #10
9. Alan Filler — 38.24
3. Pat Valiska — 139.25 #11
5. Lori Rea — 13.37
10. Carol Miller — 37.58
4. Jim Angell — 136.39 #12
20 - 50 mp
300 - 500 mp
5. Dave Bigler — 120.60 #15
1. Marcy Tomes — 36.12 #4
1. Shirley Koch — 88.55 #7
3. Knoefel Jones — 27.00 #15
2. Carolyn Potasnik — 86.96 #9 2500 - 3500 mp
1. Lou Nimnicht — 269.58 #1
4. Janet Jones — 26.30 #17
6. Bob Porter — 53.51
3. Barbara Graegin — 234.02 #3
5. Creighton Rawlings — 25.89 #21 9. Anna Urosevich — 45.83
10. Jim O’Connell — 119.57 #17
9. Naomi Goodman — 17.65
500 - 1000 mp
3500 - 5000 mp
50 - 100 mp
2. Yuan Hsu — 164.85 #2
1. Carol Osgerby — 308.10 #1
1. Chuck Tomes — 51.21 #3
3. Zafar Khan — 156.62 #3
6. Charlie Halberstadt — 27.47
4. Laverne Niksch — 123.50 #7 4. Steve Watson — 179.55 #7
6. Tom Hallum — 151.20 #14
6. Anna Urick — 118.59 #9
8. Bill Hahn — 25.53
5000 - 7500 mp
7. Indra Gupta — 101.90 #13
10. Jane Krueger — 21.84
9. Peggy Kiernan — 89.92 #17 1. Joe Chin — 265.94 #1
10. Alan Yngve — 89.49 #18
7. John Chmielowiec — 17.85 #19
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Top players in these 8 games are —
Trudi McKamey - 7.24; Al Simmons - 6.78; Yuan
Hsu - 6.75; Wayne Carpenter - 5.57; Zafar Khan
- 5.48; Ruth Westberg - 5.11; Lou Nimnicht 4.86; Dave Bigler - 4.26; Laverne Niksch - 3.82;
Carolyn Potasnik - 3.72; and Joe Chin - 3.60
Someone asked about the number
of players we have in Unit 154. The
latest figure I have is 608. The largest
category is Regional Master (100-200
mp) with 90 players, followed closely by
Sectional Master (50-100 mp) with 88 members.
Dave Bigler will be teaching a six-week session
of bridge lessons on Wed. evenings beginning
on January 25 at the Lincoln Center in Highland.
Spread the word to your friends and neighbors.

... in answer to the
question —
How often will you be dealt
all 4 Aces?

Chuck Tomes
Lou Nimnicht
Joe Chin

This article appeared
in The Times on
January 15, 2017.

Chuck and Lou had the exact
answer — Once in every 378
deals. Chuck looked up the
answer in The Official Encyclopedia of Bridge, 1971 edition,
which was a gift from Bob
Kellstrom, his critic teacher
when he student taught. Lou
resorted to the internet, where
you can find answers to almost
everything. Joe guessed 200.
These 3 players will receive a
reduction on their next entry
fee.

Ten years’ worth of Bridge
Bulletins that George Roeper
had in his basement have
found a home. Jim Lane has
taken them to IU Northwest’s
Calumet Regional Archives.
Jim is co-director of these
archives.

As published
in The Times

Jan 3

Jan 4
Jan 9

Top scorers in these 8 games —
Barbara Graegin — 10.63; Lou
Nimnicht — 10.19; Ruth Westberg — 8.36; Rosietta Brown —
7.45; Joe Chin — 6.55; Yuan Hsu
— 6.22; Carolyn Potasnik —
4.93; Barbara Walczak — 4.63.

MINI-McKENNEY RACE
5 - 20 mp
5. Norma Vierk — 22.28 #16
20 - 50 mp
3. Larry Dunford — 67.14 #3
100 - 200 mp
2. Pat Princehorn — 129.06 #3
3. Fred Princehorn — 126.03 #4
200 - 300 mp
7. Rosemary McCarthy — 87.14 #10
500 - 1000 mp
1. John Miller — 325.59 #1
1000 - 1500 mp
3. Lynne Kostopoulos — 192.35 #4
8. Jan Merrick — 130.41 #17
1500 - 2500 mp
4. Stacy Jacobs — 314.46 #4
2500 - 3500 mp
8. John Goring — 266.29 #9
5000 - 7500 mp
1. Ruth Westberg — 474.02 #1
7. Sally Levering — 212.18 #13
9. Shawn Concannon — 192.50 #15
100 - 200 mp
Caron Espinosa — 78.38 #16
Bill Birk — 65.84 #23
200 - 300 mp
Jan Summers — 62.66 #25
1000 - 1500 mp
Claire Murvihill — 124.28 #23
2500 - 3500 mp
Jerry Palm — 205.43 #15
Mike Devine — 186.52 #21
George Goewey — 184.49 #23
George Roeper — 183.79 #24
2500 - 3500 mp
Al Levering — 224.04 #13
Mike Howards — 174.64 #24
3500 - 5000 mp
Rosietta Brown — 249.20 #13
Al Simmons — 163.23 #19

ACE OF CLUBS RACE

Listed here are all the players from Unit 123 —
the Chicagoland area — who frequent our
5 - 20 mp
Northwest Indiana games and who placed in
4. Norma Vierk — 20.87 #10
the top ten in their unit for the previous year —
20 - 50 mp
2016 — in the Mini Mc-Kenney and Ace of Clubs
1. Larry Dunford — 56.20 #1
races. The Mini-McKenny Race includes all the
points earned for the year — the Ace of Clubs
100 - 200 mp
Race is a total of masterpoints earned at the
3. Fred Princehorn — 103.88 #3
club level in that 12-month period. Those
4. Pat Princehorn — 98.31 #4
points are listed to the left of the names.
9. Caron Espinosa — 55.57 #11
The numbers in gold to the right of the names
200 - 300 mp
are the placement in the top 25 at the district
5. Rosemary McCarthy — 68.85 #5
level. The names in both columns below the
500 - 1000 mp
gold separation line are those who placed only
1. John Miller — 225.05 #1
at the district level. Did you notice that everyone who ranked in the unit also ranked in the
1000 - 1500 mp
2. Lynne Kostopoulos — 162.01 #2 district? Amazing results! There are 27 players
altogether with 23 of them making the grade
3. Claire Murvihill — 117.53 #4
for both the unit and district competition.
6. Jan Merrick — 108.73 #9
10. Marge Hedegard — 104.37 #14
1500 - 2500 mp
8. Jerry Palm — 169.93 #8
10. Mike Devine — 166.61 #10
2500 - 3500 mp
7. Mike Howards — 146.42 #9
The seven especially high-performing players
3500 - 5000 mp
pictured below placed in the top 100 among
all of the ACBL players in their category. This
3. Rosietta Brown — 214.31 #3
includes all of the U.S., Canada, Mexico and
5000 - 7500 mp
Bermuda, as well as players from other coun1. Ruth Westberg — 421.76 #1
tries who are members of ACBL. For example —
6. Shawn Concannon — 159.85 #9
Ruth Westberg’s standing as #4 in the Ace of
7. Al Simmons — 157.04 #10
Clubs Race means that she is ranked 4th among
all of the 1634 ACBL members around the
5 - 20 mp
world with 5000 - 7500 masterpoints. WOW!!!
Geraldine Tyler — 13.85 #25
These are the standings for the 7 players
100 - 200 mp
whose photos are shown here. (All placed in the
Bill Birk — 45.01 #17
Ace of Clubs Race, with the exception of Ruth
1500 - 2500 mp
Westberg and John Miller, who placed in the
Stacy Jacobs — 150.48 #14
Mini-McKenney Race, as well) —
George Roeper — 143.14 #16
Ruth Westberg — #4 + #85 in Mini-McKenney
George Goewey — 112.82 #24
John Miller — #10 + #26 in the Mini-McKenney
2500 - 3500 mp
Fred Princehorn — #28 Pat Princehorn — #38
Lynne Kostopoulos — #68
John Goring — 110.91 #20
Larry Dunford — #76 Rosietta Brown — #88
5000 - 7500 mp
Outstanding — all of you!
Sally Levering — 73.33 #23

Wednesday Team Game

“A”
winners

One half of the teams in January placed overall —
Ruth Westberg, Al Simmons, Brian Beecher and Al Simmons
— 3.03
Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu, Wayne Carpenter and Laverne
Niksch — 2.27
Lou Nimnicht, Steve Watson, Dan Spain and Norm Szewczyk
— 1.70
Indra Gupta, Ruth Goodpasture, Lynne Kostopoulos and
John Miller — 1.69
Don & Pat Valiska and Carol & Gale Osgerby — 1.28
Jackie Chavez, Shirley Koch, Jan Merrick and Anna Urosevich
— 1.27
Terry Bauer, Bob Ferguson, Bob Porter and Wayne Hiser —
0.98
Dave Bigler, Daryl Fraley, Alta Allen and Mary Kocevar — 0.71

Congratulations to all!
“B”
winners

73.21%

Rosietta Brown & Ruth Westberg

Congratulations!

“C”
winners

Rosietta Brown and Ruth Westberg attained this
grand percentage at a Tuesday afternoon game in
Lynwood. They had 10 top boards and 7 boards
where they were tied for top out of 28 boards.
Ruth comments — I enjoy playing with Rosietta. We
were very lucky on several boards with our results
— which helps to achieve a score above 70%. We
were spot-on in our defense.
Rosietta adds — Our 73.21% game is just another
notch in Ruth (less) Westberg’s long belt of accomplishments, which not only include many 70% +
games with several different partners, but also
becoming the Ace of Clubs winner in Unit 123 for
the 18th consecutive year. And, as you probably
well know, she also placed 4th in all of ACBL in the
5000-7500 masterpoint category for 2016 — an
absolutely stellar player! Westberg is known as
“Ruthless” because she takes no prisoners.
Playing with Ruth is always a valuable learning
experience. I am lucky and honored to be one of
Ruthless’ regular partners.

Top 25 players in our 5 Northwest Indiana
Clubs for 2016
Lou Nimnicht
Laverne Niksch
Steve Watson
Wayne Carpenter
Barbara Walczak
Alan Yngve
Bob Ferguson
John Teshima
Ed d’Ouville
Cathy Mason
Yuan Hsu
Trudi McKamey
Zafar Khan
Dave Watkins
Jim O’Connell
Dan Spain
Bob Porter
Norm Szewczyk
Mike Brissette
Dave Bigler
Hilda Connor
Chuck Briggs
Anne Murphy
John Chmielowiec
Janice Custer

Chuck Tomes
Rich Will
Marcy Tomes
Sally Will
Terry Bauer
Carol Miller
Charlie Halberstadt
Alan Yngve
Dorothy Hart
Tom Rea
Janet Jones
Knoefel Jones
Barbara Lawson
Helen Boothe
Marcia Carson
Lori Rea
Jim Carson
Jim Lane
Janice Custer
Naomi Goodman
Kris Prohl
Mary Kocevar
Trudi McKamey
June Reisinger
Barbara Stroud

Chuck Tomes
Marcy Tomes
Anna Robbins
Knoefel Jones
Janet Jones
Tom Rea
Tricia Fox
Don Giedemann
Carol Miller
Alice Giedemann
Shary Kozlowski
Beth Rader
Lori Rea
Lila Cohen
Helen Thiros
June Reisinger
Donna Penn
Charlie Halberstadt
Donna Beach
Lynn Bayman
Tom Luekens
Sylvia Luekens
Naomi Goodman
Anne Gott
Mary Kocevar

The names of the 8 players highlighted in red are those players who
placed in the top 25 in 3 of the 5 sites in 2016 in Lake and Porter
counties — quite an excellent showing! There was even 1 that
placed in 4 of the clubs. Congratulations to all those listed above!

Congrats!

These are the special games in February
— where you can earn extra points —
Sat, 4th — Club Championship game
Mon, 6th — District 8 STaC game
Tues, 7th — District 8 STaC game
Tues, 7th (pm) — District 8 STaC game
Wed, 8th — District 8 STaC game
Sat, 11th — STaC game - NOON START
Wed, 15th — Charity SWISS TEAMS
(potluck food K - Z)
Sat, 18th — Charity game
Tues, 21st — ACBL Charity game
Wed, 22nd — Charity game
Sat, 25th — Charity game
Mon, 27th — Elks Charity game
Five chances to earn silver!

Barbara Graegin
Lou Nimnicht
Al Simmons
Jim O’Connell
Joe Chin
Zafar Khan
Jim Angell
Yuan Hsu
Ruth Westberg
Barbara Walczak
Carolyn Potasnik
Mike Brissette
Trudi McKamey
Rosietta Brown
Steve Watson
Wayne Carpenter
Indra Gupta
Alan Yngve
Helen Miller
Pat Mikuta
Dave Bigler
Connie Stevens
Dee Marshall
Jerry Palm
John Teshima

Jan 11

Jan 10

Jan 16

Top 8 players

Joe Chin
Steve Watson
Lou Nimnicht
John Goring
Carol Osgerby
Al Simmons
Ruth Westberg
Barbara Graegin
Don Valiska
Zafar Khan
Rosietta Brown
Lynne Kostopoulos
Yuan Hsu
Bob Butz
Connie Stevens
George Roeper
Jim Angell
Barbara Walczak
Dave Bigler
Joan Butz
Carolyn Potasnik
Jerry Palm
Indra Gupta
Trudi McKamey
Mike Devine

BEACH COMMUNITY DUNELAND VALPARAISO

printed in The Times

Calumet

Yuan Hsu — 6.08
Indra Gupta — 5.98
Lou Nimnicht — 5.66
Barbara Graegin — 5.61
Steve Watson — 4.61
Connie Stevens — 4.05
Pat Mikuta — 4.03
Jim O’Connell — 3.88

WinterFest

The following partnerships
scored big percentages in
the year just ended — 2016.

Northwest Indiana Clubs
Alan Yngve & Janice Custer - 78.33%
Rich Will & Jim Carson - 74.31%
Sally & Rich Will - 74.31%
Barb Graegin & Lou Nimnicht - 74.07%
Barbara Lawson & Carol Miller - 73.50%
Joe Chin & John Teshima - 73.15%
Marcy & Chuck Tomes - 73.00%
Steve Watson & Lou Nimnicht - 72.92%
Alan Yngve & Janice Custer - 72.81%
Lou Nimnicht & John Goring - 71.67%
Wayne Carpenter & L. Niksch - 71.43%
Mike Devine & Rosietta Brown-71.10%
Laverne Niksch & W. Carpenter-70.83%
Mary Ennes & Lila Cohen - 70.83%
Connie Stevens & Jerry Palm - 70.83%
John Goring & Larry Rabideau - 70.83%
L. Kostopoulos & John Goring - 70.83%
Steve Watson & Joe Chin - 70.60%
Indra Gupta & Rosietta Brown - 70.14%
Anne Gott & Beth Rader - 70.00%
A great listing! There were 38 games
that were 70% or better for the past
year. There are 48 players who had
at least one 70% game in 2016.

The
Times

Bridge Report

Congratulations!

Jan 17

Jan 18

Jan 23

for 2016

Congratulations!
South Suburban Bridge Center

Anna Urick & Bruce Dawson - 76.00%
Mike Howards & Stacy Jacobs - 72.92%
Carol Osgerby & Mike Howards - 71.99%
Bill Kilbride & Mike Howards - 71.00%
Gale Osgerby & Don Valiska - 70.83%
Don Valiska & Carol Osgerby - 70.24%
Norm Szewczyk & Jan Merrick - 70.24%
Ruth Westberg & Carol Osgerby - 70.00%
George Goewey & Brian Beecher - 70.00%

Other Nearby Venues

Chicago Sectional
January 26-29
Glenview, IL
Players who scored points in this recent
sectional are —
Don Cohen — 5.84
Zafar Khan, Wayne Carpenter, Laverne
Niksch and Yuan Hsu — 4.12
John Miller — 3.30
Joe Connelly — 3.26
Jan Summers — 2.03
Roger Sokol and Dave Mitzit — 1.72
Caron Espinosa — 1.27
Rosemary McCarthy, Joe Chin, George
Roeper, George Goewey, Dave
Bigler and Brian Beecher — 1.16
Dan and Donna Simon — 1.08
Daryl Fraley and Bill Birk — 0.59
Pat and Fred Princehorn — 0.25

Sally & Al Levering - 78.00%
Bob Butz & John Goring - 75.69%
Marci & Keith Meyer - 73.50%
John Teshima & Bill Wendt - 71.30%
W. Carpenter & Laverne Niksch - 70.84%
L. Niksch & Wayne Carpenter - 70.37%
Thanks to Chuck Tomes for the folNancy Miller & John Goring - 70.31%
lowing information —
Larry Rabideau & Bob Butz - 70.14%
Wayne Carpenter/Laverne Niksch-70.03% Who was Myrtle Bennett? In 1931
Myrtle Bennett and her husband
John were playing bridge with another
married couple. On what turned out
to be the last hand of the evening,
Myrtle became incensed after John
went down in a contract she thought
he should have made. After the
Top 11 players for the week —
ensuing argument, Myrtle shot John,
who died shortly thereafter. She was
Lou Nimnicht - 9.72; Dan Spain tried for murder later in the year and
6.22; Steve Watson - 5.20; Yuan
acquitted. For details of this marital
Hsu - 5.02; Jim Angell - 4.66;
story, the book THE DEVIL'S TICKETS
Zafar Khan - 4.14; Barbara Walby Gary Pomerantz is recommended.
czak - 3.76; Brian Beecher - 3.67;
Joe Chin - 3.59; Ruth Westberg If anyone has this
3.32; and Al Simmons - 3.32
book, please share it
with me. It sounds
If the shoe fits . . . .
utterly fascinating!
This paragraph came at the end
There are rave reviews
of Karen Walker’s article in the
galore! Someone
January Bridge Bulletin —
remarked that the
Slow play is exhausting to everyprose is pellucid — is that good? Why
one at the table. If you haven’t
hasn’t it become a screen play? The
decided on the “right” bid after
15 seconds, more time is unlikely story also revolves around the famous
bridge partnership of Josephine and
to bring divine inspiration. Stop
Ely Culbertson.
agonizing, relieve partner of the
suspense and bid something.

Congratulations!

IN MEMORY OF . . .
Lois Edelstein passed away on
January 31, 2017. She was a frequent
player at our Monday game in Highland.
Earlier on she played with Joyce Radbel,
and at the end she partnered with
Wayne Hiser, and did very well at the
game. She also played party bridge at
Briar Ridge Country Club and at the
Munster Senior Center.
Her son remarked that, for his mom,
bridge, by far, was her most joyous
social activity, and that she loved
bridge as much as she did her family.
She was sometimes called the “bridge
witch” — a title which she wore as a
badge of honor.
Wayne Hiser adds — “When I moved
into the area seven years ago, I started
playing in the ”Chicago” group in
Merrillville, where Lois was a regular.
She asked if I would like to try duplicate while her usual partner was in
Florida. We had a good run. We didn't
play many conventions, but generally
understood each other's bids. She knew
how to play the cards! And loved it!

NEWCOMER

72.69%
Lou Nimnicht and his unphotographed
partner had this newsworthy result at
Woodland Park on January 31st.
Lou writes —”I rarely get to partner with
Jim, so the big game was especially gratifying. Jim ended up declaring a lot of
hands that day, which may explain our
success. Of 27 boards, we had only 5 cold
tops and 4 below-average boards. In
addition to his superior declarer play, Jim
was also on fire, defensively.”
(Lou mentions 5 top boards, but he and
Jim also had 9 boards which were tied for
tops!)
Jim O’Connell describes an enjoyable 3½
hours with Lou — an easy-to-play with
partner. Lou embodies many attributes
inherent in great bridge players — his
ability to concentrate, to visualize partner’s
and opponents’ hands, plus his deductive
reasoning and foresight.

Congratulations!

Franklin (or Frank) Shelton lives as
close as Gary, but yet this is his first
time to drop by to check out our
game. He hasn’t played organized
competitive bridge for 15-20 years.
He played in the ABA — started in
the ‘60s. He says he played too
long, and then he quit!
Frank majored in education, but
worked for a steel company and a
bank. He did teach some at the
secondary school level. He has 3
children and 6 grandchildren. He
has a great interest in gardening.
Frank came as a partner with
Delphine Slater. They came in
1st place in “C” on Saturday for
1.00 points. We hope Frank will
continue to hone his bridge
skills in his hometown after he
discovered that Calumet Township is a friendly place to play, and
he can experience the thrill of
winning.

Welcome!

Indianapolis Regional

c

9 of our players scratched at the
Indianapolis Regional just finished —
Jim McDonald — 6.34
Bob Butz and John Goring — 3.72
Steve Watson and Lou Nimnicht — 3.12
Mary Kocevar and Carol Miller — 2.95
Daryl Fraley — 1.94
Alan Yngve — 1.46

Congratulations!

Dave Bigler and Zafar Kha

n
topped the list this week.
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These are the players from our area
who are ranked in the top 100 in
Unit 154 according to the total number of points earned in 2016.
1. Joe Chin — 363
3. Carol Osgerby — 356
4. Lou Nimnicht — 338
11. Barbara Graegin — 265
12. Steve Watson — 255
14. Yuan Hsu — 236
15. Lee Esworthy — 236
17. Don Valiska — 217
20. Connie Stevens — 205
23. Wayne Carpenter — 190
24. Zafar Khan — 188
25. Tom Hallum — 180
27. Pat Valiska — 171
32. Dave Bigler — 161
36. Laverne Niksch — 157
37. Jim Angell — 150
38. Jim O’Connell — 149
41. Anna Urick — 143
42. Barbara Walczak — 142
50. Trudi McKamey — 126
52. Norm Szewczyk — 121
54. Carolyn Potasnik — 118
56. Indra Gupta — 115
61. Marci Meyer — 109
64. Alan Yngve — 104
65. Peggy Kiernan — 103
67. Keith Meyer — 103
68. Shirley Koch — 102
70. Charlotte Abernethy — 100
71. Gale Osgerby — 99
73. Daryl Fraley — 98
74. Bill Wendt — 97
76. Dan Simon — 94
80. John Teshima — 92
81. Mary Kocevar — 90
96. Donna Simon — 77
97. Ed d’Ouville — 76

Jan 24
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The following players are ranked
among the top 100 players in Unit
154 for lifetime achievement in
total masterpoints as of Dec. 2016.

Jan 31

Jan 25

Feb 1

Top players from Jan.24-Feb.1:
Dave Bigler - 6.58; Zafar Khan 5.22; Lou Nimnicht - 4.79; Yuan Hsu - 4.20; Bob Porter 4.10; Jim Angell - 3.60; John Teshima - 3.54; Dan Spain 3.31; Jim O’Connell - 3.24; and Pat Mikuta - 3.03.
There are 14 players from Unit 123 who also placed in
the top 100 from their unit for 2016 — although they
had to work a little harder for their placement —
13. Ruth Westberg - 474 68. Jerry Palm - 205
28. John Miller - 326
76. Shawn Concannon-193
31. Stacy Jacobs - 314
77. Lynne Kostopoulos-192
45. John Goring - 266
85. Mike Devine - 187
51. Rosietta Brown - 249 89. George Goewey - 184
59. Al Levering - 224
90. George Roeper - 184
63. Sally Levering - 212 100. Mike Howards - 175
There are several players from Unit 123 who rank in
the all-time top 100 for lifetime achievement as of the
end of December 2016 —
39. Ruth Westberg - 7193
50. Al Simmons - 5860
53. Sally Levering - 5369
57. Shawn Concannon - 5206

4. Joe Chin — 6428
5. John Chmielowiec — 6387
10. Lee Esworthy — 5795
12. Carol Osgerby — 5250
13. Wesley Adamczyk — 5078
15. Tom Hallum — 4639
18. Steve Watson — 4073
22. Jim O’Connell — 3594
24. Barbara Graegin — 3555
25. Lou Nimnicht — 3495
32. Dan Simon — 3236
37. Donna Simon — 3044
39. Norm Szewczyk — 2830
47. Jim Angell — 2473
57. Kay Esworthy — 2156
59. Dave Bigler — 2073
66. Don Valiska — 1844
68. Dan Spain — 1836
69. Pat Valiska — 1768
74. Barbara Walczak — 1640
75. Connie Stevens — 1628
84. Wayne Carpenter — 1415
87. Chuck Briggs — 1361
92. Janice Custer — 1207
97. Trudi McKamey — 1146
98. Helen Miller — 1131
99. Mary Schumm — 1125
Stacy Jacob’s name appears
in the current Bridge
Bulletin on page 22.
Did you spot it there?
We’re extremely proud
of her for finishing in
11th place in an
event where some
of the women
greats of bridge
were entered.

“The End of the World”
Shirley and Bill Hahn traveled around one of the most
fabled sea passages in the world — literally rounding the
bottom of the world by sailing around Cape Horn.
Here is Bill’s story —

On January 3, 2017 we began our adventure with an
ovenight flight to Rio De Janeiro. The embarkation
facilities were horrible and were further complicated
by an inspection on the ship by the Brazilian government which prohibited the passengers’ disembarking.
During the first day at sea there was a medical emergency which caused us to detour in order to transfer
the patient to another ship which would take him to
a hospital on shore for surgery. This detour put us
farther behind schedule, and we were told that because of the delay we couldn’t secure an anchorage in the Falkland Islands.
When the ship approached Buenos Aires, the high winds had lowered the water level in the port so that there was
not enough water for us to enter. The next day we were able to enter port and enjoy a wonderful tour of the city,
which included a terrific meal featuring Argentine beef. The tango dancers were very dramatic. When we left
Buenos Aires, the next scheduled port of Montevideo, Uruguay, had no berth available, so we anchored about
15 miles off shore so that we could be refueled.
We left Montevideo at 11:00 pm that night for Cape Horn. The scenery there was awesome! Throughout its history,
sailors regarded sailing around Cape Horn as the most treacherous navigation in the world, with notoriously fierce
winds, strong swells and often icy conditions. It was easy to imagine sailing ships having a difficult time in the
days before steam power.
Our next port of Ushuaia is billed as the southernmost city in the world. We took a spectacular tour on a narrow
gauge railroad that was originally built by convicts who used it to haul the firewood they had cut back to the city.
The next port of call was Punta Arenas, which had a fascinating history dating back before the Panama Canal was
opened. As a bonus for all the problems we had had earlier, the ship went through a fiord to the Amalia Glacier
before making the final stop at Valparaiso, Chile.
By the way, Princess Cruises allowed us to apply 50% of our cruise fare (no air fare, etc.) to our current cruise total
expenses and also gave us future cruise credit equal to 50% off the
cruise fare in an effort to compensate us for the missed ports and
other delays. We thought it was very fair!!!

thday,
Happy Bir
Jerry Palm

What are the chances of being dealt
a Yarborough? The three players
closest to the correct answer will
receive a percentage oﬀ their next
entry fee. Deadline is February 25.

STaC Results

These players scored at least
3 points during the recent
District 8 STaC week —
Barbara Graegin — 13.59
Jim O’Connell — 11.53
Jim Angell — 6.11
Bob Ferguson — 6.09
John Miller — 6.00
Jim Lane — 5.06
Charlie Halberstadt — 5.06
Rosietta Brown — 4.67
Joe Chin — 4.47
Zafar Khan — 4.44
Rosemary McCarthy—3.66
Laverne Niksch — 3.55
Janice Custer — 3.50
Dan Spain — 3.42
Carol Miller — 3.11
Barbara Lawson — 3.11

CARIBBEAN CRUISE

Six of our players recently returned from a week-long
voyage on Royal Caribbean's, Allure of the Seas, where
they participated in the ACBL Regional at Sea —
January 29 - February 5. The tournament, hosted by
bridge legend, Larry Cohen, featured three sessions of
bridge each day, as well daily lectures and discussions.
Jackie Chavez, Peggy Kiernan, Stacy Jacobs, Lori
Malone, Susan Stromberg and Ruth Westberg opted
out of typical cruise activities and shore excursions
when the ship docked in ports including Nassau, St.
Thomas and St. Maarten. Instead, the ladies stayed on
board and played daily open pairs, Swiss teams and
side pairs, earning a massive total of 95.04 masterpoints (gold and red) for the week.
Jackie and Peggy earned 12.57 gold points each, and
Stacy and Ruth each pulled in 17.56 gold. Jackie also
won 4.69 red points, Peggy earned 5.27 red, Lori won
2.83 red and Susan scored 4.21 red. Stacy and Ruth
each earned 8.89 red points during the week.
The ladies enjoyed meals together in the ship's dining
rooms and casual restaurants, took in a few late-night
shows, enjoyed a bit of action in the casino and had glowing
reports about the ship's medical facilities (nothing serious).
Celebrating Jackie's birthday was a highlight of the journey.
~ contributed by Stacy Jacobs

Ruth Westberg and Stacy Jacobs dressed in their finery

16 years and counting

Valentine’s Day at Woodland Park in Portage — a table decked out in
a lovely red tablecloth, including homemade heart cookies, chocolate heart candies and watermelon — with most players wearing red

This has got to be some kind of record! Amazing!
Ruth Westberg has been awarded for the 16th consecutive year the Helen Shanbrom Ace of Clubs
Race award for placing first in her category in Unit
123 for 2016. Her total points were 201 more than
the second-place person!!! Also, Ruth received a
first-place certificate for placing first in the MiniMcKenney Race with 474 points! Congratulations!

February team Game Winners
Winners across the board — A and B and C

Bob Porter

Bill Hahn

Wayne Hiser Bob Ferguson

New Faces in the Crowd

Sarah LaFlora from Chicago lives just
around the corner from Rosietta
Brown. Rosietta brought her so that
Sarah could see what bridge is all
about — to decide whether or not
she might want to take lessons.
However, Sarah feels that, whereas
it would have been interesting 40 or
50 years ago, it’s too late to start now.
Sarah owned a travel agency for 25
years, and also a laundromat and
dry cleaners, where she operated
her own plant.
She has 3 children and 6 grandchildren — all of whom are college
educated (except the high schooler).

Erik Watterson, a Munsterite, visited
us last Monday. He learned to play
bridge a long time ago from his
parents. He has played a lot online.
But now that he is retired, he wants
to expand his game into a more formal setting.
Erik has 4 children and 1 grandchild
— just over a month old. He worked
as a project manager for engineer
related projects. He is a big fisherman, as well as a golfer.
Welcome to Sarah and Erik! We know
we’ll be seeing a lot more of Erik, and
and we’re looking forward to it!

Who knows who is reading bridge scores?

Congratulations to these 32 players! Thanks for more food than we could eat!

Feb 6

Big winners by besting all competition were —
Bob Porter, Bill Hahn, Wayne Hiser
and Bob Ferguson — 2.92
Other teams who placed overall in
the 15-table game were —
Lou Nimnicht, Steve Watson, Norm
Szewczyk and Dan Spain — 2.19
Wayne Carpenter, Laverne Niksch,
Zafar Khan and Yuan Hsu — 1.64
Joe Chin, Barbara Graegin, Roger
Sokol and Jim O’Connell — 1.23
Connie Stevens, Barb Walczak, Ed
d’Ouville and Mary Schumm - 1.01
Anne Murphy, Barbara Stroud,
Janice Custer & Cathy Mason -1.01
Ruth Westberg, Stacy Jacobs, Al
Simmons and Dan Taylor — 0.92
Hilda Connor, Carolyn Potasnik,
Norma Vierk, Marilyn Ginzel -0.74

printed in The Times

Feb 7

Feb 8

Top scorers for the first week in February:
Barbara Graegin - 5.16; Bob Ferguson - 4.12;
Joe Chin - 3.78; Zafar Khan - 3.58; Jim Angell
- 3.41; Yuan Hsu - 3.22; Jim O’Connell - 3.10;
Barbara Walczak - 2.79; John Miller - 2.34;
Trudi McKamey - 2.15; Barbara Lawson 2.14; Carol Miller - 2.14 CONGRATS!

This interview with Alan Yngve appeared in the Sunday,
February 19, 2017, Post Tribune — an interesting discussion
with favorable publicity about bridge.

Sapphire Life Master
Lou Nimnicht has reached yet another significant achievement as he progresses
upward through the ranks of the bridge hierarchy. Sapphire Life Master requires 3500 masterpoints (with at least 700 silver, red, gold or platinum, of which
at least 350 must be gold or platinum). That is a lot of gold points!
Lou scored more than half those points in the last 6 years — 2016 - 338; 2015 388; 2014 - 366; 2013 - 373; 2012 - 240; 2011 - 208. That’s some mighty fine playing!
Some of Lou’s partners have offered their congratulations —
We all know the bridge skills that Lou Nimnicht brings to the table every day. We
also understand his competitive nature and understanding of the game. As Lou
and I have partnered in the past, I have had the luxury of benefiting from these
skills and seeing a MASTER at work. I know he likes to play in tempo and often I
had to race to keep up. His thought process was sometimes overwhelming and
I just wasn't always up to the task.
What you haven't seen is the personal side of Lou. There have been occasions
when I needed someone to help me reason through a number of difficult
situations. Lou listened, offered a number of ideas, and helped me find good
solutions and peace of mind. As we greet each other every day, I know I always have a great friend to visit with or
confide in. You are also a Life Life Master. Thanks Lou!
~ Dave Bigler
I have been a bridge partner with Lou over thirty years. At the table he has been an adroit, personable, aggressive and
knowledgeable partner. Away from the table he is caring, curious, humorous and friendly. I have been fortunate to have
been his partner and blessed to have been his friend. Kudos to you on reaching this milestone. Dogs rule — right Lou?
~ Tony Gillian
Lou and I have had some very big games, and I enjoy playing with him. When my husband passed away, Lou was the first
person who asked to play with me — which I appreciated.
Our bridge careers have paralleled each other’s, as we both became a
Sapphire Life Master within months of each other. I know Lou does
unusual things — like opening 1NT with a singleton or opening 1NT
with less than 15 points. We usually seem to come out all right.
He is very patient with me — only when I am a little slow to bid —
then he says, “Now you’re getting like Watson!”
~ Barbara Graegin
Wed, 1st — Club Championship
Sat, 4th — Charity game
Lou’s advancement in bridge over the past few years has been rather
Tues, 7th — Local Charity
phenomenal. Even when competing against some of the national
Wed, 8th — Charity game
elite players, Lou has distinguished himself as a bridge tactitian,
Sat, 11th — Charity game
strategist and analyst. As a regular partner, I am frequently amazed
Mon, 13th — Charity game
at both his deductive and intuitive prowess. Lou is helpful in regularly
Tues, 14th — ACBL Charity
offering constructive tips to beginning players.
Wed, 15th — Charity game
Teams — potluck A - Mc
~ Steve Watson
Sat, 18th — Charity game
Mon, 20th — Club Championship
Tues, 21st — ACBL-wide Seniors pairs
Tues, 21st (eve) — Club Championship
Wed, 22nd — Charity game
Sat, 25th — Charity game
Lou Nimnicht
Wed, 29th — Charity game

Special Games
in March

Bridge player par excellence!

This article appeared in The Times on Sunday,
February 26. The title and the photograph,
unfortunately, were not included.

Special Skill + a Bit of Luck
= 70% + Games

Front row: John Goring, Frankfort, IL(5); Carol Osgerby, Dyer (3)
Back row: Lou Nimnicht, Crown Point (3); Laverne Niksch, Portage
(5); Wayne Carpenter, Chesterton (5)
Absent: Mike Howards, Park Forest,
IL (3)

Rising

Yarborough Question
The question was — What are
your chances of being dealt a
yarborough — a hand with no
card higher than a nine?
The answer is — 1827 to 1.
Hard to believe, isn’t it? That
means that if you play 26 boards
in a game and you play 4 games
a week, your average is 3 yarboroughs a year (seems more
often, doesn’t it?).
Winners (with their guesses) are:
Lou Nimnicht — 1st — 1200
Nancy Didion — 2nd — 1000
Joe Chin — 3rd — 500
They will receive a reduced fee
on their next game.
(In fact, one person guessed
that a yarborough occurred
once in every 48 hands —
sometimes it seems that way.)
Thanks to Chuck Tomes for submitting the question.

the RANKS

Recognition is given to those
players who have advanced a
rank below the Life Master
category. ACBL is at least two
months behind in sending
this information — so this list
includes players’ new rankings
at least until the end of
November.
Junior Master (5 mp) —
Earl Duffin
Club Master (20 mp) — Terry
Bauer, Barbara Lawson, Kris
Prohl, Norma Vierk, Marsha
Holmes, Juwanna Walton
Regional Master (100 mp) —
Delphine Slater, Larry
Dunford
NABC Master (200 mp) —
Mary Kocevar

Congratulations
on your new
ranking!

Congratulations to all 27 players who scratched
and better luck next time to those who didn’t!

Through

Chicago
Valentine
Regional
Feb. 18 - 24
Glenview, IL

Rosemary McCarthy — 8.04 *
Yuan Hsu, Dave Bigler, Laverne Niksch
and Wayne Carpenter — 7.51 **
John Miller — 6.57
Martha Harris — 4.73
Jan Summers — 3.73
June Reisinger and Barb Stroud — 3.29
Pat Princehorn — 3.24
Donna and Dan Simon — 2.82
Caron Espinosa — 2.74
Fred Princehorn — 2.07
John Goring — 1.96
Mary Kocevar & Carolyn Potasnik — 1.66
Shirley Koch — 1.08
Bill Birk and Daryl Fraley — 0.99
Virginia Jach and Norm Szewczyk —0.88
Jan Merrick and Georgia Satriano— 0.88
Carol Miller and Jim Lively — 0.47
* Rosemary McCarthy scored all 8.04 mp
by placing first in a Gold Rush game.
** Yuan, Dave, Laverne and Wayne placed
2nd in B in a 56-table Swiss Team game.
You will have to ask the players how
much of their points were gold. (There
were lots of happy people!)

71.11%

Marcy and Chuck Tomes achieved this outstanding percentage at a game
in Valparaiso. They have often been the leaders in that game, as well as the
Chesterton game — a well-honed bridge-playing husband-wife pair!
These are their comments on this propitious event — The 71% game came at
a good time, because we had been in a several-month slump. We got pluses
on 17 of the 27 boards — a good sign. When we started playing two years
ago in the ACBL club games, we would get a bad result whenever we played
experienced players on boards with competitive part-score bidding. We have
improved the worst part of our game by being more aggressive and by
learning when to push our opponents and when not to push. Chuck has
been studying To Bid or Not To Bid — The Law of Total Tricks by Larry Cohen.
The law is mathematically fascinating
and helpful. We have learned that you
obviously improve by playing more
bridge. Retirement is great for the
bridge game — and vice versa.

76.04%

Ruth Westberg and Carol Osgerby have registered a70% + game — first this
year for Carol and second for Ruth — but without a doubt, it won’t be the
last for 2017 for these ladies. This game was on February 22, the same day
as the above game — but at South Suburban. Ruth and Carol had 13 absolute
top boards out of 24 they played — no small accomplishment, indeed!
Ruth writes — Carol and I had an outstanding game with excellent results.
We had the usual gifts, but our bidding and defense were excellent (even
if I do say so myself ). It’s always a pleasure to play with Carol.
Carol’s take on this evening game — Ruth is a delight to play with. She is
very competitive and very knowledgeable. She carries me every time we
play. Sometimes I am a too heavy load. Good luck, Ruth, and thank you
for all you have taught me.

Congratulations to both pairs on their great game!

Feb 13

published in The Times

Feb 14

Feb 15

Top scorers for the second week in February:
Steve Watson — 4.88; Lou Nimnicht — 4.04;
Dan Spain — 3.34; Joe Chin — 3.22; Barbara
Graegin — 3.20; Jim O’Connell — 3.20; Bob
Porter — 2.92; Bob Ferguson — 2.92; Wayne
Hiser — 2.92; Bill Hahn — 2.92; Rosietta Brown
— 2.88; and Jim Angell — 2.62

Jim Angell with perseverance and proficiency has attained a longawaited goal — Gold Life Master! What a glorious delight we take in
congratulating him on this phenomenal event — 2500 masterpoints
that took a half century to compile in fractions of a point — sometimes more and sometimes less.
Jim shares his story with you — FINALLY!!! Reaching Gold Life Master was my goal since 1967, when Tom Hallum introduced me to
duplicate bridge and taught me a myriad of conventions. We played
for years, when a win earned 0.37 masterpoints and a game costs
$2.00.
Thank you, Tom, and many other partners over these 50 years of
competition, including Ruth Westberg, John Javella, Carol Osgerby
and many current partners in the Calumet Area! I owe you much for
your excellent play and friendship. Honorable mention goes to Barbara Walczak, Dave Bigler, Zafar Khan, Yuan Hsu, Rosietta
Brown, Bill Kilbride, Anna Urick, Indra Gupta, George Roeper and many others — now deceased.
Jim is the kind of player everyone will enjoy partnering with. He is friendly and competitive, and it’s just fun to be his partner.
Congratulations, Jim, on this remarkable achievement!
~ Zafar Khan
Jim is one of my favorite partners — we play together twice a month. He is even-tempered, always complimentary, never
negative, understanding and helpful. He wears a smile well and often. If he knows a better way to play or bid the hand than
what I did, he will wait until we’re alone to suggest an alternative that would have produced a more successful result. His
doubles are legend — maintaining that players don’t double enough — and sometimes they work!
I congratulate you, Jim — a gentle man indeed — a Gold Life Master! — for what you’ve striven for
and attained and for the recognition you richly deserve.
~ Barbara Walczak
Congratulations, Jim, on a GOLD medal performance!!!

~ Anna Urick

Jim Angell is my regular partner in the team game on the third Wednesday each month at Gary. He is always a gentleman
and a pleasure to play bridge with. Because of him, our team does well all the time. Thanks, Jim, and congratulations on your
Gold Life Master!
~ Yuan Hsu
Enjoying the game is my #1 goal in playing bridge whether I win or not — in bridge you never lose. Playing with Jim Angell,
or against him, is always enjoyable — and that meets my #1 goal. Congratulations, Jim, on becoming a Gold Life Master. I look
forward to playing with you, or against you, for a long time to come. Many thanks.
~ Indra Gupta
Hey, Jim! It’s good to hear of your recent “scaling of the heights” within the bridge world. Who would have believed that, even
with eyesight not the best, and hearing that needs help, and weak knees, that your age doesn’t stop you from strolling across
the accomplished “Gold Life Master” designation. There may still be a chance for younger players, like myself, yet.
Again — Congrats!
~ Bill Kilbride
Damn the torpedoes! Batten down the hatches! Full speed ahead! Captain Jim Angell is in the clubhouse looking for all of
the slams in the day’s game. He’s never met a slam he didn’t bid — whether they are makeable or not. And he somehow
manages to pull them out.
I’m honored to be one of Jim’s partners. He is such a gentleman — both at the table and elsewhere — he never reprimands
or blames. He was outside of South Suburban in an ice storm recently to help all of us “young ladies” inside. (Actually, I
thought he was waiting for me, but after he escorted me inside, he went back out to help others.)
Congratulations, Jim, on becoming a Gold Life Master! Keep knocking them out of the ballpark!
KOKO (keep on keeping on).
~ Rosietta Brown

Gold Life Master
(continued)

Thanks to the generosity of Jim Angell and his daughter, who is
the owner of the Griffith Dairy Queen on Ridge Road, we had a
lovely time at Jim’s Gold Life Master celebration on Saturday.
Have you ever had a Dairy Queen cake? It is ever so delicious!
Dave Bigler adds his congratulations to the many that have
already come Jim’s way —
Early last year Jim had to wonder if 2500 masterpoints was still
a reasonable goal. There were new players, and many others
were improving their game. Those players were seeking new
partnerships and scoring more often. Wayne, Yuan and I were
looking for a player to complement our Wednesday team, and
Jim was a good fit. He has always been easy to get along with.
Once we got started, his focus helped our team and gave him
a chance to find more quality games. Jim has worked very
hard the last four months and is playing very well.
Congratulations, friend!

Dear Jim —
You are a remarkable bridge
player with a wonderful intellect
and a delightful personality.
We are lucky to have you
within our bridge circle.
We’re so proud to share in
the joy of your achievement.

Jim received a
beautiful card
with the signatures
of 85 well wishers.

Your bridge friends

George Roeper has my most humble apologies
for having omitted his message to Jim in the
last newsletter.
I met Jim Angell about ten years ago at SSBC
when he was winning a lot of sessions with
other partners and showed up in a kilt at least
once. As an occasional partner I noticed his
competitiveness and aggressiveness both on
offense and defense. Never a dull moment. He
maintains his joy and passion for the game still.
We partnered twice in the past two weeks with
good results. On Tuesday night at SSBC Jim
doubled three contracts — two out of three ain't
bad.
Congratulations, Jim! Keep at it!
What are the odds
against being dealt
~ George Roeper
four honors (4 of the
top 5 cards) in one
suit? Contest ends on
March 29. Top 3
guessers get a slight
decrease in entry fee.

Ability is what you're capable of doing.
Motivation determines what you do.
Attitude determines how well you do it.

Wednesday
Team Game

“A” WINNERS

“B/C” WINNERS

STaC week

February 27
to March 5

District 13

Top 20 scorers in this STaC week are —
Ruth Westberg - 15.47 (Ruth was #5 out
of 618 players who earned points.)
Don Valiska - 11.95 George Goewey - 3.66
Carol Osgerby-10.27 Gale Osgerby - 3.62
Stacy Jacobs - 8.87 Jan Merrick - 3.33
Joe Chin - 5.77
Fred Princehorn - 3.15
Rose McCarthy - 4.36 Norm Szewczyk - 2.77
John Miller - 4.14
Larry Dunford - 2.35
Shirley Koch - 3.88 Peggy Kiernan - 2.34
L. Kostopoulos - 3.87 Don Cohen - 2.11
Pat Valiska - 3.76
Norma Vierk - 2.06
Marilyn Ginzel - 2.06

Congratulations!

Bridge Results
from The Times

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL!

S
T
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Feb 22

Feb 28

Mar 1

Feb 20

Feb 21

Feb 27

Mike Brissette — 5.08; Al Simmons — 4.54; Ruth Westberg
— 4.26; Pat Mikuta — 3.86; and Carolyn Potasnik — 3.84

Twelve of the fourteen teams scratched
at the March team game — 7 of those
scored overall points —
Tom Hallum, Barbara Graegin, Jim
O’Connell and Joe Chin — 2.80
Bob Ferguson, Wayne Hiser, Bill Hahn
and Bob Porter — 2.10
Ruth Westberg, Dan Taylor, Al Simmons
and Annie Lypson — 1.58
George Roeper, Ruth Goodpasture, John
Miller and Indra Gupta — 1.22
Lou Nimnicht, Steve Watson, Roger
Sokol and Norm Szewczyk — 1.18
Lee Dillon, Alta Allen, Terry Bauer and
Mike Brissette — 0.92
Daryl Fraley, Martha Harris, Dave Bigler
and Mary Kocevar — 0.69
Congratulations to the 48 players who
scored a total of 51.16 masterpoints!
Thanks to the A - Mc group who brought
lots of food. They did not disappoint.

Top scorers for the 2 weeks Lou Nimnicht — 10.95; Trudi
McKamey — 6.76; Yuan Hsu
— 6.04; Barbara Walczak —
6.00; Barbara Graegin —
5.99; Steve Watson — 5.91;
Jim O’Connell — 5.38

ø

Diamond Life Master
Bob Butz, bridge player extraordinaire, has surpassed the 5000 mp mark on
his ever-upward journey in the bridge world. Some of his lucky partners
wish to convey their congratulations on this momentous occasion.
Bob and I have been partners for — let's admit it — over 50 years! When I
returned to Kankakee after college and tried out the local duplicate game,
Bob soon took me under his wing. Finding we were quite compatible, we
started playing together in some tournaments and, as I recollect, our first
win was in the Men's Pairs (the Good Old Days) at the Sectional in Lafayette,
Indiana. And the rest is history.
Bob's peers know him as one of the area's top-notch players who knows
how to make the game enjoyable for both his partners and his opponents.
And I also know him as a treasured and loyal friend. Congratulations!!
~ Larry Rabideau
In the early ‘60s, I asked Bob if he wanted to learn to play bridge. His reply,
"Have you ever heard of a FARMER playing bridge!!” Needless to say —that
is how it started.
His passion for bridge, his partners and those he plays against, in never
ending. He reads bridge, studies bridge and analyzes almost every hand he plays. Bob has many people to thank for helping
him attain this milestone — Larry, John, Lee and the late Joan Hasch among others — and, maybe — me.
~ Jo Butz
Although I have only played with Bob for the last few years, I have known him as a fierce competitor for the last 45 or so years
at our local club (Joliet-New Lenox). Bob not only has the gift of "card sense", but he has always read about and studied the
game. He has an extensive bridge library going "way back" and reads the Bridge Bulletin cover to cover every month. Bob is
a student of card combinations and is always on the lookout for a "squeeze" opportunity. Congratulations, Bob, on your welldeserved achievement!
~ Lee Esworthy
Bob is a good player so it's not surprising he has become a Diamond Life Master. In fact if the mopes in Kankakee, who are
afraid of him, would have some games, he would probably be over 10,000 by now.
~ John Goring
We wished happy birthdays to these two lovely ladies
— both of whose birthdays fell on a date when they
were in the hospital. Cathy Mason (below) is 98 years
old — more than twice the age of Stacy Jacobs (right).
Cathy is in the hospital for a heart valve replacement, and Stacy has had an appendectomy.

Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance,
learning, studying, sacriﬁce and most of all, love of
what you are doing or learning to do.

Jan Summers was the only player from our clubs who participated in the Nationals in
Kansas City, earning 6.80 masterpoints. (If anyone else earned points in the NABC, do
let me know.) Jan, who is seriously pursuing her Life Master designation tells us a little
something about her experience —
My Illinois partner, Jeanne Kowalski, and I drove to Kansas City in
search of Gold at the NABC. We played in the Gold Rush every
day, starting in the Sheraton. The setup was excellent — much
better than the National we had in Chicago. Diane was one of the directors, so we felt at home. By the
end of the week, they moved us to the Westin, and there we could observe the big shots playing on the
jumbo screens in the mezzanine. That was exciting! Over seven days, we scored red points every day,
averaging in the low 50s percent, but only won one point of gold on our last day. So on to the
Regionals!

Special Games in April
All 13 games during April in Highland,
Portage and Calumet Township will be
charity games — both to support the
ACBL charities, as well as the charities
we are sponsoring locally. Charlie has
designated the 5th Wednesday in March
(the 29th) as a special charity at his game
in Valparaiso.
Charity games pay extra points, so be
sure to come out and collect yours.

Creighton Rawlings appeared at the
March 18th game decked out in a
sash worn by the Ancient Order of
Hibernia. It was his great-grandfather’s — which he wore in the
1890s as he marched in the
Chicago Irish parade.
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Tom Hebron came all the way from Mishawaka with Tom Hallum to play in our Saturday
game. His dad played bridge and was also a
director. Now Tom plays and is also a director.
He has 3 children — in California, Detroit and
Ohio. When they all left home, bridge filled his
and his wife’s life. Tom says that bridge is a
great game — very educational and social.
Before Tom retired he had his own small business. He worked on hardwood floors — sanding and finishing. He has a huge woodworking
shop. He built wood-top tables for his South
Bend club. He also rides motorcycles.

Top scorers between 3/4 - 3/14:
Lou Nimnicht — 10.29
Barbara Graegin — 8.68
Barbara Walczak — 7.10
Trudi McKamey — 5.94
Steve Watson — 5.83
Rosietta Brown — 5.05
Wayne Carpenter — 4.81
Pat Mikuta — 4.70
Mike Brissette — 4.19
Zafar Khan — 3.99
Roger Sokol — 3.94
Yuan Hsu — 3.51

Mar 14
Mar 8

Mar 7

Mar 6

Mar 13

Congratulations!

Wayne Carpenter and Laverne Niksch attained this outstanding percentage at the Michigan City game on Mar. 27.
Laverne looks at the results — We played 26 boards and
had 16 tops or tied for top. Both Wayne and I played well
and we didn't make our usual one or two mistakes apiece.
It was a good day to play bridge.
Wayne has more to say — Over the years, Laverne and I
have had a number of 70% games which we are grateful
for. Some have been because we played good defense or
good offense or some combination of the two. Yes, you
do need some help from the opponents. I believe we only
had one bottom board which was just good bidding and
play by the other pair. This game just seemed like a very
smooth operation — no big ups or downs. Just
smoooooth! And yes, it makes for a great ride home.

Ruth
Westberg *90

Congratulations
to our
Contest

Years Young!

WINNERS
The question was — What are your chances of being
dealt 4 honors (4 of the 5 top cards) in one suit?
The answer is — 1 out of 23 hands. Here are the
lucky winners, who will be awarded a reduction on
their next entry fee.
First place — Sharon Snyder (from Crown Point) — 22
(She used her internet resources.)
Second place — Lou Nimnicht — with a guess of 75
Tied for third —Joe Chin and Helen Thiros — 100
FYI — The odds of being dealt 5 honors in one suit
are approximately 500 to 1.
Thanks to Chuck Tomes for submitting the question.

Mar 15

Happy 90th Birthday,
Ruth

My goodness! This lovely lady doesn’t look a day older since I first met
her. I plan to get her secret and market it, and thereby make my fortune.
Think of our nonagenarians — maybe it’s bridge keeping them young.

Mar 21
Mar 20

Top dozen scorers —
Joe Chin - 7.56; Jim O’Connell 6.80; Lou Nimnicht - 6.05; Barb
Graegin - 5.63; Ruth Westberg
- 4.85; Ed d’Ouville - 3.94; Steve
Watson - 3.59; Alan Filler - 3.21;
Arlyne Filler - 3.21; Laverne
Niksch - 2.88; Wayne Carpenter
- 2.88; and Tom Hallum - 2.80

CONGRATULATIONS!

Last month Joe Connelly was seen “wearing o’ the green”
to celebrate his Irish heritage. Nifty hat, Joe!
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This article appeared in The Northwest Indiana Times on
Sunday, April 2, 2017.

James Edmonds of Gary joined us in a recent Saturday game.
He’d like to share some of his life with you.
Ever since I was a kid I wanted to know how to play bridge. I
saw bridge hands in the newspaper, but I couldn’t understand it. Fast Forward — I played bid whist, but got tired of
it. I took up line dancing, and one of the ladies in the class
asked me if I would be interested in bridge. After a couple
of sessions, I figured it was something I could do. In fact, I fell
in love with it. Even though I’ve only been playing a year, I
found it to be the most intimate way of communicating with
a partner.
I was a carpenter, a plumber and an electrician — certified
in all 3. When I’m not working, I’m playing bridge. I have a
beautiful family. All the kids are grown, and I’m enjoying life.
You haven’t lived until you’ve played a good round of bridge.

RIGHT ON, JAMES!

We celebrated National
Name Yourself Day last year
on April 9, when we are
allowed to give ourselves a new name for
that one day only. Bernice Bell still has her
FIRE name tag from last year and has been
waiting 364 days to wear it again, so we’re going to do just
that this Saturday (the 8th).
I don’t know — Last year I was “Enlightened One”, but no one
addressed me by that name. Perhaps I should think a little
less grand — how about “Mediocre One” this year?
Name tags will be available Saturday. If you wish me to print
one for you on the computer, let me know by Friday what
your special “name for a day” will be.

FIRE
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Mark this occasion on your calendar. Support your unit by
attending this silver-point sectional! Reserve your rooms
quickly — deadline for the reduced rate is April 20.

Two Michigan City players ventured over to
Portage to try out a highly-touted Tuesday
game at Woodland Park, and the fun lived up
to the hype. Meet Pat Manning and Doug
Booth — a double delight!
Pat began playing bridge 10 years ago at the
Michigan City Senior Center. She is rather new
to duplicate and has recently started to play in
tournaments — which she hopes to continue.
Besides playing bridge she works part time at
the Lighthouse Outlet in the Visitors’ Center.
She has 4 children and 7 grandchildren. Her
two main volunteer activities are treasurer of
the advisory board at the Senior Center and a
volunteer at St. Anthony’s Gift Shop.
Doug Booth started bridge 60 years ago. He
has been playing for four years at the Michigan
City Senior Center. He is a retired pharmacist
living on the shores of Lake Michigan. He has
traveled extensively all over the world with an
emphasis on Central and South America,
Scandinavia and the Iberian Peninsula.

73.96% & 80.00%
Congratulations!

Congratulations!
Marcy and Chuck Tomes, a lovely couple who brighten the
world for everyone they meet, have had two 70%+ games
in the past month at the Duneland Bridge Club — on March
21 and on April 4. They work seriously to improve their bidding and playing skills and seem to be well on their way to
becoming Life Masters.
Chuck writes — In our last Chesterton game, Marcy and I
were very fortunate. It was one of those games where everything worked in our favor — we made good decisions, key
cards turned out to be located for our benefit, and we
plussed sixteen of the twenty boards. On Tuesday everything seemed to work — at other games nothing seems to
work. Such is the nature of bridge.

Newcomer - Ben Paulson

Ben Paulson came on Saturday all the way from South Bend with Tom
Hallum, who is helping Ben become a first-class player. Well, with this
combination of expert teacher and superior learner, it won’t be long now
before we see the masterpoints come rolling in. Tom and Ben placed first
in their section on Saturday for 1.39.
Ben shares with you his story — I started playing
bridge about 9 months ago. Tom Hallum has
been my mentor. I play at the South Bend Bridge
Club. I am a graduate student at Notre Dame and
teach Biology at St. Mary’s College. I am almost
finished with my doctoral dissertation! I love the logic
and reasoning of bridge. Bidding is my favorite part of
the game. I’m still working on declarer play and defense.
(Aren’t we all!)

Silver Life
Master

Anna Urick
Congratulations!
Congratulations! 1000 mp

These are the two kalanchoe plants that Joe Chin and
John Goring, as winners in the July 4 game, took home
last summer. We’re curious as to how their owners
are caring for them. Would you two gentlemen bring
them to Monday’s game and let us have a look-see?

Mar 21

D13 Spring
Regional
Lake Geneva
April
3-9

Mar 22

Mar 27
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Top scorers —
Lou Nimnicht —
6.31; Dave Bigler
— 5.35; Steve
Watson — 5.34;
Yuan Hsu — 3.98;
Barbara Graegin
— 3.70; Barbara
Walczak — 3.67; Trudi McKamey — 3.43;
Anna Urick — 3.38; Chuck Tomes — 2.79;
Marcy Tomes — 2.79; Alan Yngve— 2.48

Mar 29

There were a few players who
added to their masterpoint total
at the former Playboy mansion —
Steve Watson & Lou Nimnicht —
3.91
Bob Butz & John Goring — 0.84

Mar 28

Congratulations!
Junior Master 5-20
Barbara Mort

Regional Master 100-200
Jim Lively

CONGRATULATIONS!

es

NABC Master 200 - 300
Carol Miller
Barbara Stroud
Martha Harris

SILVER LIFE MASTER
Yuan Hsu is now a Silver Life Master in the bridge world, having reached
the 1000-point mark. He is a worthy recipient of this distinction. He
has a real talent for understanding the intricacies of the game and predicting where the missing cards lie. Playing bridge is an exciting
adventure for him, and he makes it fun for others at the table, as well.
From Trudi McKamey — Yuan is one of the most popular players in our
club and I always look forward to having him as my partner. His bidding
is solid and I have learned a lot just by watching him playing the hand.
Congratulations Yuan and many 7NTs in the future!
From Carolyn Potasnik — Although Yuan’s motto is “Keep it simple,” he
can adapt successfully to anybody’s game, which explains why he can
play with many people at different levels. He rose quickly up the rankings because he has a keen sense of where the cards are and how to
play them. He is kind and always a perfect gentleman.
Congratulations, Yuan!
From Dave Bigler — Yuan has been a very consistent partner both at
and away from the table. He is fun to travel with and adds something special to our foursome. He
has different approaches and different comments about life — a different perspective. He always
wants to pay more than his share. We have added some new conventions that he is very good at.
He makes the game very enjoyable, even though we may not end up with the score we were
hoping for. Bridge scoring is not very important to Yuan. He is very even-tempered.
Congratulations!
Congratulations on your Silver Life Master,
and hopefully I can help you toward RLM!

CONGRATULATIONS!

Don Valiska and Carol Osgerby
achieved 2 better-than-70%
games within a 24-hour period
— a Monday evening and a
Tuesday afternoon. Does that
set a new record — 2 big games
with the same partner within a
day? Amazing!
These are Carol’s comments — Don and I always have a good time when we play,
as was the case with these games. We were both surprised at the results. We just
played and hoped we would scratch, but we had no idea we had a 70% game.
Don mentioned to me when he went back over the game that on defense it
appeared that we were getting one more trick on many of the hands we
defended. I have always said that I think defense should be the best part of your
game, because you do that more than anything else.
Don adds — Carol and I have been playing well lately, but I never thought we
would have two 70% + games in a 24-hour period! We knew we had a decent
game when the rounds were over, but had no idea they were 70 percenters! In
both games we played good defense, allowing our opponents to make fewer
tricks on six hands than the rest of the field. As usual, Carol was a pleasure to play
with, and she played extra well on a couple of hands where I overbid.

Congratulations!

CONGRATS!

WORTH NOTING
Did you notice that
some of our players
made the pages of the
Bridge Bulletin in the
listing of the overall Ace of
Club Winners in their category
for the year 2016? They are —
#10 John Miller — 225 points
#25 Lou Nimnicht — 270 points
#12 Carol Osgerby — 308 points
#4 Ruth Westberg — 422 points

Congratulations!

Those who scored in this event were —
Jan Summers and Jeanne Kowalski — 2.57
Roger Sokol and David Mitzit — 1.13
Yuan Hsu and Trudi McKamey — 0.52
Mike Brissette and Alan Yngve — 0.52

Congratulations!

Elgin
Early
Spring
Sectional
March 31 - April 2
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Shirley Koch and George Roeper attained this beautiful percentage on April 4 at SBBC.
George comments on this momentous occasion —
Thank you, Shirley for carrying me to my biggest game
in years. Shirley bid over an opening 2NT, getting a
100% board. She played a hand opposite my void for
another top score! Some days are like that; it was fun!
Shirley’s joyous reaction was — Thank you, George,
for being my Tuesday afternoon mentor. It was the
start of a good week for me. This was my first 70%+
game ever — a great morale booster — I never
thought it would happen.

Jim and Jackie Beiriger (pictured on the right) moved to Sault Ste
Marie in Michigan a couple of years ago. Jim has been trying to
spread the word of bridge to the folks up north and has taught quite
a few classes. There aren’t any duplicate bridge clubs near enough
for him to visit.
Here’s what he said about Jackie — They found cancer in her breast
about 18 months ago. Surgery came out fine — but in a follow-up,
cancer of the bladder was found — stage 3. Chemo did not work
well for her, and the drugs that were used knocked all her systems to
hell. She also picked up an infection that will not go away — plus
kidney failure delayed the operation twice. MANY hospital stays —
and drugs — many drugs. She is tired all the time, but the last drug
at least brought her need for food back. New schedule for surgery
is at the end of May — keeping fingers crossed.
You might want to check out —
https://gofundme.com/jackie-beiriger-cancer-medical-fund

The
Times

Happy birthday to Connie Stevens, who is aging beautifully, and
thanks to Jerry Palm for bringing a cake to celebrate the occasion.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Message from the Beirigers —
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April 3

April 4

Top scorers — Rosietta Brown - 4.25; Ruth Westberg 3.88; Steve Watson - 3.50; Lou Nimnicht - 3.50; Mike
Brissette - 3.06; Joe Chin - 2.94; Rick Hochman - 2.63
Joe Kasper - 2.63; and Alan Yngve - 2.33

A Winners

B Winners

C Winners

April Team Game
Thirteen of the 15 third-Wednesday-of-the-month
teams scored points. These are the teams who
earned overall points —
Laverne Niksch, Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu and Wayne
Carpenter — 2.92
Shirley Koch, Jan Merrick, Anna Urosevich and
Jackie Chavez — 2.19
Joe Chin, John Miller, Barbara Graegin and Jim
O’Connell — 1.64
Cathy Mason, Helen Miller, Barbara Stroud and
Janice Custer — 1.23
Donna Penn, Bobbie Dakich, Helen Thiros and
Judy Black — 1.01
Connie Stevens, Mary Schumm, Barbara Walczak
and Ed d’Ouville — 0.92
Pat and Don Valiska and Gale and Carol Osgerby
— 0.81
Al Simmons, Annie Lypson, Ruth Westberg and
Dan Taylor — 0.81
Delphine Slater, Bernice Bell, Carolyn Owens and
James Edmonds — 0.76

Congratulations to all!
You see here a lovely sunshine quartet. Feel
free to outﬁt your team next month in a coordinated ensemble and you
may be a winner, too (or, at
least, you’ll
attract attention).

CONGRATULATIONS!

Wayne Carpenter and Laverne Niksch have yet another
70%+ game to add to their ever-growing total. They
scored this result at a Monday game in Michigan City.
Two days later their team scored BIG! — an 86% — as
you can see above.
Wayne writes — I remember the first hand where I
had 21 pts and opened 2 NT. There was a 3 heart
overcall and my partner bid 3 NT. Of course, a heart
was led and dummy came down with a singleton
heart and two 5-card minors. With 26 HCPs I went
down two. After that inauspicious start, cards just
seemed to come our way. This was a game that we
had no idea was going to turn out so well. When you
have a good partner, good things can happen.
Laverne adds — This was my favorite hand. I opened
1NT with a crappy 15 points. Wayne transfered me to
2S with his 6-card suit headed by the AK. He then bid
4NT and 5NT to ask for Aces and Kings and ended up
bidding 7NT. Lucky me — I had the QJ of spades.
Thirteen tricks was a laydown for a top board!

fling

Forty-six players scratched in the
Spring Fling at South Suburban Bridge
Center on April 23 in the Pairs game
and the Board-a-Match game.
Seven partnerships scored 3 or more points in the two events —
George Goewey & Brian Beecher — 3.72 John Weber & Dan Taylor — 3.43
Mattie Young & Rosietta Brown — 3.50
Joe Chin & John Miller — 3.13
Trudi McKamey & Pat Mikuta — 3.49
Connie Stevens & Jerry Palm — 3.08
Alan Yngve & Mike Brissette — 3.49
CONGRATULATIONS
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All games in May are Grass Roots Fund games in Highland, Portage and Calumet
Township — all 19 of them — including Memorial Day. Funds raised will be
returned to the individual districts in which those funds were raised to help
fund Grand National Teams and North American Pairs.

Bridge
Players
Score
Big

Apr 10

Apr 11

Apr 5

Mary Manchak passed away on April 5 at
the age of 96. Mary has not played bridge
for at least 4 years. She played duplicate
on Mondays with Lois Kohlbecker as her
partner, but she much preferred to play
social bridge. She really enjoyed the
game.
Mary was a principal at St. Thomas More
School in Munster. Besides bridge, Mary
enjoyed tennis and golf.

Apr
12
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Jerry Newell passed away April 19 at the
age of 87. You might remember him best
as Conrads’s partner. Jerry’s obituary is on
the head table so that you can read of all
the activities he was involved in, the careers
in which he found success in and the
achievements he realized.
Jerry traveled extensively — several times
around the world. He played bridge, a
game he loved, aboard the ships, and
many times he was the winner in their
tournaments.

Some of our players played well in this regional —
Roger Sokol — 16.21
Mary Kocevar, Bill Birk and Daryl Fraley — 12.06
Carolyn Potasnik — 11.64 Martha Harris — 2.50
Congratulations to all, especially to Mary, Bill, Daryl
and Carolyn who earned at least 4 gold points each!

Apr 18

Tops for these two weeks are —
Lou Nimnicht — 9.04; Yuan Hsu — 8.08; Rosietta
Brown — 6.19; Trudi McKamey — 6.14; Wayne
Carpenter — 6.12; Barbara Walczak — 5.67; Barbara
Graegin — 5.55; Zafar Khan — 5.40; Dan Spain —
5.37; Jim Angell — 5.31; and Pat Mikuta — 5.24

Happy 93rd Birthday

Board-a-Match Experts

Lovely Shirley Hahn celebrated her 93rd birthday with us on April
26. There were 5 tables of 299ers who especially came out to be
a part of Shirley’s special day.

72.92%

Dan Taylor, Connie Stevens, Jerry Palm and John Weber
attained a spectacular result in Sunday’s BAM game.
Congratulations on this excellent win!

as reported in

The Times

from 4/19-4/26
Apr 19

MARY McKINNEY
Mary McKinney from Merrillville joined us for the first time in the
299er game. Mary learned how to play bridge a long long time
ago on her lunch hour. The other ladies talked her through it,
which she thinks is the best way to learn. She has taken a 6-week
session of lessons from Alan Yngve and also studied with Jennie
Alsobrooks. She loves the game!
She is the mother of 2 daughters, mother-in-law of 1 son-in-law
and the grandmother of 2. Mary is a retired school teacher. She
loves going to plays and concerts, and she loves to travel. She
teaches Sunday school and works with the youth ministry.
We enjoyed getting to know Mary and hope that she found our
players welcoming to her and that she continues to join us.

Community Bridge Club
results from April 22
North-South
Jim O'Connell and Barbara Graegin 2.63
Helen Miller and Barbara Walczak 1.75
Lou Nimnicht and Dan Spain 1.48
Dee Marshall and Jane Krueger 1.00
East-West
Ruth Westberg and Al Simmons 1.97
Trudi McKamey and Zafar Khan 1.31
John Teshima and Ed d'Ouville 0.75
Yuan Hsu and Peggy Kiernan 0.74
Mike Devine and Rosietta Brown 0.66
Calumet Bridge Club
results from April 24
North-South
Carol Osgerby and Don Valiska 3.21
Mary Schumm and Hilda Connor 1.61
Ruth Westberg and Stacy Jacobs 1.35
Fred and Pat Princehorn 1.21
Lynne Kostopoulos and Pat Valiska 0.68
Barbara Walczak and Bill Kilbride 0.32
East-West
Joe Chin and Al Simmons 2.41
Jim Angell and Yuan Hsu 1.81
Trudi McKamey and Bob Porter 0.91
Rosietta Brown and George Roeper 0.80
Jo Hannon and Doris Griffin 0.69
Jim Lively and Jane Krueger 0.52
Indra Gupta and Anna Urick 0.41
Bob Butz and John Goring 0.32
Beach Bridge Club
results from April 25
Steve Watson and Lou Nimnicht 2.19
Chuck Briggs and Dave Watkins 1.64
Laverne Niksch and Wayne Carpenter 1.23
Yuan Hsu and Zafar Khan 0.92
Duneland Bridge Club
results from April 25
Jim Lane and Alan Yngve 1.00
Charlie Halberstadt/Naomi Goodman 0.70
Helen Boothe and Dee Van Bebber 0.50
Marcia and Jim Carson 0.45
Knoefel and Janet Jones 0.32
Community Bridge Club
results from April 26
Wayne Carpenter and Zafar Khan 2.92
Trudi McKamey and Anna Urick 2.19
Bob Porter and Carolyn Potasnik 1.64
Rosietta Brown and Mike Devine 1.23
Intermediate/Novice Game
Creighton Rawlings/Elnora Washington 0.98
Juwanna Walton and James Edmonds 0.74
Helen Thiros and Judy Selund 0.55
Shirley and Bill Hahn 0.53
Jim and Kay Lively 0.47
Doug Jordan and Wayne Hiser 0.41

Top 10 scorers — Wayne Carpenter — 7.07; Yuan Hsu — 6.39; Laverne Niksch —
5.63; Al Simmons — 5.19; Zafar Khan — 5.15; Jim Angell — 4.73; Trudi McKamey
— 4.64; Jim O’Connell — 4.27; Barbara Graegin —4.27; Ruth Westberg — 4.13

NEWCOMER

70.82%

Congrats!

HOORAY!
Joe Connelly successfully
completed his Tournament Assistant Certification Examination and
is now qualified to be an
assistant at tournaments.

Congrats!

This was an April 25th game at South Suburban.
Ruth comments — Stacy is one of my favorite partners. She understands my bidding and is an
excellent defender. What more could you ask for?
Stacy adds — I always feel lucky when I get to
play with Ruth. She's that rare balance of
tough competitor and supportive partner. We
play a very active game, and this time it paid off
— it doesn't always. Our "gambling 3NT" was
especially effective — bidding 3NT with thin
values and hoping to make it. The great thing
for us is that Ruth plays her hands very well —she
is unshakable in her focus on declarer play, so if a
contract can be made, I always trust that she'll find
a way. Though I call her Sparkles, her real nickname
is Ruthless for all the right reasons.

Special Games
May 29 - Memorial Day —
game will be played at South
Suburban Bridge Center.
May 30 — extra special
prizes for everyone — Keurig
coffee maker is the top prize.
June 3 — World Wide
Bridge Contest — 12:00

Naming Rights
If you would be interested in naming a game
at our October sectional,
you may make a $50
contribution in honor of a
bridge player, either alive or
deceased, newcomer or
oldtimer — anyone.

73.63%

Grand
National
Teams

Alan Yngve, Mike Brissette, Zafar
Khan and Dan Spain played in
Flight B in Rochester, IL in the
District 8 GNT finals this past weekend. They were in first place after
the first day, but were not as successful on the second day. They
did earn 13 gold points. Congrats!

Larry Rabideau and Bob Butz earned this fantastic
percentage at a game in New Lenox on May 3 — and
what a fortuitous time it was to score so high, since
it was a STaC game. They placed first in District 13
and earned 13.31 for that game! WOW! They were
tied for top on 6 boards and had an absolute top on
3 boards out of the 22 boards they played.
Bob Butz contributes these observations —Our game
began with a thud, rather than a bang — as I overbid
to a hopeless slam and received a well-deserved zero.
We declared only seven hands — rather unusual in a
high-scoring game, but scored well in the numerous
contested auctions. Though we misguessed at times,
it seemed often that our opponents made the "last
misjudgment". The bridge fairy was definitely on
our side!

congratulations!

Kay and Jim Lively earned
the Indianapolis sectional!
Good for you both!

1.17 silver points at

72.28%

Chuck Briggs and Dave Watkins attained this
high percentage at a Tuesday Portage game.
Chuck says that Dave is an easy player to
partner with, which makes for an enjoyable
game.
Dave says that he and Chuck have been
playing together for 10 years, and they’ve
always had good games. Chuck is a good
partner — never gets mad. (Has anyone
ever seen Chuck get angry?) They’re friends
away from the bridge table, as well. They
both spend the winters in Florida, and they
both raise flowers in their huge gardens.

70.24%

Brian Beecher’s and George Goewey’s big game couldn’t
have come at a better time. Since this happened during
STaC week, their club result of 1.69 mp ballooned to 9.38
for ranking first out of 40 tables in District 13 in the
WedWednesday evening game.
Of the 28 boards they played, they had
12 tops and 5 ties for tops — an awesome accomplishment!
George comments — Brian and I played
pretty good defense that night. We are
still refining our system, but we got to a lot
of good contracts, and we minimized our
mistakes. Brian is always fun to
play with.

Congratulations!

Chuck, Dave, Brian & George!

STaC
results

Pat Valiska — 8.44
Joe Chin — 7.93
Don Cohen — 6.75
John Miller — 5.55
R. Goodpasture — 5.45
Don Valiska — 4.69
Players who
Peggy Kiernan — 3.83
achieved 3 or more points
Jan Merrick — 3.83
in the Dist. 13 STaC game:
Carol Osgerby — 3.46
Bob Butz — 14.63
Rosietta Brown — 3.26
Larry Rabideau — 13.31
George Goewey —13.13
Mike Devine — 12.99
Sally Levering — 11.36
Al Levering — 11.36
L. Kostopoulos — 10.76
Brian Beecher — 9.38

Hooray!

!

Congratulations
Winners!

Grand
National
Teams
The Flight A team which
competed in Rochester
also earned some mp —
Steve Watson — 1.26
Bob Butz — 1.26
Lee Esworthy — 1.26
Lou Nimnicht — 0.84
Larry Rabideau — 0.42
Thanks, guys, for representing our club!

Most of all the other beautiful things
in life comes by twos and threes, by
dozens and hundreds. Plenty of roses
stars, sunsets, rainbows,
brothers and sisters,
aunts and cousins, but
only one
mother in
the whole
world.

Best wishes for a wonderful Sunday to
approximately ½ of our bridge group.

This article appeared in the Northwest Indiana Times on May 10, 2017.

CHALLENGING AT ALL LEVELS
Bridge players and “C” team game winners are, from left —
Bobbie Dakich, Valparaiso; Judy Black, Crown Point;
Donna Penn, Ogden Dunes; and Helen Thiros, Schererville
(Some of the original submission was omitted, such as “When family is
raised and gone and the daily job no longer beckons, there is now time
to concentrate on stretching one’s intellectual ability,” but we’re always
happy to be published in our local newspaper.)
The Ace of Clubs Race is a total of masterpoints earned at the club
level (excluding STaC games). The standings here are as of the
end of April — 4 months worth of points earned in 2017. 49 of
our players ranked in the top ten in Unit 154. 35 of those players
also ranked in the top 25 in District — (see blue numbers). Note
especially that Yuan Hsu, Wayne Carpenter and Lou Nimnicht
ranked first in the entire district! The 5 players whose photos are
seen here ranked in the top 100 in their category in all of ACBL!
Bob Butz (3500-5000 mp) ranked #20 in the district, and Larry Rabideau
(5000-7500) ranked #19 in the district. In their units Bob ranked #3, Larry
ranked #1, Roger Sokol ranked #6, and Joan Butz ranked #10!

20 - 50 mp
1 Terry Bauer — 15.33 #4
5 Tom Rea — 9.53 #13
7 Bobbie Dakich — 8.93 #17
10 Rich Will — 7.59 #25
50 - 100 mp
1 Marcy Tomes — 13.84 #6
4 Creighton Rawlings — 9.82
6 Charlie Halberstadt — 6.52
7 Mary Ennes — 6.23
8 Don Giedemann — 5.92
9 Donna Penn — 5.64
100 - 200 mp
2 Chuck Tomes — 20.65 #6
9 Alta Allen — 9.74
200 - 300 mp
6 Carol Miller — 13.12
8 Dee Marshall — 12.62
9 Judy Selund — 12.23
10 Alan Filler — 12.21
300 - 500 mp
2 Bob Porter — 25.69 #9
4 Anna Urosevich — 20.13 #16
7 Carolyn Potasnik — 18.77 #20

8 Bob Ferguson — 18.74 #21
10 Daryl Fraley — 16.97
500 - 1000 mp
1 Yuan Hsu — 71.86 #1
2 Anna Urick — 53.03 #3
4 Shirley Koch — 35.28 #13
6 Charlie Abernethy - 30.32 #19
7 Mike Brissette — 29.14 #21
8 Indra Gupta — 28.69 #23
9 Ed d’Ouville — 27.40
10 Alan Yngve — 26.18
1000 - 1500 mp
1 Wayne Carpenter — 63.78 #1
2 Laverne Niksch — 48.47 #5
4 Trudi McKamey — 45.29 #7
7 Pat Mikuta — 29.92 #18
8 Peggy Kiernan — 27.64 #21
1500 - 2500 mp
1 Don Valiska — 56.02 #4
3 Jim Angell — 49.43 #7
5 Connie Stevens — 46.47 #10

6 Barbara Walczak — 42.47 #13
7 Dave Bigler — 42.43 #14
8 Pat Valiska — 39.25 #18
10 Dan Spain — 33.80
2500 - 3500 mp
1 Lou Nimnicht — 89.93 #1
4 Norm Szewczyk — 55.94 #7
3500 - 5000 mp
1 Barbara Graegin — 68.56 #3
4 Tom Hallum — 50.16 #12
7 Steve Watson — 43.51 #17
8 Jim O’Connell — 42.87 #18
5000 - 7500 mp
1 Carol Osgerby — 82.09 #2
3 Joe Chin — 69.62 #4
Those who placed ACBL-wide
in their category are — Yuan
Hsu, Lou Nimnicht, Wayne Carpenter, Anna Urick and Carol
Osgerby. Congratulations!

#10

#23

#30

#59

#69

Third-Wednesday-of-the-Month Team Game

All 14 teams scratched in the May team game. Those who scored overall points were —
Daryl Fraley, Martha Harris, Dave Bigler and Mary
Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu, Laverne Niksch and Wayne Carpenter — 2.80
Kocevar — 0.81
Barbara Graegin, Jim O’Connell, Joe Chin and Tom Hallum — 2.10
Lynne Kostopoulos, R. Goodpasture, G. Roeper and Indra Gupta — 1.63 Cathy Mason, Helen Miller, Barbara Stroud and
Anne Murphy — 0.81
Steve Watson, Zafar Khan, Roger Sokol and Norm Szewczyk — 1.58
Helen
Thiros, Donna Penn, Judy Black and Bobbie
Arlyne Filler, Pat Mikuta, Jim Fill and Trudi McKamey — 1.22
Dakich — 0.76
Al Simmons, Ruth Westberg, Dan Taylor and Annie Lypson — 0.89

Last month they were the Sunshine Ladies — this month they were the Blue Woman
Group — Helen Thiros, Bobbie Dakich, Donna Penn and Judy Black. Well, we certainly
are looking forward to their June wardrobe. (Purple is the color for The Longest Day.)

Happy Birthday, dear Doug!

A freak hand was dealt Tuesday night at the Chesterton game. One hand held 10 clubs with 150 honors, the Ace of Spades,
and two small diamonds. According to the Official Encyclopedia of Bridge, the probability of being dealt 10 cards in any suit
is .0004% or .000004 fraction of the time. This comes out to 4 out of 1,000,000 hands or 1 out of 250,000 hands.
Thanks to Chuck Tomes for this information. In case you are interested in how the hand was bid, here’s how it went — “At
our table the opener bid one diamond and then the freak hand overcalled five clubs. The hand makes 5 clubs since
the dummy is worthless. At another table the final contract was 5 clubs doubled and redoubled making 5 for
1000 points. Twice the contract was 6 clubs down one. On at least one of those tables, the opponents competed at five diamonds, forcing the holder of the 10-card suit to go to the 6 level. The freak hand was vulnerable.”
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Doug Jordan celebrated his
88th birthday on Monday with
his favorite spice cake baked
by partner, Sharon Snyder.

72.50%

70.00%

Don Giedemann and Chuck Tomes played excellently in a Wednesday game in Valparaiso to earn a
72.50% game. Here you see them in a 4-year-old
photo — and, if I didn’t tell you, you would think it
was taken yesterday.
Chuck comments — Don is a very compatible partner. We played in a lot of part score contracts. Don
played most of them and played them very well.
Congrats to Sharon and Pat on their big game!
Don adds —I really enjoy partnering with Chuck
when given the opportunity. We have done well
since our kick-off in March 2013 when we posted a
74.38% at Community. I look forward to a future
game with Chuck.

In that same game, there was a second 70% or better game.
Sisters, Sharon Massey of Portage (left) and Pat Christ of
Crown Point (right), have been playing party bridge for years
at club and also, on occasion, with their husbands. They
both enjoy using the new conventions and recently started
attending the Valparaiso Duplicate game. They say that
Director Charlie does a nice job, and the players are all
pleasant.
Sharon, along with Trudi McKamey and Barbara Stroud have
been sponsors of the Portage Bridge O'Rama in Porter
County for the past 24 years. This game has attracted both
duplicate and party bridge players in couples’ and ladies’
divisions.
The sisters enjoy playing as partners and realize there is
much more to learn. This is their first 70% game, and they
hope there will be more to come along the way.

Stars of
Tomorrow
Glenview, IL May 20-21
The following 15 players scratched
in this 499er two-day event —
Carol Miller & Barbara Lawson — 1.96
Bill Birk & Terry Bauer — 1.89
The Community Bridge Club
Jan Summers — 1.41
collected $110 to help defray
Jim Lively — 1.22
the cost of Jackie Beiriger’s
Kay Lively — 1.00
cancer treatments. I received
June Reisinger & Barbara Stroud- 0.33
a thank you note, but was
Fred & Pat Princehorn — 0.22
waiting for a promised note
Marilyn & John Ginzel — 0.22
to the club. Since that hasn’t
Mary Kocevar & Jackie Chavez — 0.22
arrived as yet, I do want you
to know that your generous
contribution was appreciated. on your way to Life Master!

Congratulations

Fort Wayne
Sectional
May 19-21

We salute two of our regulars and four of our not-soregulars who added more silver points to their evergrowing total at our unit sectional — YIPPEE!
Daryl Fraley — 7.52
Dan and Donna Simon — 6.34
Marci and Keith Meyer — 4.29
Charlie Halberstadt — 1.74

Congratulations!

Congratulations to Alan Yngve who is a representative from Community Bridge Club on Unit 154’s
Board of Directors!
to Joe Chin and Tom
Hallum on a great game last Tuesday evening
at SSBC! — a 69.91% game — so close to 70%.

Congratulations

We had two birthdays this week — Al
Filler (who probably
made an error in computation, since he
can’t be 81), and Anna
Urick, whose birthday
is on the 24th.
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The free giveaways at the
Tuesday game in Portage
keep on coming. On the
23rd 10 players were the
lucky winners of coupons
for Entenmann cakes —
$7.00 coupon winners —
Zafar Khan, Cathy Mason,
Yuan Hsu, Norm Szewczyk,
and Judy Selund
$5.00 coupon winners —
Mike Brissette, Barbara
Stroud, Lou Nimnicht, Bob
Ferguson & Anne Murphy
CONGRATULATIONS!

On the 30th all players will
be winners with a Keurig
coffee maker as
the grand prize!
Thanks to
Jim Fill’s wife for baking the
strawberry and whipped cream cake for Al,
and to Charlie Abernethy for bringing a cake to celebrate Anna.

Apr 26
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Cong

May 1

Mike Devine
and Ruth Westberg
accomplished this
high percentage at SSBC
on a Wednesday evening.
They had 7 boards that
were tied for top and 10
boards that were absolute tops on the 24
boards they played!!!

From Mike — Ruth is
the consummate bridge player in all aspects of
the game. But the best part of partnering with Ruth is
her willingness to always play North!!!
Ruth adds — Mike spends most of his time in Florida, so
we don’t have many opportunities to play together, but
when I do get those few chances, I find our partnership
most enjoyable.

May 2

Top scorers for these 5 games are — Joe Chin
— 4.67; Mike Brissette — 4.57; Barbara Walczak
— 3.55; John Goring — 3.50; Dave Bigler —
2.77; Bob and Jo Butz—2.63; Alan Yngve — 2.36;
Yuan Hsu; — 2.33 and Norm Szewczyk — 2.33

70.83%
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Thanks to so many of
you who volunteered to
help with the interviews.

This article appeared in The Times on May 28, 2017.

Jim Lane — archivist and bridge player
THE RED
WHITE AND
BLUE
CONTINGENT
Players came
dressed in
patriotic
apparel as a
remembrance
of those who
fought and
died for our
precious
freedoms.

Special Games in June
Wed 21st — LONGEST DAY events
9:00 — pairs
1:00 — teams
potluck — Mc-Z
5:30 — pairs
Sat 24th — North American Paris
Mon 26th — Elk’s Charity game
Tues 27th — Club Championship
Wed 28th — North American Pairs
One Tues evening — Club Champion
The NAP qualifying games pay out the
highest percentage of points, and also
award half red points — don’t
Gale Osgerby and Charlie Abernethy
miss these games in June, July
were the overall winners in the special
and
August!
Memorial Day game. They bested 33
other pairs and won a beautiful hanging
plant. Hanging plants were also given
to the anonymous pair who finished
farthest from 1st place.
Sat 3rd — World-Wide Bridge
Contest — NOON
Mon 5th — North American Pairs
Tues 6th — North American Pairs
Wed 7th — Local Charity game
Sat 10th — ACBL Charity game
Mon 12th — Club Championship
Tues 13th —Local Charity game
Wed 14th — Club Championship
Sat 17th — Local Charity game
Mon 19th — North American Pairs
Tues 20th — North American Pairs

Congratulations
Twice!

Those who scored at this regional —
Sally & Al Levering — 23.67
Bob Butz, Larry Rabideau
& John Goring — 19.42
Mary Kocevar, Daryl Fraley
& Carolyn Potasnik — 9.65
John Miller — 6.29
Virginia Jach & Jan Merrick — 5.33
Donna & Dan Simon — 4.56
Pat & Fred Princehorn — 3.66
Dan Taylor — 3.14
Bill Birk & Terry Bauer — 2.34
June Reisinger & Barbara Stroud — 1.69
Trudi McKamey & Pat Mikuta — 1.46
Charlie Abernethy & Anna Urick — 1.46

Congratulations!

Mary, Daryl and Carolyn
earned all of their 9.65 mp as gold points.
Look out Life Masters — here they come!

Bob Schumm 1926 - 2017

Bob Schumm
passed away on May 28. He was a real
bridge aficionado who played mostly with John Kohlbecker. When John
passed away, he played some with Dave Bigler. He also played a few times in
Mundelein with Joe Connelly. He had a good reputation as a gentleman, and
was liked by everyone for his calm and accepting demeanor.
Bob went through so much. He had two types of cancer and as a testimony to
his will and his strength, he outlived his doctor’s prediction by 7 or 8 years.
His other hobbies were woodworking and painting.
Bob’s funeral will be Monday at Schroeder-Lauer on Ridge Road in Lansing.
There will be a reception from 10:00 - 12:00, followed by a service.

ILLINI REGIONAL
May 23-29
Champaign, IL

Bob Ferguson was
the grand-prize
winner Tuesday —
a Keurig coffee
maker.
WOW!

Lou Nimnicht and Steve Watson scored big games
on the fourth and fifth Tuesdays — that’s some
mighty fine playing!
Lou remarks —The probability that Steve and I
would score back-to-back 70%ers in Portage is
very remote, to say the least. Last week we bid a
pushy 6NT and got a top. Still, it took 3 cold tops
on the last 3 boards to reach 70%. This week we
had only 5 positive scores above 200, but we
were plus on 20 of the 27 boards.
In between these two strong games, we went to
Champaign for a day and stunk the place up.
Steve adds — Attentiveness, alertness, concentration and poise, plus my close friend, B. Lucky,
are essential ingredients in the bridge success
formula. Two 70% + games over two consecutive
Tuesdays — my close friend had joined us for an
extended visit, bringing lots of gifts.

72.92%

72.22%

Don Valiska and Shirley Koch were the big winners in a SSBC
game on a Tuesday afternoon game on May 23.
Shirley exuberantly extends her thanks to Don for making the
game to easy and ever so much fun. She attributes 90% of
her second big win in the past month to Don’s expertise.
From Don —This was the first time Shirley and I had played
together. We have played against each other many times at
SSBC, and we both attended the lessons and mentoring programs on Tuesday afternoon at SSBC. We only had one minor
miscommunication while playing, and our defense was pretty
good. Everything went very smoothly and Shirley played
several hands extremely well. It was a fun afternoon!

Ruth Westberg and Carol Osgerby accomplished this high
percentage at a Sunday afternoon game at SSBC.
Carol comments — Ruth is always fun to play with and she
often carries me. I did not feel as if we did anything special
that Sunday. The mistakes that the opponents made happened to be at our table. We were lucky and we enjoyed
ourselves.
Ruth adds — Carol and I have had several 70%+ games,
but each one is an exciting achievement. I really do enjoy
our partnership!

Congratulations to the four winners!

May 8

Successful
Bridge Players
May 15
May 3

May 9

May 16
May 10

May 17

Community Bridge Club is participating
in “The Longest Day” on Wednesday,
June 21 in an effort to raise funds to
support Alzheimer’s Research. There
will be an opportunity to play all day
long. Attached is a flyer to explain it all.
Top scorers from 5/3 - 5/17 —
Jim Angell — 12.58; Steve Watson —
12.48; Yuan Hsu — 9.28; Joe Chin —
8.97; Barbara Walczak — 8.57; Lou
Nimnicht — 7.55; George Roeper —
7.19; Wayne Carpenter — 7.00; Barb
Graegin — 6.88; Mike Brissette — 6.36

Mini-McKenney Race
These are the standings in the Unit 154 Mini-McKenney Race as of the first five
months of 2017. This includes all masterpoints earned for the year, thus far,
including online points. Numbers in orange indicate standing in the District 8 competition. Bob
Butz and Larry Rabideau (while not in Unit 154) did place in District 8 in their category.

Hooray for those in the #1 spot —
Terry Bauer, Yuan Hsu, Lou Nimnicht
and Carol Osgerby. (Chuck Tomes
is only one point from 1st place.)

200 - 300 mp
2. Mary Kocevar — 45.06 #6
6. Carol Miller — 24.48
9. Barbara Stroud — 20.63
10. Jim McDonald — 19.34
300 - 500 mp
3. Daryl Fraley — 54.16 #8
4. Carolyn Potasnik — 48.10 #13
7. Bob Ferguson — 30.97
8. Bob Porter — 30.27
500 - 1000 mp
1. Yuan Hsu — 109.72 #1
2. Anna Urick — 69.88 #11
5. Mike Brissette — 52.14 #22
6. Alan Yngve — 51.14 #23
7. Charlotte Abernethy — 50.84 #24
8. Shirley Koch — 49.38
1000 - 1500 mp
2. Wayne Carpenter — 100.92 #4
3. Laverne Niksch — 82.24 #9
5. Trudi McKamey — 60.25 #15
7. Peggy Kiernan — 58.68 #18
10. Pat Mikuta — 41.94
Bob Butz — 85.14 #20
Larry Rabideau — 56.52 #18

Newcomer

We welcome you!

1500 - 2500 mp
3. Don Valiska — 88.69 #4
4. Jim Angell — 78.43 #16
6. Dave Bigler — 61.60
7. Pat Valiska — 60.88
8. Barbara Walczak — 60.00
9. Connie Stevens — 57.99
2500 - 3500 mp
1. Lou Nimnicht — 116.79 #3
5. Norm Szewczyk — 79.00 #13
3500 - 5000 mp
2. Barbara Graegin — 104.07 #8
6. Steve Watson — 72.80 #22
7. Tom Hallum — 68.92 #25
8. Jim O’Connell — 68.59
5000 - 7500 mp
1. Carol Osgerby — 120.17 #7
2. Joe Chin — 118.76 #8
4. Lee Esworthy — 78.07 #13

Congratulations!

5 - 20 mp
8. Jim Carson — 5.13
8. Marcia Carson — 5.13
10. Sharon Massey — 4.96
20 - 50 mp
1. Terry Bauer — 24.24 #4
3. Barbara Lawson — 14.32 #10
5. Tom Rea — 11.88 #17
8. Bobbie Dakich — 10.06
9. Rich Will — 9.49
50 - 100 mp
2. Charlie Halberstadt — 18.97 #12
3. Marcy Tomes — 16.84 #20
6. Creighton Rawlings — 11.80
9. Janet Jones — 9.72
9. Knoefel Jones — 9.72
100 - 200 mp
2. Chuck Tomes — 25.75 #14
9. Martha Harris — 13.85
10. Alta Allen — 13.70

Congratulations to
Yuan Hsu — the only
player to place in the
top 100 ACBLwide —
coming in at #86!

On Memorial Day Wolfgang Wolst played in his first
Indiana game, even though he did not play in Indiana.
Wolfgang lives in Palos Heights. He was born in
Germany in a small town near Heidelberg. He immigrated to the U.S. in 1952 at the ripe old age of 18.
(His last name is Austrian.)
Right after college Wolfgang was a physicist working
in a laboratory. At lunchtime some coworkers would
play bridge, and he would kibitz. At one time someone asked him to fill in — and that was the start of
Wolfgang’s getting hooked on the game.
He didn’t play for about 20 years. After he retired, he
moved to Florida and took up duplicate bridge, as
well as social bridge. He was a director for people
living in his condo, where there were 16 tables in
play. He has a little over 300 masterpoints.
Wolfgang has 3 children and 5 grandchildren. On
June 14 he will have been married for 60 years. He
was an All-American soccer player in college, and is a
retired Olympic soccer player (1964). He did take up
tennis after he was too old for soccer and was a
ranked tennis player — quite an athlete in his day!

Joe Chin and Jim
O’Connell were the
winners at the
World-wide Bridge
Contest at the
Wednesday, June 3,
game. Overall, they
had a 61.70% game
worldwide with a
total of 49,534.35
matchpoints. They
ranked #127 out of
2431 pairs. Their
best boards were
#26 (2038.9) and #5
(2018.6) — overall
top was 2230 points.

In Memoriam

John Chmielowiec — A Remembrance. . . .

It is with much sadness that we mourn John Chmielowiec’s passing
— a great mind in the world of bridge. John knew the risk he was
taking in choosing surgery, but it was the only possibility there was
for him to return to the bridge table and be with the friends he loved
best.
John Teshima spent a lot of time with John these past few years, and
he shares with you some of his thoughts —
Carol and I first met John at Herman Bud's game in 1981. Even then
he was known as Big John. And he was already one of the better
players in the area. I stopped playing for over twenty years and did
not see him until I resumed playing about four years ago. I ran into
him at the Gary game. He and Howie Schmid had just clobbered us
in a 1NT redoubled contract. As BJ was leaving, struggling with his
walker, he passed me by and stopped. He offered me a tip on how
to get out of a bad contract. I am not certain that he even remembered me from the old days, but the fact that he would interrupt his
labored travel to help me out really stuck with me. Right then I
knew that he was a kind person.
BJ eventually dropped out of the game, and I later learned that he
was in a nursing home. Even later I learned that the nursing home
was just down the road from my home. I thought that he might enjoy reading some bridge books. I dropped in and he welcomed the visit. I continued to visit and we became friends. Only then did I realize how great his troubles were. His legs
were black from the diabetes. And of course he was very heavy. He was bedridden and needed a nurse to get him out of bed.
Often he would have to wait a long time before a nurse would even respond.
When he finally was released, I realized how vulnerable he was. He required many doctor visits and he could not get there. I
helped him with his travels, always cognizant of the danger of him falling — which would have required a 911 call. But we
made it okay. We even made it to a few bridge games, but his condition worsened, and he could not keep it up. So we
contented ourselves just bidding hands in the Bridge Bulletin and in The Bridge World.
At home he was always cognizant of the danger of falling. He had to literally think ahead for each and every move — one
careless move could result in a 911 call, which happened twice despite his meticulous planning. And things that we take for
granted, to him required thought. For example, picking up a dropped credit card would require help because his grabber
lacked the touch for retrieval. So he was extra careful with thin objects. All this built up a deep frustration within him. But, on
the other hand, simple things would please him greatly. Getting the hallway widened so that he could wheelchair to the
commode instead of having to use the walker, or just positioning the pop in the fridge so he had easy access. Again, things
that we would not even think about to him were big things indeed.
He finally decided to have his pannus removed, as this was growing and hurting quite a bit. It was intruding on his enjoying
even simple pleasures such as watching TV for more than 45 minutes — for he had to get back in bed to offset the gravity of
this pouch hanging down. And he hoped that the surgery would enable him to get back to the table, which was where he
wanted to be. He knew the risks. Several surgeons declined the operation due to the overall health risk and his age. But he
got the green light from a renowned surgeon in Chicago. He was game to face the risk because the pannus was sucking the
joy out of him. If he was afraid, he did not show it. The operation went well but it was a big shock to his system. Several days
later his kidneys failed and his breathing became labored. He required a ventilator which meant that he had to be deeply
sedated. We got daily reports that his condition was stable, but early Sunday morning his systems just stopped. BJ was
finally at peace.
I would be remiss not to mention his bridge prowess. Playing at Portage, Wayne on my right had overcalled in diamonds
and clubs. I arrived at 3NT. Dummy had four top hearts and a fifth heart. Laverne on my left was discarding hearts, so I knew
he had long hearts. I thought and thought for a ninth trick but came up short. Afterwards, I told BJ about the hand — BJ
always wanted to know about the game and the players. They were his friends. Anyway, his eyes immediately lit up and he
said, without pausing, that it was a double squeeze. Neither opponent could keep the little spade, which was the ninth trick.
All this without even drawing up the diagram. Wow! Wayne and Laverne were, of course, happy when I came up short. They
would not have been so happy if BJ had been the declarer!
Looking back, I feel blessed for having gotten to know this gentle person. He is a good friend and I will miss him. But I am
glad that he is no longer hurting.

John and I had many good times together. For a few years we attended many bridge tournaments together. I remember
them as good times. I even remember playing chess with him between sessions, even though he usually beat me. I will
miss him.
~ Jim O’Connell
Big John and I crossed paths many times. These are some things I remember about him —
We decided to try our skills at the Hinsdale club one Thursday and arranged that I would pick him up from the Unity Church
parking lot on Calumet. The lot was empty. Since we parked our cars there every Monday morning (for the Monday game), no
extra thought was given. Everything went well and we won the 20+ table game. Got back to the Unity lot just to find a note on
John’s car’s windshield — “Remove car within 6 hours or towed.” We made it!
The only time that I’ve visited John at his Michigan City home was when he offered me a stray cat for adoption. The black and
white female feline followed his beloved dog home and took temporary residence there. I liked her but she was not an indoor
cat, and John could not take care of more than one pet — thus, ultimately, she wandered out of his life.
I never played with John at any tournament but have done so as a teammate and as a roommate. Dan Spain, Wes Suzuki, John
and I went to Gatlinburg one spring. We shared Inge Isaac's guest room at Indianapolis, wherein John had to get up to snack on
a boiled egg at midnight due to his diabetic condition.
Rest well, Big John.
~ Joe Chin
Big John could play a hand better than anybody. He would take in all the clues from the bidding and play and always would
find the right way to proceed. I only played in a few tournaments with John, and this one sticks in memory — In a Regional KO
in Grand Rapids about seven or eight years ago our team advanced to the semifinals only to come up against a pro team with
eighty thousand master points or so. We were down over 30 IMPs after 12 boards and naturally feeling discouraged. John and
I had a solid second half but not nearly enough, we thought, to pull it out. But our teammates (Bob Butz and Bobby Hayes) said
they had a great round and were excited to compare scores. We won the second half by 40 or so IMPs and so proceeded to the
final round, which we also won. Quite a thrill for us all!
~ Lee Esworthy

Ruby Life Master

Wayne Carpenter, director extraordinaire, and now a 1500 masterpoint holder has qualified to be named a Ruby Life Master.
Wayne tells you a little something about his rise to this notable
event in his bridge journey —
Most people in the area know my "Ruby" story. I started playing
about fifty years ago! (Did I really say — FIFTY?) In the early years
most of the bridge I played was between classes in college. I didn't
play duplicate bridge for about thirty-seven years and then I
retired — yay! Having a good partner is key to accumulating
masterpoints. You don't really need a fancy system — just remember to tell your partner the truth, if you can. My long time partner is my cousin, Laverne Niksch, who helped me get about two
thirds of my masterpoints. Other team partners include Zafar
Khan, Dave Bigler, Yuan Hsu, Jim Angell and Chuck Briggs. To
these players and all partners I've had the pleasure of playing
with — I thank you for your help. I could not have done it without you!

I first started playing bridge in about 1970 at Indiana University
Northwest campus when I was asked to sit in at a table. I had
never played bridge before. I had played other card games and
had observed people play bridge several times. I did okay and got hooked on bridge almost immediately.
Wayne is my cousin. Wayne has told me that his first time to play bridge was when he stacked a bridge hand for our Uncle
Don with a James Bond type hand, where both sides have great hands. Wayne was also going to IUN at the same time. We
both quickly picked up the game and became good partners. We taught the game to other friends and played a lot of rubber
bridge at school and at each other’s houses.
We learned about duplicate bridge and played a little at the Hobart St. Bridget's Bridge Club. We both went to work at the
steel mills for 30 years and mostly played rubber bridge with friends. When we both retired, Wayne stayed retired and started
playing duplicate bridge. I went back to work as a contractor with one day off (Tuesdays) to play bridge in Portage with
Wayne. Wayne played with me on Tuesdays and other people like Dave Bigler on Wednesdays.
Wayne and I have always been aggressive bidders and that has worked well for us. I am glad Wayne has risen to become Ruby
Life Master. He is a real gentleman and a great partner, and I am glad to have played with him in the past and will continue to
play with him in the future.
~ Laverne Niksch
I am so happy for Wayne's earning the coveted Ruby Life Master position. He is wonderful and pleasant and any high-caliber
bridge player would be very pleased to be his bridge partner. He is my regular Wednesday bridge partner. I always enjoy the
game. I wish him all the best.
~ Zafar Khan
Wayne is a quality person and partner in pairs or team play. He masks his skills, but make no mistake, Wayne gives no slack at
the table. Many times I am amazed at his ability to temper my intensity with common
sense and his ability to help me move on. Wayne also runs a very easy game on
Tuesday.
Congrats on reaching Ruby Life Master! Yuan and I talk about the fun we have when
we join you and Laverne for team games. I look forward to playing again soon.
~ Dave Bigler
The big day is coming up — June 21 — when you can play bridge all day — morning,
afternoon and evening — starting at 9:00. You can accumulate 3 times more points without
leaving the Calumet Township Center. The Mc - Z players will be bringing potluck dishes for
lunch. Hopefully, there will be other contributors who will bring some breakfast fare. This
is all part of ACBL’s fund raiser to support the fight against Alzheimer’s. WEAR PURPLE!

A Winners

B Winners

C Winners

June Team Game Winners

Twelve teams scored points in the Wednesday team game. Overall winners were —
George Roeper, Indra Gupta, Pat Valiska and Lynne
Ruth Westberg, Annie Lypson, Dan Taylor and Al Simmons — 2.68
Kostopoulos — 0.92
Dave Watkins, Pat Mikuta, Trudi McKamey and Jim Fill — 2.01
Dan
Spain, Georgia Satriano, Norm Szewczyk and
Kay Lively, Juwanna Walton, James Edmonds and Jim Lively — 1.51
Tony Gillian — 0.85
Jim Angell, Laverne Niksch, Chuck Briggs and Yuan Hsu — 1.13
Cathy Mason, Helen Miller, Anne Murphy and
Barbara Stroud — 0.69

Congratulations to all!
IMES

May 22

IM ES

May 30

as reported in The Times

May 23
May 31
May 29
May 24

Top scorers for these
two weeks are —
Lou Nimnicht — 9.41
Jim O’Connell — 8.97
Barbara Graegin —7.65
Joe Chin — 6.74
Steve Watson — 6.49
Yuan Hsu — 5.86
Barbara Walczak —5.24
Wayne Carpenter - 5.08
Mike Devine — 5.03
Zafar Khan — 4.97
Pat Mikuta — 4.73
Charlie Abernethy- 4.72

congratulations!

Steve Watson was not in town when Big John passed away, but he wishes to share his thoughts with
you about this special person belatedly —
Big John was a bridge player and partner extraordinaire, who never complained about, argued with,
or criticized anyone — partner or opponent. As bridge constituted almost the entirety of his social life,
we were all very special to him as members of his extended bridge family. A phenomenal player — he
was generally recognized as one of the better players in Indiana. I was indeed fortunate to have been
able to call him partner and feel a strong sense of gratitude to him for the tournament successes we
enjoyed together. Thanks Big John!

t

A Success Story

The Longest Day

Alan Yngve, who oversaw three bridge games in
one day and was still on his feet after 14 hours,
deserves a hearty round of applause for providing us with a fun-filled day and the Alzheimer’s
Association with a generous donation.
Alan contributed a summary of the day’s events —
It was a VERY long day! Seventy-six players
gathered at various times on Wednesday, June
21st, at the Community Bridge Club to play
dge
Bri
nity
mu
Com
Club raised $651.00
bridge and raise funds for the Alzheimer’s Assot
to support the figh
.
against Alzheimer’s
ciation “The Longest Day”. Fifty-two of those
players earned 71.96 masterponts during the
day. Three players played all three sessions —
morning pairs, afternoon Swiss teams, and
evening pairs — one of whom, Trudi McKamey, was the biggest earner with 4.06 masterpoints. In total $651 was raised for the
Alzheimer’s Association through an unusually increased per-table contribution and generous supplemental donations — the
largest from Anna Urosevich, Barbara Walczak, and Alan Yngve. (Editor’s note: Alan earmarked $17 per table contribution —
an amount substantially more than ACBL required — to go toward Alzheimer’s.)
Special thanks need to go to Kimberly Robinson and Brenda Hunter from Calumet Township, Geraldine Tyler for coordination
assistance and the light dinner, Dave Bigler for breakfast foods, Dave Bigler and Jim Lively for contingency preparations, in case
attendance was higher than it actually was, and all the contributors to the noon potluck! Yes, it was hard to compete with the
Crystal Lake Regional, but turnout was good nonetheless!

July Special Games
Sat, 1st — NAP (red and black)
Mon, 3rd — NAP (red and black)
Tues, 4th — Holiday - no game
Wed, 5th — ACBL Charity
Sat, 8th — Local Charity
Tues, 11th — NAP (red and black)
Wed, 12th — NAP (red and black)
Sat, 15th — Club Championship
Mon, 17th — NAP (red and black)
Tues, 18th — Local Charity
Wed, 19th — Local Charity
Team game (potluck A-Mc)
Sat, 22nd — NAP (red and black)
Tues, 25th — NAP (red and black)
Wed, 26th — NAP (red and black)
Sat, 29th — ACBL Charity
Mon, 31st — Charity game
8 opportunities for RED points!

And yet another tribute has been received for John Chmielowiec —
The very last time I saw John was nearly 30 years ago. At that time I switched from
playing in tournaments and winning masterpoints to writing books and articles on the
subject that most politicians or history professors do not wish to write about.
But I did keep up with John to learn about his successes knowing how passionate he
was about achieving his objective of becoming a Diamond Life Master. To me he never
was and never will be remembered as "Big John" but a man with a quiet personality —
an amicable person who showed his character in life and in bridge as well.
When we began playing together I talked him into, with some degree of gentle
persuasion, becoming much more aggressive by adopting new conventions. His game
improved tremendously as his playing of a hand already was more than adequate — so
much so that we began playing on teams with the likes of Bob Glen, Ted Brashler, Lee
Esworthy, Ken Dubrau, and others.
I hope that someday soon we will play again — someplace — providing that he will still
remember some more than one hundred alertable bids, particularly my invention of
"two-way raises of overcalls".
For now the only thing I can say to John — a man with a big heart — is "Au Revoir but
not Goodbye".
Respectfully, Wes Adamczyk

Congratulations to Mike Brissette and Alan Yngve for their fine showing at the Great Lakes Regional held
in Bay City, MI — a round trip of about 600 miles — from June 11-17. Mike earned 16.62 masterpoints and
Alan earned 14.66 masterpoints — of which 13.66 were gold. Their most exciting win was tying for
3rd in a Monday/Tuesday KnockOut for 9.97 points!
Congratulations are also in order for the 20 players who scratched in the Crystal Lake IL Regional —
Larry Rabideau and John Goring — 24.29 Mary Kocevar and Carolyn Potasnik — 2.83
Bob Butz and Lee Esworthy — 15.42
Joe Chin and Don Cohen — 2.78
Steve Watson and Lou Nimnicht — 6.99
Caron Espinosa — 2.16
John Miller — 6.64 Joe Connelly — 6.59
Pat and Fred Princehorn — 1.99
Stacy Jacobs and Larry Dunford — 3.00
Jan Summers — 0.86 Bill Birk and Daryl Fraley — 0.40

NEWCOMERS

t Alan Yngve is offering an opportunity for
a
h
C ge players to fine tune their bridge skills —
d
Bri Chat Bridge will resume EVERY Wednesday
morning at the Community Bridge Club — 9:00 am 10:30 am.
Intermediate level — Good for partnership practice
— bid and play hands from the prior Saturday game
with call-in assistance available during the hand,
followed by a display of the hand and discussion
about play, the effect of different leads, and a discussion of the actual bids/results from Saturday.
Developing level — One table with an in-depth
discussion of all hand aspects amongst all players
present. Includes pros and cons of different bidding
methods and reinforcement of the best methods to
play the hand (declarer and defense), which will help
lead to the best possible results.

June 7

June 5

June 6

Highest scorers are — Lou Nimnicht — 9.40; Steve
Watson — 6.55; Joe Chin — 6.32; Trudi McKamey
— 5.42; Bob Porter — 5.07; Jim O’Connell — 4.71;
Barbara Graegin — 4.47; Dave Watkins — 4.39; Jim
Angell — 4.34; and Bob and Joan Butz — 4.31.

Three new players —new to us, that is — joined us in a game
on “The Longest Day”. We are always happy to share our joy
of bridge with other like-minded individuals.
To the left is Joyce Carter. She is a retired educator (grade 8)
and an adjunct faculty member at South Suburban College
teaching voice. She is a former concert artist, had given
private piano lessons and had a voice studio.
Joyce has been playing bridge since college. She has been
a resident of South Holland, IL for 35 years. She has 2 children — an MD and an investment banker. Her husband,
Frederick, is a pharmacist. She enjoys reading and performing community service.
To the right is Arlene Burke. She began playing bridge “off
and on” with neighbors while her children were young. She
currently plays bridge on Mondays at the Matteson Recreation Center.
Arlene has retired from three lives —
Dottie Hart came to our Community
• special education for 17 years
Bridge game as a guest of Terry Bauer.
• worked 17 years for IBM in sales
This was her first team game experience.
• and her third life was that of an
She has been playing duplicate only for
author. She has written three books.
the last 4 years. She does play in the
Arlene lives in Olympia Fields, IL.
Chesterton and Valparaiso games. Her
She has 3 children and 1 grandchild.
father and sister were both Life Masters.
She enjoys writing, reading, bridge
Dottie has 4 children, 6 grandchildren
and traveling.
and 4 great-grandchildren. She has been
widowed for 11 years. Before her retireIt is our good fortune to have met
ment, she worked as vice-president of a
these lovely ladies, and we do hope
mortgage company. She loves water
that they will continue to visit our
activities — namely swimming and
games as often as possible.
boating.

Congratulations!

72.73%

published in
The Times on
June 28, 2017
Ruth Goodpasture and Pat Valiska attained a marvelous percentage — 72.73% — at a SSBC game
on June 19. Out of 21 boards they had 6 tops and
4 tied for tops, with lots of 2nd-place finishes.
Pat has this to say about her partner — Ruth and
I don't get a chance to play together often, but
when I do play with her it's always enjoyable. I can
count on her to be consistent and I trust her bids.
She is also very tolerant of any mistakes I make,
and we always have a good time together.
Ruth adds — Pat is a kind, pleasant and fun bridge
partner. I enjoy the competition bridge provides,
and it was exciting to have a 70%+ game with her.
I look forward to many more good games!!

June 14

June 12
June 13

Relaxing on a summer day
reading the bridge scores

Top scorers for
these three days —
Lou Nimnicht - 3.62
Tony Gillian - 3.62
Bob Butz - 3.35
Joan Butz - 3.35
John Goring - 2.51
Larry Rabideau-2.51
Yuan Hsu - 2.36
T. McKamey - 2.24
Bob Porter - 2.24
Laverne Niksch-2.19
W. Carpenter - 2.19
Barb Walczak - 1.96

These are the results for those Illinois bridge enthusiasts who play in our games — compiled for the first half of 2017. The
Mini-McKenney Race includes all of the points earned for the first six months.
20 - 50 mp
Geraldine Tyler — 15.34 #25
100 - 200 mp
5. Larry Dunford — 45.25 #9
200 - 300 mp
3. Fred Princehorn — 60.44 #6
7. Larry Heidemann — 41.31 #12
Bill Birk — 35.18 #22
300 - 500 mp
Pat Princehorn — 54.52 #17
Jackie Chavez — 46.99 #23
Lou Gaspardo —46.89 #24

500 - 1000 mp
1. John Miller — 194.84 #1
9. Mary Schultz — 74.65 #18
1000 - 1500 mp
3. Lynne Kostopoulos — 103.46 #4
9. Claire Murvihill — 80.42 #11
Ruth Goodpasture — 67.55 #20
1500 - 2500 mp
Mike Devine — 113.33 #13
2500 - 3500 mp
John Goring — 113.50 #14
Stacy Jacobs — 98.06 #20
George Goewey — 88.36 #24

3500 - 5000 mp
Al Levering — 109.58 #20
Rosietta Brown — 108.05 #21
5000 - 7500 mp
3. Ruth Westberg — 239.16 #3
Sally Levering — 107.25 #18
Numbers preceding the names are the
standings in the top 10 of Unit 123.
Numbers in gold following the names
are standings in the top 25 of District 13.
Ace of Clubs results will be reported in
the next newsletter.

Funeral arrangements for Rosietta Brown —
A. R. Leak Funeral Home, 7838 Cottage Grove, Chicago, IL 60619
Viewing — Monday, July 10 — 6 - 9 p.m. Prepass — Tuesday, July 11 — 9:00 a.m.
Wake — Tuesday, July 11 — 10:00 a.m. Funeral — Tuesday, July 11 — 11:00 a.m.
Internment — Following service — at Oakwoods Cemetery
From Juwanna Walton — To my friend, Rosietta — I would always complain that
I couldn’t remember all the different bridge rules. You scolded me very harshly.
You told me, “Stop saying that you can’t remember — yes you CAN! You just
have to get serious about your game, stay focused, and play as often as
possible.” I must say, that after taking your advice, I have seen improvements in
my game.
I am very grateful to you, Rosietta, for taking the time to be a mentor to me and
for the role model you’ve become to me. I grew to appreciate your valuable
advice and from there a beautiful friendship was formed. You told me to always
remember that bridge should be a game of fun.
From Mike Devine — For several years I had played bridge against Rosietta and
was mystified as to how she could always come up with a perfect defense. It was
only last year when I played with Rosietta as a partner, and we had a 70% game
the first time we ever played together! Rosetta was a most pleasant and gracious
woman and an excellent bridge player. I will miss her. (As will we all)
From Indra Gupta — It is with great sadness that I am writing this in the past tense about Rosietta — using “was" instead of
“is”. She was not only an outstanding bridge player but everyone who played with her was sincerely treated like her favorite
partner. I definitely was. There never was any critique of my mistakes, as that was against her nature. In addition, she was a
wonderful compassionate soul, often calling me to inquire about my wife's health when she was unwell. I played bridge with
her just two weeks ago. She always ended the conversation by saying," Have a blessed day."
Rosietta — have a blessed stay in heaven. You will always be my "favorite partner".
From Stacy Jacobs — Rosietta was a generous and kind person and a thoughtful, experienced partner. She cared deeply
about her friends and acquaintances, was fiercely proud of her daughter, and she was hard at work planning the upcoming
ABA Nationals when she fell ill. Any time I had the pleasure of playing with her, I knew I could count on Rosietta to be focused
and thoughtful at the table.
When I first started getting to know Rosietta, she talked about her late husband and her experiences when he made his transition. My mind being in another place entirely, I thought of Bruce Jenner, and it took me a moment (and a couple of ill-timed
giggles) to understand that her husband had passed away. Though I will miss Rosietta very much, I know that she has made
her transition and I'm sure she'll soon have a great group of partners willing to always sit East/West.

These are the rankings for players from Unit 123 who placed in the top 10 in their unit through June 30. Ace of Clubs points
are based on what is earned at the club level, excluding STaC games. Rankings in the top 25 in District 13 are in red following
the name.

Congratulations!

20 - 50 mp
10. Geraldine Tyler — 13.56 #13
Juwanna Walton — 11.97 #23
Norma Vierk — 11.71 #25
100 - 200 mp
2. Larry Dunford — 39.30 #2
7. Caron Espinosa — 21.75 #11
200 - 300 mp
1. Fred Princehorn — 47.00 #1
3. Larry Heidemann — 33.12 #3
300 - 500 mp
3. Pat Princehorn — 42.85 #3
6. Lou Gaspardo — 39.14 #6
500 - 1000 mp
1. John Miller — 147.75 #1
4. Mary Schultz — 66.97 #5
1000 - 1500 mp
2. Lynne Kostopoulos — 88.83 #2
4. Claire Murvihill — 76.74 #5
Ruth Goodpasture — 49.41 #18

1500 - 2500 mp
4. Mike Devine — 92.97 #4
5. Jerry Palm — 76.82 #5
George Roeper — 62.03 #17
Marge Hedegard — 60.72 #18
Jan Merrick — 60.62 #19
2500 - 3500 mp
8. George Goewey — 70.41 #9
9. Stacy Jacobs — 62.60 #10
John Goring — 61.17 #14
Georgia Satriano — 51.07 #21
3500 - 5000 mp
2. Rosietta Brown — 98.27 #4
6. Al Levering — 61.67 #12
5000 - 7500 mp
1. Ruth Westberg — 199.91 #1
9. Sally Levering — 59.34 #14
Al Simmons — 42.36 #23

Ruby
Life Master

Congratulations!

Five players have placed in
the top 100 in ACBL in the
Ace of Clubs Race —
John Miller — #2 (only 2.46
points out of 1st place)
Ruth Westberg — #7
Lynne Kostopoulos — #39
Fred Princehorn — #69
Claire Murvihill — #89
John and Ruth also placed
overall in the MiniMcKenney Race —
John #15 and Ruth #80.

Ruth Goodpasture of Bourbonnais has become a Ruby Life Master — Hooray!
— with 1500 masterpoints. She shares her rise to this designation with you.
I had open heart surgery in 1989 and was in a stressful situation at home and
needed an outlet for myself. I decided to take bridge lessons in New Lenox
with Gil Nicol as the teacher. There I met some great people and started
going to bridge tournaments. My first National was in Indianapolis, Indiana,
and we won a beginners section and even got a trophy.
I have always been a competitive person and duplicate bridge certainly fed
into this. Our bridge group of ladies formed an Investment Club and also
went to a tournament in Iceland. This all started in 1990 and has continued
to the present time.
Through bridge I have met many wonderful people from all walks of life.
There are so many bridge partners I would like to thank, but there is not
enough room in the newsletter to name them all. I plan to play lots more
bridge hands and continue to enjoy the company and fellowship of the
bridge family.
From Carol Osgerby — Ruth is a delight to play with and she always wants to
know if she did anything wrong and listens with an open mind. Her desire to
do well makes me want to do all I can to attain the best result on each and
every hand. She never shows any sign that I might have stepped on her toes
or that I hurt her feelings in any way. She is always eager to learn more and try
new things and I love it! Learning and getting better is not easy for either the
learner or the mentor. When there is a bad result we are able to put it behind
us and move on. She is a very GOOD bridge player and a fine partner!!

Rosietta and her husband

Rosietta and her two children

70.83%

Ruth Westberg and Mike Devine attained an extremely
good score on June 27 at South Suburban — 70.83%
Mike comments on this fortuitous occurrence — I’ve
learned from experience over many years that one can
be much more successful playing with Ruth than
against Ruth. She is the consummate bridge player that
makes life easy when you are her partner.
Ruth observes — Mike is one of my favorite bridge
partners. We communicate very well in our bidding and
defense. This combination usually results in a higher
than average bridge game.
There were many boards — 8 absolute tops and 6
ties for top out of 24 boards that they played — that
attest to Mike’s and Ruth’s partnership prowess!

Among the 258 players who earned silver points were —
Stacy Jacobs — 15.54 John Miller — 14.95
Rosemary McCarthy — 5.16
Bob Butz & John Goring — 4.01
Bill Birk & Terry Bauer — 3.84
Lou & Carol Gaspardo — 2.20 Mary Schultz — 1.82 Joe Connelly — 1.42
Yuan Hsu & Tom Hallum & Mike Brissette & Joe Chin & George Roeper & Dave
Bigler & Alan Yngve— all with 0.90
Mary Kocevar & Daryl Fraley — 0.67

If you’re going to stand
in the waves to read the
bridge scores, please do
it in something more
casual.

June
27

June
20
June
28

printed in The Times
June
21

June
26

June
19

July
3

Those who scratched in the most games
during this period were — Barbara Walczak
— 10; Trudi McKamey — 8; and Terry
Bauer — 7 — some of our faithful regulars.

Windy City Silver Point Sectional
University of Illinois
July 79
Chicago

Top scorers from June 17 - July 3 are —
Barbara Graegin — 14.03; Jim O’Connell —
12.31; Lou Nimnicht — 10.99: Trudi
McKamey 10.52; Barbara Walczak — 10.14;
Joe Chin — 9.91; Pat Mikuta — 9.60; Al
Simmons — 9.07; George Roeper — 8.09;
Terry Bauer — 8.03; Ruth Westberg
— 7.70; Carolyn Potasnik — 7.48;
and Dave Watkins — 7.35

Careful, Mr. Raccoon,
there are bridge
scores in the paper.

The Times

This was printed in The Times on Wednesday, July 12 — sans photo

July 5
Community Bridge
Club raised $651.00
to support the fight
.
against Alzheimer’s

July 11
July 8

July 12
July 10

74.77%

Top scorers —
Barb Graegin - 7.50; Yuan Hsu - 6.25; Steve
Watson - 5.34; Jim O’Connell - 5.25; Lou
Nimnicht - 4.64; Jim Angell - 4.04; Joe Chin 3.97; Dave Watkins - 3.83; Barb Walczak - 3.58

Congr
tulationas!

Ruth Goodpasture and Carol Osgerby almost
reached 75% on a game played at SSBC on
July 11 — a really outstanding performance!
Carol remarks — First let me congratulate
Ruth on becoming a Ruby Life Master —
she deserves it! We had a nice easy game,
and easy games often are your best games.
Ruth is fun to play with, and when I mess up
she just smiles and laughs with me and I like
that. She always wants to do her best and is
always looking for the best possible result
— whether defending or declaring.
I enjoy our games!! Thank you,
Ruth!
From Ruth — Playing bridge with
Carol is always so exciting for me. Her
skills are so good and even in my low level
knowledge of the game I am almost assured of
learning something. She is a marvelous teacher and getting a 70 + game with her was
wonderful. Anytime I can sit across
from her at the bridge table is a delight for me and a challenge to my mind. Hopefully we will have many more games to share.

Silver Life Master
John Miller of Chicago, who visits us occasionally, has captured a new level
in the bridge hierarchy — that of Silver Life Master with 1000 masterpoints!
John tells us a little something about his bridge life that takes him to where
he is today —
I grew up on the Chicago North Side. My group bridge lessons began in
2010 and I started coming to duplicate games in 2011. I played mostly at
the Chicago Duplicate Club and Lawson Club on the North Side. I live on
the South Side near Sox Park. A few years ago I began to come south to
the South Suburban Bridge Center. I do enjoy going to the local tournaments. Also, I have had the opportunity to go to a few tournaments around
the country such as New Orleans, Ft Lauderdale and Palm Springs.
Currently I have four regular partners that I play with each week and a number of occasional partners. I very much appreciate the opportunity to play
with and learn from each of these partners. It is a joy to meet all the wonderful people at the games, the competition, and the challenge of trying to
improve. Nowadays I know more people from the bridge part of my life
than the rest of my life. It’s thrilling to be a part of the bridge community in
and around Chicago, and I look forward to many more bridge games.

Some of John’s partners have added their accolades —
John's trek to bridge at Chicago's southland began while the South Suburban Bridge Club was still at Thornton. Occasionally
he would cross the state line and play at Gary. Even before our frequent partnership started, John has always been on the
Chicago's Mini-McKenney and Ace of Clubs lists — right on top! Excellent bidding, good hand-declaring and defense, yet
aiming at perfection, PLUS pleasant low-profile presence at the table will carry him very far. Congratulations, John!
~ Joe Chin
John and I started playing together a couple of years ago. We don't have a regular partnership, but we try to get in a game
together whenever we can. He has risen up the ranks very quickly in the bridge world because of his intense and dedicated
approach to the game. He is a very kind partner and only looks at what he feels he did wrong. Even though I screw up boatloads of times (just ask my other partners!!) he never criticizes.... ever!!! This is one of the things that makes every game with
him pleasurable. He loves talking about scenarios with the hands so we can prepare our offense and defense.
Congratulations on your Silver Life Master, John!! I look forward to many more games with you.
~ Lynne Kostopoulos
My bridge with John is very limited but enjoyable. He is a student of the game — always searching for improvement. He has
added a lot to our games at SSBC and in Gary. He is a gracious opponent, and (I think) a fan of the White Sox. Nobody's
perfect!
~ George Roeper
For a fairly new player, John Miller has done extremely well and has moved up the ranks quickly. Congratulations, John, on
your successful rise to the Silver Life Master level!
~ Ruth Westberg
I've had the pleasure and honor of partnering with John Miller. This is quite an accomplishment in a short amount of time.
John likes to fly under the radar — quiet in his game — deliberate in his approach to achieve his goal. He likes to fiddle with
his cards as he plans his offense and defense. But underneath this unassuming approach is a great bidder, a constant learner
of the game and a formidable adversary. I'm glad I'm on his side. I know it won't be long before he reaches the 1500-point
mark. Congratulations John! Well done!
~ Rose McCarthy
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C winners

A winners

B winners

All 14 teams scratched in the July team game. These are the overall winners —
Norm Szewczyk, Dan Spain, Lou Nimnicht and Steve Watson — 2.80
Esther Walenga, Peggy Kiernan, Anna Urick and Pat Valiska — 1.55
Joe Chin, Barbara Graegin, Jim O’Connell and Tom Hallum — 2.10
Cathy Mason, Barbara Stroud, Dave Watkins and Helen Miller — 1.16
Ruth Westberg, Dan Taylor, Al Simmons and Annie Lypson — 1.58
Norma Vierk, Marilyn Ginzel, Carolyn Potasnik and Hilda Connor — 0.87
Bob Porter, Bob Ferguson, Wayne Hiser and Bill Hahn — 0.65

Special — just for 299ers —

Jim Angell celebrated his 87th birthday with us on July 15th with
Dairy Queen cake for all 38 people present at this special event.
Here you see Dave, Dan, Jennie, Jim, Ruth and Mary with their
decorated portion of the cake — irresistible fudge and crunch
center surrounded by chocolate and vanilla soft serve. Linda, Jim’s
daughter, is the owner of the Dairy Queen at 225 W. Ridge Road
in Griffith. Do stop in — we hear that the wait staff treat their
customers with the utmost courtesy.

is around the corner — August 4, 5 & 6.
It will be held at the Kroc Corps Community Center at 800 West Western Ave.
There are open games and 299er games.
The Friday and Saturday open games will
be a pair/team event where you will have
— not one — but two chances to be a
winner. Entry fee is $10.00 per game and
on Sunday the fee is $30 for a double
session Swiss Team game with a box
lunch included in the price. Be sure to
take home a flyer from the front table to
be aware of all the information available.

The South Bend Sectional will provide three
features designed especially for players with
0 through 299 masterpoints —
• If you play in any morning session (open
or 299er) on Friday or Saturday, you can play in
either of that afternoon sessions for free.
(Non-ACBL members pay a $3.00 surcharge
at all events.)
• There will be a Swiss Teams event on Sunday
limited to 299ers. The team game will be stratified. (If you have 0 masterpoints you still have a
real chance of winning silver points).
• The 299er Swiss will be a "Dupli-Swiss”, where
all hands will be duplicated and all teams play
the same boards. You will receive hand records.

70.03%

Don Valiska and Carol Osgerby were the proud
partners in a Monday game in Highland.
Carol comments — Don is always a pleasure to
play with! 70%+ games are the easy games.
No pair gets a 70% game by themselves. It
takes lots of luck, and the mistakes that your
opponents make happen at your table and the
mistakes we make maybe turn out in our favor.
This is a great game, and when I am lucky
enough to play with such an enjoyable and
smart player it is even better! Thank you Don!
Don’s viewpoint — I really don’t have much to
say any differently than in the past about Carol
and me on the 70% game—
although it’s always a pleasure
playing with Carol, and I hope
our partnership will continue
for many years to come.

70.83%
Congratulations!

It must seem old hat to see these two players pictured again
— but it’s true. Ruth and Mike had a 70.83% game in May and then
again in June for another 70.83%, and now for the third time — in
July for yet another 70.83% — this one on July 18 at South
Suburban. Totally terrific!!
Ruth says that Mike is one of her favorite partners. She remarks
how they each understand the other’s bidding and defense. And
that combination makes for a better than average game.
To repeat Mike from a previous write-up — Ruth is the consummate bridge player that makes life easy when you are her
partner.
They had 12 TOP boards out of the 24 they played. That’s
totally terrific, too!

Congratulations!

ACBL broke the record for the annual amount bridge
players have raised for The Longest Day. You, on June 21,
helped to raise more than $800,000 for Alzheimer’s
research and care, and the total is still rising as donations
and table fees are counted. Hooray for bridge players!

Special Games in August
Tues, 1st — North American Pairs
Wed, 2nd — Local Charity Pairs
Sat, 5th — North American Pairs
Mon, 7th — North American Pairs
Wed, 9th — North American Pairs
Sat, 12th — Local Charity Pairs
Mon, 14th — Club Championship
Tues, 15th — Local Charity Pairs

This is the last month to earn red points
at the NAP games until next summer.

Wed, 16th — Club Championship
Tues, 29th — Club
Swiss Teams — Mc - Z
Championship game
Sat, 19th — ACBL Charity Pairs
potluck and prizes
Mon, 21st — North American Pairs Wed, 30th — ACBL Charity
Tues, 22nd — North American Pairs 17 chances to add lots of
Wed, 23rd — North American Pairs extra points to your everSat, 26th — North American Pairs
growing masterpoint total
Mon, 28th — Elk’s Club Charity

Chris and Sara Grande from Mishawaka traveled all the way to
Calumet Township on a recent Saturday to play a game a bridge.
They placed 2nd E/W — but they do have over 5000 masterpoints.
Here’s a little something about the couple written by Sara —
Chris and I have been playing bridge together for 22 years. We met
in Kokomo, IN. In 1996 we left for Memphis and worked at ACBL for
two years. After our marriage, we then moved back to South Bend.
Chris is a Notre Dame grad and is a CPA. I retired early from Kokomo
High School where I worked in the administration office. I have four
children and ten grandchildren. We really enjoy getting together
and catching up. We enjoy sports, reading, and of course playing
bridge.
All those of you that will be at the sectional in South Bend this
coming weekend will be able to meet them again at that event.
They are not likely to pass up a sectional at their home club.

World Wide Bridge Contest

There was quite some excitement when South Suburban
Bridge Center had their Worldwide Bridge Contest on
Friday, June 2. Dual winners achieved high rankings. Two
teams tied that night with a 68.75% score! George Goewey
and Brian Beecher, as well as Carol Osgerby and Don
Valiska, achieved that outstanding percentage. All four
individuals were mailed a certificate that awarded them 25
World Year Points by the World Bridge Federation. Each
hand in the contest was then recomputed to reflect what
everyone in the world scored on the individual hands.
George’s and Brian's score became a 64.53% that put them
15th in all of the United States and 48th for everyone in
the world that played on June 2. Carol’s and Don's score
became a 63.03%. That was 20th in the USA and 71st in
the world. The ACBL also awarded extra red points to both
pairs. Carol and Don received an extra 8.5 red points in
addition to what they received at the SSBC game that night.
Excellent! Our heartiest congratulations to all four of you!
Those who traveled to a whole
different country to participate
in an NABC and won points are:
Lee Esworthy & Bob Butz — 21.50
Larry Rabideau & John Goring-9.38
Keith & Marcy Meyer — 7.18
Stacy Jacobs — 2.34
Larry Dunford & Ruth
Goodpasture — 1.61
We hope your visit to Canada was enjoyable!

CONGRATULATIONS!

Thanks to so many of you who have volunteered
to work with a history student from IU Northwest this coming semester to share your bridge
experiences in a weekly correspondence. The
students’ papers will become a part of the IU
Northwest Calumet Regional Archives highlighting bridge in the Calumet region. Students
will be encouraged to come to their subject’s
games and get a better sense of the game of
bridge. What a wonderful opportunity to share
our joy of the game! Thanks to Dr. James Lane
for spearheading this unique plan to involve
university students in bridge. There might still
be additional openings if you are interested.

EMERALD LIFE MASTER
A very special event has befallen one of our players in Northwest Indiana. Ruth Westberg, who plays more bridge than any
one of us — often 10 times a week — after many many years of
being a faithful regular — has reached the 7500 masterpoint
mark to make her (as it says on the cake) — Our One & Only
Emerald Life Master! On July 25 the South Suburban Bridge
Center players celebrated this momentous occasion with a
grand cake and an exquisite bouquet of flowers with lots of
congratulatory wishes. The cake was from the Osgerbys and
the Valiskas, and the flowers were from the Valiskas. Ruth, an
inveterate player, shows no signs of slowing down. What an
illustrious bridge career!
Here are accolades from some of Ruth’s partners —
Whenever my friends ask me how my bridge is going, I almost
always respond, “Let me tell you about my wonderful partner.
The thing that is most amazing about her is not how well
focused she is or the fact that she is ninety years old and hasn’t
lost a bit of sharpness, or the fact that she plays enough games
per week to put people who are half her age to shame. The most amazing fact about her is her steadfastly encouraging nature
and kindness to me and the fact that she treats all of our games as team efforts. I do not play nearly as well as she does. But
she can always be counted on to make all of our attempts as something we do together. She is loyal and kind, and my life is
better for the partnership we have together."
~ Dan Taylor
To my favorite partner, personal hero and the only person I've ever seen open the bidding at the six level, I am thrilled to offer
Ruth my congratulations and admiration. 7500 masterpoints is a great achievement, representing years of fierce competition
and dedication. The rank advancement is awesome, and it proves what I've known since the first time I played against you —
you are a winner!
~ Stacy Jacobs
As most of you know, Ruth and I go back almost 60 years. Four of us started out at the VFW in Calumet City. Actually, she and I
didn't play together that much. I had a steady partner — lo these many years — until just recently. We also had a lot of couples'
doings. (Our husbands TRIED to play). Some think all Ruth did was play bridge. No. She and her wonderful husband, Karl,
raised four beautiful children, she went to school, worked many years, sewed beautifully and dabbled in painting. Ruth did
“Praying Hands", framed it and gave it to me as a housewarming gift in 1967. It went with me in 1992 when I moved again
and still hangs in my townhouse today. While her little girls were at dance class, she came to my house every Monday and
we had coffee together. Boy, did we have fun at Summer Nationals — Las Vegas, Baltimore, Salt Lake City, Toronto plus
Oconomowoc, Lake Geneva, South Bend, etc., etc. We played sessions morning, afternoon, evening and midnight. Wow!
What stamina! You all know what a great player Ruth is — uncomplicated, NEVER takes a dive (knows when to pass) and
exhibits clear-cut bidding. Anyway, kudos, Ruth — I'm happy to ride your coattails and share in the points — keep 'em coming!
~ Luv, Jean Chura
Ode to a Champion — I wish to congratulate Ruth Westberg for having reached the coveted milestone of Emerald Life
Master — 7500 points! Ruth has succeeded because she mastered the requirements necessary to be a winner — namely
being a good partner, such as being open to new ideas in the ever-changing world of bridge. She believes in partnership
bridge and practices it relentlessly. Ruth is extremely versatile. Over the years Ruth persevered with a variety of different
partners. One cannot optimally achieve without these attributes. Bridge is a partnership game.
~ Sincerely, Al Simmons
Many people have known for quite a while that Ruth was close to achieving the Emerald Life Master ranking, and everyone
was pulling for her. We are all thrilled that we now have our own Emerald Life Master in our midst, and I feel honored and
privileged to have been able to play with Ruth and contribute to her really big achievement. She literally is a one in a million!
~ Carol Osgerby

Ruth and I probably go back 50 years. We’ve had some really good games — some not so good — but we always can laugh at
the disasters. I am proud of Ruth’s accomplishments, and I am also proud to be her friend.
Funny story — Twenty-six years ago my daughter was getting married, and we were given a wedding reception location to
hear a band we were thinking of hiring. We walked in — and there were 3 or 4 tables of bridge people I knew! It was Ruth’s
daughter’s wedding. They wanted my daughter and me to stay, but we were not dressed for the occasion. We did hire the
band.
~ Barb Graegin
I would like to offer hearty congratulations to Ruth on becoming an Emerald Life Master. Playing with her is always an enjoyable experience, and playing against her requires great thought and concentration.
~ Mike Devine
I’ve known Ruth for probably 20 years, and in all that time she has always been a very competitive person, and at the same
time, as high as her competitiveness is, her congeniality and pleasantness is equally high. Her congenial and pleasant table
presence is extended to her partners and to her opponents, as well. It’s always a pleasure playing with Ruth —you can be
assured that you will have a good game from and with her. Besides, all her parties are the greatest!
Congratulations and good luck, Ruth, and keep on plugging away as you work toward becoming the first Platinum Life Master
from our club — only 2500 masterpoints to go!
~ Norm Szewczyk
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Ruth Westberg, with her 7500 masterpoints now joins the other 619 players
who are Emerald Life Masters. There are 723 players above that rank,
which places Ruth in the top 1% of all 160,545 ACBL players.

74.44%

Joe Chin and Indra Gupta were the welldeserved recipients of this terrific game.
Joe writes — Indra and I have been “at it” for a
little while now, but it has been about a year since
we last played. Admirably well-learned, Dr. Gupta
made each bid and played each card carefully and
deliberately. Over a third of the boards were either
top or tied for top, and only four were slightly
below average. Thank you Indra, for the excellent
result.
Indra adds — Watching Joe play bridge is always
a great joy and an exceptional learning experience. As Joe's partner on that fortunate Wednesday, I was privileged to have both joy and learning for 27 boards. The 74% score, the highest of
my past, and most likely future games, was icing
On the cake. I thank you, Joe —
with much love.

77.98%

77.98%

Even though Joe’s and Indra’s percentage was only ½
point below what is necessary to be announced in the
Bridge Bulletin, Sally and Al Levering’s percentage was
so incredibly high that they will get coverage in the
ACBL monthlymagazine.
The Leverings achieved this score at the last game of
the Orland Bridge Club. Sally said that she and Al went
to the game feeling a little sad. But their game turned
out to be really enjoyable because it was one of those
days where everything seemed to go their way. There
were lots of gifts, and even when we thought we had
made a mistake, it turned out ok. It's always fun to win
with my favorite (and only) partner. We will miss the
Orland Club, but wish the best for the game at its new
location in Lynwood.
Out of the 28 boards they played, they had 11
tops and 11 ties for top! Supremo!!!

Congratulations to all four!

One of the biggest highlights
of the weekend was in the
Those who scratched in the sectional are : Ch. Halberstadt & Naomi Goodman - 2.12 Sunday Swiss Team game where
the “C” team of Terry Bauer, Bill
Zafar Khan & Yuan Hsu — 1.96
Joe Chin — 9.83 Steve Watson — 6.80
Birk, Mike Brissette and Alan Yngve
John & Marilyn Ginzel — 1.55
Wayne Carpenter & Dave Bigler — 6.10
came in 1st in “C” , 2nd in “B” and
Tom Hallum — 5.71 Lou Nimnicht — 5.65 Ed d’Ouville & Dan Simon — 1.28
4th in “A” (26 tables) for 5.22 mp.
Brian Beecher — 1.28 Tom Rea — 1.24
Marci & Keith Meyer — 5.34
Marcy Tomes — 1.04 Judy Selund — 0.66 What a fantastic finish for these
Bill Birk, Terry Bauer, Mike Brissette &
guys! Mike said they played so
Alan Yngve — 5.22
high above their average that they
Shirley Koch & Mary Kocevar — 4.84
had nose bleeds. And Mike figures
to these 33 players who are part of our
George Goewey — 4.67
clubs’ regulars and who were the wonder- that these extra silver points should
John Teshima & Dennis Frazier — 3.39
qualify him for attaining the desigAnna Urosevich -3.39 Chuck Tomes -2.28 ful recipients of warm and welcoming
nation of Life Master! Woo hoo!
hospitality!
Daryl Fraley & Barbara Stroud — 2.72

CONGRATULATIONS

71.88%

Terry Bauer and Dottie Hart scored really BIG in a recent evening
game in Chesterton. They are relative newcomers to duplicate
with a combined total of 140 masterpoints.
Terry remarks — We are overwhelmed by the latest accomplishment and realize how lucky we are sometimes. Dottie
wasn't sure what a 70% game was or how significant it is. I
have always been amazed when others have reached that level
and just hoped to accomplish it at least once some day — now
we have done it! Dottie was my first regular bridge partner at
Chesterton, and she made me feel welcome and comfortable
at the bridge table when I first started. I look forward to playing
bridge with her every Tuesday evening.
Dottie comments — Being Terry’s partner is a blessing, as he
continues to put up with me. I have been so lucky to have
chosen a great partner in Terry. The 71.88% game? WOW!!!

Congratulations!

NEWCOMERS

Karen and John Fieldhouse of Valparaiso were our welcome guests on
a Monday game in Highland. They’re snowbirds with a winter home in
Naples, where they find all kinds of bridge going on. They have a combined total of 380 masterpoints, but play the game as though they have
many times that amount. They’ve played several times in Chesterton
and Valparaiso and have been quite successful in those venues.
We did not receive a write-up about them — perhaps it will show up at
a later time. We enjoyed meeting them and hope that they will return.
Guess who
didn’t get
her name
in the
Saturday
Times
weekly
bridge
listing??
7/12
July 24

July 18

July 25
July 17
July 19

Top scorers July 13 - 25
Lou Nimnicht — 9.66
Jim O’Connell — 8.62
Dan Spain — 8.22
Barbara Graegin — 7.93
Steve Watson — 7.60
Carol Osgerby — 5.41
Don Valiska — 5.41
Trudi McKamey — 5.19
Joe Chin — 4.87
Ruth Westberg — 4.40
Wayne Carpenter— 3.98
Laverne Niksch — 3.98

Congratulations!
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Each district is entitled to appoint two lifetime members to the
ACBL’s Goodwill Committee annually. One of our unit members — Barbara Walczak — has been selected this year. The
responsibility of committee members is to spread goodwill,
especially in their local club.
Kim Grant, Unit 154 president, presented this award to Barbara
on August 5th during the South Bend tournament. Following
is part of her presentation — I would like to take this time to
honor a special person in our unit who has done much for
bridge. She is a retired Indiana school teacher, a traveler to
many places abroad and a person of demonstrated intellect.
Her bridge activities and achievements include being a bridge
teacher, a club director and a club owner where she started
the very popular team game day that continues to this very
day in Gary. She puts on parties for the players at the Community Bridge Club who achieve high ACBL status, and instituted a highly successful Saturday 99er game. She is a Ruby
Life Master, a sectional tournament chairman and an accomplished writer and editor of a twice-weekly bridge newsletter
in Northwest Indiana, as well as having weekly and monthly
bridge reports published in the local paper.

The following players traveled a great distance and spent much of
their monthly Social Security allotment, especially in search of gold —
Sally and Al Levering — 8.56
Caron Espinosa — 7.11
Fred and Pat Princehorn — 6.36
Mary Kocevar, Daryl Fraley, Carolyn
Potasnik and Barbara Stroud — 4.74

Congratulations as you travel
the bridge path to Life Master!

July 25

July 26

July 31
Aug 2

Aug 8

Aug 9

Aug 1

Aug 7
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Those players who have achieved a new
ranking below the Life Master category in
the past few months are —
Carolyn Potasnik — Adv. NABC Master
Terry Bauer — Sectional Master
Marcia Carson — Club Master
Jim Carson — Club Master
James Edmonds — Junior Master

Top scorers in these games:
Joe Chin — 8.30
Barbara Walczak — 8.26
Carolyn Potasnik — 7.59
Yuan Hsu — 6.56
Terry Bauer — 6.39
Zafar Khan — 5.65
Bob Porter — 5.54
Trudi McKamey — 5.23
Bill Birk — 5.06
Al Simmons — 4.66
Pat Mikuta — 4.45
Hilda Connor — 4.35
Barbara Graegin — 4.04

Congratulations!

AUGUST TEAM GAME

B Winners (tie)

Thirteen of the fourteen teams scored points on the third
Wednesday of the month. Those seven teams who scored
overall points were —
Ben Paulson, Joe Chin, Tom Hallum and Jim O’Connell — 2.80
Esther Walenga, Peggy Kiernan, Anna Urick and Pat Valiska —
1.84
Bob Ferguson, Bob Porter, Wayne Hiser and Bill Hahn — 1.84
Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu, Wayne Carpenter and Laverne Niksch —
1.04
Lou Nimnicht, Norm Szewczyk, Dan Spain and Zafar Khan —
1.04
Arlyne Filler, Trudi McKamey, Pat Mikuta and Jim Fill — 0.87
Bernice Bell, Earl Duffin, Delphine Slater and Carolyn Owens —
0.83

72.73%

B Winners (tie)

John Goring’s & Larry Rabideau’s Big Adventure

C Winners

John and Larry have had a number of good results, but recently
they were in a slump. Several bad games had them wondering
what was wrong. The ACBL emailed them with a reminder that
their Life Master status could be revoked if this mediocrity continued. As they sat at table 7 on Monday the pressure was
intense. What would happen?
One by one, the East-West pairs came to their table and uncharacteristically donated tops. They seemed to understand the
crisis the lads were facing and were willing to help. At the end
of the game the score for 7 North-South was 72.73%. The benevolent Calumet bridge clubbers had sacrificed their game to
save the day for a pair in need. Life was good.

.......................................

A Winners

Larry adds — Having a big game involves a lot of factors, especially luck — but defense is so important and John is one of the
best in this department. How many times have you found yourself thinking "I hope he/she leads a heart (or spade or diamond
or club)?” With John, just relax — you'll be getting your wish
most of the time. And when you don't, his shift is usually right!

Betty Steffek, known to many players from SSBC,
came to a Calumet Township game last week —
although with the horrendous traffic congestion
on I94, she almost didn’t make it.
Betty was born in Burlington VT in 1936, and grew
up in Saginaw MI all the way through her nursing
degree. After she married she lived in Milwaukee
WI in 1960. Her next move was to Rockville MD,
where she lived for 6 years and played bridge
with neighbors. She moved to Matteson IL in
1970, and finally to Orland Park IL in 1993, her
current place of residence.
In her early childhood she watched the women
play bridge in her parents’ home. She played
bridge on her days off during the ‘90s. She increased her involvement in the game after 2001.
She became a Life Master in 2007 and a Ruby
Life Master in October of 2016. Her favorite
tournament is the one in Council Bluffs, where
she has played for 6 or 7 years.
Betty has 3 daughters and 1 granddaughter, who
is studying at the University of Tampa. She
winters in Mesa AZ, where she hikes in the mountains — Superstition Mountains are her favorite.
She did a 9-mile hike there this past February.

published in The Times
Aug 9

Aug 14
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Ed Brilmyer also visited us in Calumet Township.
He is from San Diego and was visiting his sister,
who lives in Miller. He learned bridge 25 years
ago during lunch times at work (which he does
not recommend as a good place to learn the
game.) He has 1100 masterpoints.
Ed worked on the Apollo Space Program as an
electrical engineer, and then later for the US
Navy, also as an electrical engineer. He worked
for a total of 50 years.
He has 4 children and 2 grandchildren. He
enjoys bird watching in the dunes — a birdwatcher’s paradise. He was a ballroom dancer
back in the days when the knees worked and
the heart was healthy. He grew up in Hammond.

The Kalamazoo Regional

Those who scratched in this regional—
Roger Sokol — 21.36
Bill Birk and Terry Bauer — 9.13
Ed d’Ouville — 6.66
Mary Kocevar & Carolyn Potasnik - 5.85
Jan Summers — 5.13
Donna and Dan Simon — 2.99
Jim and Kay Lively — 2.45

Roger Sokol gives us this overview
of his personal experience —
I had a lot of fun playing with my brother and our "home boys" from Ohio from Tuesday
afternoon through Saturday morning. We did OK, but were a little frustrated we didn't do
better and a little disappointed the tournament was smaller than in recent years. I did win
21.36 mp mainly from a 3/4 finish in the Wed/Thurs KO, winning the Thursday afternoon 1
session Swiss, and having the best score in the morning session of the Saturday A/X/Y Open
Pairs (we only played one session).

Aug 15

Aug 16

Top scorers — Joe Chin — 4.68; Jim O’Connell — 4.28; Bob Porter — 4.03; John
Goring — 3.35; Larry Rabideau — 3.35; Tom Hallum — 2.80; Ben Paulson — 2.80

Two Newcomers

This article appeared
in The Times on
Wednesday, August 23.

This lovely
photo was
sent along
with the
article, but
the reporter
sent me an
email saying,
“The editor
agreed the
quality is
not good.”
Is she kidding?
it’s a perfect
photo!
Iris Contreras, IU student from Hammond, and Helen Boothe,
bridge player from Porter Beach, share memories of the Calumet
region and the joy inherent in bridge.

International Fund Games

The Fieldhouses appeared in a
newsletter 2 weeks ago. Included
here is their story that only got to
me now. Confounded computers!
District 13 StaC Game
August 14 - 20
Those players who
earned more than 3 points —
Ruth Westberg — 16.29 Ruth was
#6 on the list of 1019 players who
scratched during the week.
Stacy Jacobs — 12.66
Indra Gupta and Jim Angell — 8.63
George Goewey — 7.50
Don Cohen — 7.17
Brian Beecher — 5.35
Pat Valiska and L. Kostopoulos-5.30
Sheila Edwards & Audrey Filar- 4.21
John Miller — 3.80
Don Valiska — 3.61
Nancy Miller — 3.42
Jan Merrick — 3.32
Norm Szewczyk — 3.08

70.83%

Karen titled this photo — A Bridge Break

All games in Woodland Park, at the Elk’s Club and at the Calumet
Township Multipurpose Center during the month of September
will be International Fund Games. $1.25 of your entry fee will be
used to support North American participation in international events.

Since John and Karen Fieldhouse no longer have their
score sheet, they had difficulty making comments. They both said how surprised
they were! It had been a long day — and that evening, neither one of them
seemed to be getting "any cards". Defense (which they believe is more difficult) is
never as interesting or exciting as offense. Everyone wants to play a good hand!
They were so tired at the end of the session, that they couldn't believe they came
in first!! — let alone with 70.83%!
John fell in love with bridge when he was in college and has enjoyed the game for
over 50 years. He also has enjoyed teaching bridge in his community. His favorite
day of the week is Wednesday when he directs a men's bridge group.
Karen took up bridge after she married John some 18 years ago. Since she did not
want to become a bridge widow, she started to learn how to play bridge by taking
lessons — but not from John! Karen has enjoyed bridge ever since.

70.24%
Keith and Marci Meyer, a dynamic duo, have exceeded
that magic number — a 70%+ game. This was their
result from a Monday Michigan City game — tops in a
field of 13 tables for a winning total of 4.31mp. Out of 28
boards they played in the open section, they had 8 top
boards and 9 ties for top. Mighty fine playing for this
twosome who help in directing that game! Congratulations!

Marci speaks for the partnership —
We were not going to play bridge on August 21, as it was
the day of the solar eclipse, and a friend had given us each
glasses from NASA to watch the exciting event. The director
of the Michigan City Senior Center, upon receiving a phone
call from Glen McGeady, our club manager, agreed to keep George Goewey
and Betty Steffek carried away
the Center open an extra half hour, so players could go
top honors at a recent Tuesday game at SSBC with an enviable
outside during the middle of bridge to watch the eclipse
71.88%.
and then come back in and finish the game. Keith and I
and one other person had glasses, so I made the
Betty comments — “I had no idea that we had done that well! I
announcement to all of the players that Keith and I would really like playing with George — he makes a big difference. He’s
share our glasses with everyone so they could come outa great partner, and he does help you get there.”
side and catch a glimpse of the eclipse.
George remarks — “It was the fourth time that Betty and I have
We had a great game that day, and maybe it was all thanks ever played together (third time this summer.) Bridge is a game
to the sun gods. . . . .who knows? Or maybe it was our
of mistakes and to have such a big game, we did our best to minithank-you for sharing, as I know our Michigan City players mize our mistakes and capitalize on the mistakes of our oppowere very appreciative. Another eclipse will be here in
nents. We had two rounds where we scored 7.5 out of 8 match2024. We sure hope we don't have to wait that long for
points (93.75%) including the final round. Betty played very well
another 70% game.
that day, and I give her credit for adapting to some of my
idiosyncratic methods.”
Joe Chin has graciously agreed to speak to the IU oral
history students doing the bridge interviews and give them a
beginning lesson about bridge on Tuesday,
September 5. So far they know that a deck
has 52 cards with four suits and that the
order of value goes from ace to deuce.
August 22-27
A few of them know about trump from
other games. Joe’s lessons are sprinkled
A few players attended this regional and increased their
with humor and always have the participants
gold and red point totals —
enjoying his thoughtful and worthwhile presenMary Kocevar and
John Miller — 21.93
tations. Thanks, Joe, for helping to encourage stuDaryl Fraley — 0.81
Jan Summers — 1.32
dents in developing an interest in bridge!

Milwaukee Summer Fun
Regional —

71.88%

LABOR DAY
SECTIONAL
Skokie, IL - Sept. 1-4, 2017
Players who scored silver points in Skokie —
Joe Chin — 1.99
John Miller — 6.28
Caron Espinosa — 1.48
John Goring — 4.54
Pat Princehorn — 0.89
Don Cohen — 4.02
Fred Princehorn — 0.89
Bob Butz — 2.93
Rose McCarthy — 2.56 Mary Kocevar — 0.85
Daryl Fraley — 0.85
Martha Harris — 2.40
Stacy Jacobs — 0.84
Joe Connelly — 2.40
Mary Schultz — 0.37
Jan Summers — 2.40

Sally and Al Levering have achieved yet another 70%+ game — this one
on Sunday at South Suburban Bridge Club.
Sally reports — “ We had no idea that we had a big game. It seemed
Our unit’s one and only regional tournament is
coming up in a few weeks — October 2-8. Be sure
to pick up a flyer from the front table. You are encouraged to support this excellently-run event
with all kinds of opportunities to earn red and
gold points.
Fort Wayne supports our sectional with a fine
showing. We hope to reciprocate and show them
an equally comparable number of players from
our opposite corner of the state.

pretty average while we were playing, but it must have match
pointed out in our favor. I can't remember doing anything too
brilliant — just steady play with not too many bad boards. It's
always nice to keep my husband happy with success at bridge. “ J
If you look on page 72 of the current Bridge Bulletin, you will see
the Leverings listed there with their 77.23% game, and in the
Unit 123 Kibitzer (Sept-Oct), they are listed twice for their big
games. Way to go, Sally and Al!!!

Congratulations!
Aug 21

Yuan
Hsu —
9.00
points

The

es
Tim res

Flyers are available, hopefully, at all of our
co
ge S
Brid layers
Northwest Indiana’s five clubs. We’re counting
16 P ore Big
on seeing you all three days. — October 20, 21
Sc
and 22. Arrange your partners now. If you need Garfield has found somehelp in finding that perfect partner, check with thing better to do than
Anne Murphy — she’s in charge of doing just
overeat or annoy Odie.
that. Do you need flyers to pass out at other
clubs you may visit? — ask me for some —
spread the word. Our sectional is not to be
missed.
299ers are the beneficiaries of a two-for-one
deal. The second game of the day in a pairs
game is FREE! That is a fantastic offering! Anna
Urick and Charlie Abernethy will again be the
hostesses extraordinaire, so you can be sure of
three days of continuous and phenomenal
dining delights to please all taste palates.

Aug 23

Aug 22

Top masterpoint winners for the week —
Yuan Hsu — 9.00
Jim O’Connell — 4.88
Barbara Graegin — 4.47 Jim Angell — 4.35
John Goring and Lynne Kostopoulos — 3.94
Mike Brissette — 3.55
Pat Mikuta — 3.37
Joe Chin — 2.96
Larry Rabideau — 2.96
Zafar Khan — 2.94
Mary Kocevar — 2.76
Bob Ferguson —2.63 Trudi McKamey —2.63
Daryl Fraley — 2.49 Celia-Ann Toll — 2.49

Ace of Clubs Race

Those players are listed who rank in the top 10 from Unit 154 with the most points
earned in club games, excluding STaC points. This ranking is current as of the end of
August — in the first 2/3 of 2017. The green numbers after names indicate the person’s position in the top 25 in District 8. And there are also 9 (count them) players
who rank in the top 100 in all of ACBL! You’ve got to know that we have some outstanding bridge experts in our midst. We have the 1st place placement in 9 of the 12
categories listed below. Imagine that! Congratulations to all 50 of you!
0 - 5 mp
5. Mary Kocevar — 31.22
7. Arlyne Filler — 29.10
6. James Edmonds — 6.20
300 - 500 mp
20 - 50 mp
2. Bob Porter — 56.91 #6
1. Terry Bauer — 46.91 #2
3. Carolyn Potasnik — 52.73 #9
4. Sally Will — 20.61 #8
6. Bob Ferguson — 44.38 #14
5. Rich Will — 17.32 #14
8. Anna Urosevich — 43.06 #18
7. Tom Rea — 14.62
9. Naomi Goodman — 13.42
500 - 1000 mp
50 - 100 mp
1. Yuan Hsu — 157.41 #1
2. Anna Urick — 114.25 #2
1. Marci Tomes — 31.83 #5
3. Creighton Rawlings — 26.44 #8 5. Indra Gupta — 72.56 #12
4. Charlie Halberstadt — 20.92 #20 6. Charlotte Abernethy — 71.31 #14
7. Shirley Koch — 63.57 #22
6. Janet Jones — 17.08
9. Ed d’Ouville — 54.43
6. Knoefel Jones — 17.08
10. Mike Brissette — 52.41
10. Jim Lively — 12.49
1000 - 1500 mp
100 - 200 mp
1. Wayne Carpenter — 136.81 #1
1. Chuck Tomes — 42.21 #2
3. Laverne Niksch — 112.41 #4
8. Wayne Hiser — 22.56
4. Trudi McKamey — 94.61 #5
200 - 300 mp
5. Peggy Kiernan — 75.55 #10
4. Judy Selund — 38.33 #14

#9 Yuan

#18 Terry
Wh
I noty am
this l on
ist?

#21 Wayne
Aug 28

Aug 29

#38 Anna

#40 Joe

Aug 30

Hear ye!
Hear ye!
Congratulations
to the 72
players who
earned all
those points!

#47 Lou

6. Pat Mikuta — 68.58 #14
1500 - 2500 mp
1. Don Valiska — 123.47 #2
2. Jim Angell — 110.34 #5
3. Pat Valiska — 103.06 #7
4. Barbara Walczak — 97.51 #8
5. Connie Stevens — 95.27 #9
7. Dave Bigler — 86.32 #14
2500 - 3500 mp
1. Lou Nimnicht — 155.81 #2
3. Norm Szewczyk — 120.88 #6
3500 - 5000 mp
1. Barbara Graegin — 147.02 #3
3. Jim O’Connell — 111.39 #10
5. Tom Hallum — 110.10 #12
6. Steve Watson — 92.31 #16
5000 - 7500 mp
1. Joe Chin — 186.81 #1
2. Carol Osgerby — 175.07 #3

#56 Carol

Three players
who do not live
in our unit, but
are members of
District 8 also
placed district
wide —
Joan Butz in the
500-1000 mp
category was
#23 with 61.48.
Bob Butz 35005000 category #21 with 78.99.
Larry Rabideau
in the 50007700 category #19 with
39.85.

#57 Laverne #92 Barbara

Top 10 weekly players
from these 72 —
Barbara Walczak — 5.35
Lou Nimnicht — 5.25
Barbara Graegin — 4.54
Jim O’Connell — 4.29
Larry Rabideau — 3.50
Lee Esworthy — 3.50
Steve Watson — 3.35
Jim Angell — 2.68
Ruth Westberg — 2.63
Stacy Jacobs — 2.63

IN MEMORIAM

Sarah Nicewander passed away on July 31 in Tucson,
where she made her permanent home for the past 5
years rather than just her winter home. She was a
regular at our games until then. She was a Ruby Life
Master (1500+ mp). We will remember Sarah with
fondness for the happiness she brought to us.

John Teshima and Bill Wendt have exceeded that
magic percentage — 73.10% — at a Monday
game in Michigan City.
John evaluates his success thusly — Both of us
have worked very hard to maintain our bidding
discipline in the face of intense competition. We
have gone over specific common sequences.
Discipline has been a major aspect holding us
back. This has been a two-year undertaking. It
appears as if the effort is paying dividends. It is not sexy, but it is the key to winning bridge.
Bill has this to add — High on my bucket list is the desire to have a 75% plus game and be
mentioned in the ACBL Bulletin. Guess we didn't make it. (But you were very close.)

MINI-McKENNEY RACE
This is a listing of those players in Unit 154 who have placed in the top 10 in the Mini-McKenney
Race for the first 8 months of 2017. The Mini-McKenney is the total of all points earned, including
online points. There are 50 of our players from Northwest Indiana who qualified for this distinction. The number written in red following 28 of the names indicates the position of those players
who placed in the top 25 in District 8. There are two additional players from District 8 who
placed in the money — Bob Butz (3500-5000) — #10 — 164.27 and Larry Rabideau (5000 - 7500)
— #17 — 111.79. And be sure to give a congratulatory pat on the back to Terry Bauer and Yuan
Hsu when you next see them for placing in the
the top 100 in ACBL in their category!
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0 - 5 mp
300 - 500 mp
1500 - 2500 mp
7. James Edmonds — 6.20
3. Carolyn Potasnik — 90.89 #8
3. Don Valiska — 143.72 #11
20 - 50 mp
4. Daryl Fraley — 78.68 #12
4. Jim Angell — 126.62 #15
5. Bob Porter — 57.48
1. Terry Bauer — 68.97 #2
5. Pat Valiska — 121.59 #21
9. Bob Ferguson — 50.47
4. Sally Will — 20.61 #13
6. Dave Bigler — 104.94
5. Rich Will — 17.32
500 - 1000 mp (WOW!)
7. Barbara Walczak — 98.91
6. Naomi Goodman — 17.28
1. Yuan Hsu — 177.25 #2
8. Connie Stevens — 98.75
7. Barbara Lawson — 15.94
2. Anna Urick — 120.75 #8
2500 - 3500 mp
8. Tom Rea — 15.86
4. Mike Brissette — 88.67 #21
1. Lou Nimnicht — 177.58 #5
50 - 100 mp
6. Alan Yngve — 84.89
5. Norm Szewczyk — 127. 61 #17 Terry - #27
7. Indra Gupta — 82.63
3. Marcy Tomes — 32.87 #15
3500 - 5000 mp
4. Charlie Halberstadt — 29.84 #19 8. Shirley Koch — 75.88
1. Barbara Graegin — 165.18 #9
5. Creighton Rawlings — 28.31 #22 9. Charlotte Abernethy — 74.55
10. Ed d’Ouville — 70.00
6. Jim O’Connell — 122.92 #22
8. Jim Lively — 17.80
7. Tom Hallum — 119.75 #23
9. Knoefel Jones — 17.08
1000 - 1500 mp
9. Janet Jones — 17.08
2. Wayne Carpenter — 155.72 #3 8. Steve Watson — 115.65 #24
5000 - 7500 mp
100 - 200 mp
3. Laverne Niksch — 127.59 #9
5.
Peggy
Kiernan
—
100.55
#14
1. Joe Chin — 222.78 #5
1. Chuck Tomes — 44.49 #14
6. Trudi McKamey — 97.82 #17
2. Carol Osgerby — 188.80 #7
10. Wayne Hiser — 22.56
10.
Pat
Mikuta
—
70.70
4. Lee Esworthy — 135.82 #14 Yuan - #94
200 - 300 mp
2. Mary Kocevar — 78.35 #6
New rule from ACBL — Cards shall be dealt so adjacent cards are NOT dealt into the same
6. Judy Selund — 38.99
hand. Dealing into four piles — ABCDDCBAABCD — is not allowed, because adjacent
8. Barbara Stroud — 35.40
cards end in piles A and D. But dealing in FIVE piles — ABCDEDCBABCDEDCBA — then
combining piles A and E to create one hand is allowed. (Careful — ACBL is watching.)

LIFE MASTER
Mike Brissette has become a Life Master!! Three cheers to him for
achieving this long-time-in-coming goal!
Mike shares with you some background of how he arrived at this
significant bridge recognition — I first became involved in playing
bridge during my last year in the Navy. My partner, Jim, suffered
with me for one month — Then I had to go out to sea — from
Charleston, SC to Holy Loch, Scotland.
I bought a book on bridge by William Root. After that I was a terror!
I spent some time at home in Bay City, MI, where I was coached on
how to play bridge with a weak NT system.
I ended up in Gary, where the director, Alan Yngve, taught me a new
system called “Demand Minor”. The system is outstanding! Alan has
been the most instrumental person in sharpening up my game and
improving my skills to be a better bridge player. Playing with a
knowledgeable bridge partner, you learn a lot of rules of thumb
that help your game.
I also am learning a lot by watching some of the best players such
as Joe Chin, Dave Bigler and Yuan Hsu. My advice is to learn from
the experts and keep a bridge diary.

Bridge Scores

Sept 6

Top scorers —
Barbara Graegin — 3.81
Barbara Walczak — 3.78
Mike Brissette — 3.28
Janice Custer — 2.67
Jim Angell — 2.63
Jim O’Connell — 2.33
Wayne Hiser/Bill Hahn2.04

Sept 5

Congratulations!

Dee Marshall is recovering quite well right now, 10 days after
her heart valve surgery. She hopes to return to bridge in the
next few weeks. Here she is at her new home in Towne
Centre in Merrillville enjoying Friday happy hour with free
drinks and music. Daughter, Jan, stuck around for the wine.

Faye Anderson says, “Hi!” to all of
you. She is so anxious to get out
of rehab. Her leg is quite severely
broken, so rehab will be slow.
Faye will be 98 years old on Sept. 23.
Birthday or get well cards can be
sent to — 27 Glen Eagles Dr,
Schererville, IN 46375.

As most of you probably know, there is a section in the bimonthly District 8 Advocate called
“Solvers’ Forum”, similar to “It’s Your Call” in the Bridge Bulletin. Players are encouraged to
enter the forum and try their skill at bidding. Joe Chin did just that and he and one other
player led all other solvers! Joe’s score was 570 out of a possible 600 (6 questions each worth a
maximum of 100 points each). Congratulations, Joe — most impressive! though not such a
surprise — since we are all aware of your bidding expertise. Joe will be invited to join the
October panel. There is still time — until September 30 — to enter the forum.

In
Loving
Memory
~ byline — Jim Angell
To recall our past partners and opponents
who have passed away, and remember the
good times we enjoyed with them long ago:
Dave Andrews
Doris Bennett
Jay Brown
Rosietta Brown
Sharon Brown
John Chmielowiec
Pat Clark
Betty Eason
Lois Edelstein
Paul Elliott
Doris Ely
Paul Ely
Joyce Fetterer
Alan Geller
Dolores Gerdes
Ken Gerdes
Sara Graden
Grace Grant
Pat Gorman
Paul Graegin
Judy Grambo
Benji Das Gupta
Bob Hammaker
R. Hammerschmidt
Kay Harmison
Frances Haughey
Lillian Humphries
Baird Hutchins
Zoe Hutchins
Louise Jens
Dolores Keller
Bob Kellstrom
Lois Kohlbecker
John Kohlbecker
Bob Krull
George Kugar
Gene Lewis
Edgar “Luke” Lucas
Sue Mahn
Mary Manchak
Joe McGuan
Phyllis Miklusak
Joseph Mikuta
Jean Moll
Bobby Murray

Jerry Newell
Sarah Nicewander
Connie Perry
Hazel Petrick
Dick Peters
Muriel Peterson
Dick Potkotter
Jean Philpot
Frank Radwan
Juanita Roman
Samy Sawaya
Harriet Schlesinger
Howard Schmid
Charlotte Schlosser
Jeanette Schubick
Neal Schubick
Chuck Schultz
Bob Schumm
Frank Sells
Bob Selund
Bob Shepherd
Alberta Sikora
Ann Smay
George Smay
Marlin Smith
Edith Sontag
Herb Sontag
Jack Sullivan
Marie Sullivan
Stan Tobe
Sandra Trass
Larry Trilli
Steve Visnyai
Andree Walczak
Hilliard Washington
Donna Weise
George Wild
Laura Wild
Dick Wilson
Lenny Yarsh
Jerry Yocom
Debbie Yocum
Doc Yocum
Paul Yocum, Jr.

(Thank you, Jim, for taking your time to
compile this long list of bygone friends.)

Alan Yngve writes of Mike Brissette’s newly-attained
status in the bridge world —
The title of "Life Master" should mean more than a
certain number of masterpoints. To me a Life Master
should describe a bridge player who has demonstrated a decent understanding of card-play and
comfort with the variety of meanings that can be
assigned to various bids across bidding systems.
Mike Brissette has certainly shown this repeatedly
at the bridge table — a statement I'd volunteer even
if Mike and I were not partners. I enjoy having Mike as a partner; he often
comes up with discussion points and ideas that he wants to discuss. He is consistently a good declarer (especially in the early portions of a session!), he is
consistently an observant and active defender, and he has the great ability to
“rescue" me when I make bidding errors, which I am prone to do with so many
other things on my plate!
Surely the successes that we have had at the District 8 NAP and GNT events
(competing at the B-strata level), as well as at Sectional Swiss Teams events
shows that he deserves to be a Life Master. I often hear from players of the
insight that was gained, by them or someone they partner with, from some
bridge comment that Mike has made — an interesting reputation to have!
For gaining the formal Life Master title — Congratulations Mike!
~ Alan Yngve

Special Games in October
Mon, 2nd — Club Championship
Tues, 3rd — ACBL Charity game
Wed, 4th — Local Charity game
Sat, 7th — Club Appreciation
Mon, 9th — Elks Charity game
Tues, 10th — Club Appreciation
Wed, 11th — Club Appreciation
Sat, 14th — Club Appreciation
Swiss team — 5% gold —
499er section! — pizza treat
Mon, 16th — BAM team gold
point game

Newcomer

Wed, 18th — Club Appreciation —
Swiss team — 5% gold —
potluck McL - Z
Sat, 21st — No game — sectional
Tues, 24th — Club Championship
Wed, 25th — ACBL Charity game
Sat, 28th — Unit Championship
Mon, 30th — District 8 STaC game
Tues, 31st — District 8 STaC game
5th Tuesday potluck
Joan McShane from Orland Park
joined us in our Monday game. She
learned to play bridge in teachers’
college. Her aunt and uncle taught
her 30+ years ago. She used to play
on Friday evenings in a church basement at 93rd and Pleasant in Beverly
Hills — where she started duplicate
in the late ‘80s (but not for points).
She has close to 73 masterpoints.
Joan was a school teacher of all
grades. She ended up in special ed —
teaching children with learning
disabilities.
Joan has 3 daughters and 1 son and
1 granddaughter. Bridge is her only
pastime. She lives a quiet life —
keeps busy taking care of the house
and a husband.
Welcome to Northwest Indiana bridge!

B winners

A winners

C winners
C winners

Third Wednesday Team Game
Chuck Briggs, Dave Watkins, Donna and Dan Simon — 2.68
Joe Chin, Barbara Graegin, Tom Hallum and Jim O’Connell — 2.01
Jerry Palm, Barbara Walczak, Mary Schumm and Ed d’Ouville — 1.51
Lou Nimnicht, Steve Watson, Dan Spain and Norm Szewczyk — 1.13
George Roeper, Indra Gupta, Ruth Goodpasture and Lynne
Kostopoulos — 1.08
Betty Steffek, Wolfgang Wostl, Carol Ann Heinrich and Terry
Bauer — 0.84
An alert
reader who
remembers
quite a way
back adds
3 more names
to our dearly
departed list —
Marv Kasrich
Doug Ward
Mary Zola

Eight teams scored overall points —

Charlotte Abernethy, Esther Walenga, Anna Urick
and Peggy Kiernan — 0.84
Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu, Laverne Niksch and Wayne
Carpenter — 0.81
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Trudi in Austria

Every year I like to visit my family and my
friend, Paula, in Austria. I spend one week
with my brother, one week with my friend in
Baden and one week in a chalet in the
mountains. By now we have our routine. If
it’s nice weather we hike and go mushroom
hunting. If not, we play cards and drink wine.
I did not play bridge, but I kibitzed a few
rounds. Some people played American
Standard and some played a system called
“Blue Club”. Now that I’m back and rested, I’m
ready to pick up my cards and bid 7NT.

Don’t forget — Fort Wayne Fall Regional — October 2 - 8
Lots of gold points available — Grand Wayne Convention Center

Trudi McKamey with a LARGE porcini
mushroom — a favorite fungus

This article appeared in The Times on Sunday, October 1.

Mike Brissette is celebrating his
Life Master status with a congratulatory cake and a coupon for
a free game at Community
Bridge Club.

75.00%

Barbara Graegin and Lou Nimnicht really
scored a BIG game in Calumet Township —
75.00%. Their noteworthy achievement will
be published in an upcoming Bridge Bulletin.
Barbara comments — Playing with Lou is
always an adventure, but a good adventure.
We very seldom have a misunderstanding, and
if we do we don't get too upset. We have had
some very good games in the past and I hope
to have many more.
On Saturday, out of 28 boards, on 20 of them
we were over average and only 4 were under
average. That is a winning combination.
Lou adds — When you’re hot, you’re hot! Barb
declared only a few hands on Saturday, but
Thanks to averaged 5.5 with a top of 6. That is averaging
over 90% of the matchpoints. Outstanding!
Jim Lane
We scored a 5 or better on 17 of the 28 boards.
— the
inspiration Considering that Barb had a lot on her mind on
behind this Saturday, her overall performance was even
more outstanding.
exhibit!

Charlie Halberstadt, Valparaiso DBC owner/
manager, and director and player, is the 2017
Michigan City Senior Center Chess Champion.
Charlie gets full bragging rights for one year,
according to the October 2017 Golden Times.
Thanks to those who contributed to the display — Carol Osgerby,
Joe Chin, Veronica Schmid, Anna Urick and Barbara Walczak.

This exhibit will be in the IU Northwest Anderson library/
conference hallway for at least a month.

70.83%
Marcy and Chuck Tomes had a spectacular game at the Banta Center in
Valpo on September 27. Since Marcy is out of town, Chuck is commenting for both of them.
Marcy and I had a very smooth game — no big errors. We plussed
twenty of the twenty-seven boards and were on the correct side of the
one-trick swing hands. On the best hand of the game, we got a zero
when Fred Green bid and made a cold grand slam in hearts. Kudos to
Fred! The more we play, the more we learn that we still have a lot more
to learn — and that bridge is very addictive.

congratulations!

Sept 20

Sept 26

Sept 27

Sept 18

Sept 11

Sept 19

Sept 25

Hilda
Connor remembers 2
more players
from decades
ago who have
passed on —
Vivian and
Gil Bickel.

Sept 12

NORTHWEST INDIANA FALL SECTIONAL
Sept 13

Thanks to so many of you who have volunteered to bring food items to
offer to our players and guests during our sectional on
October 20-22. Your generosity makes our sectional one
of the very best! Let Anne Murphy know if you need
a partner — she’ll compile a list of potential partners.

The top 21 scorers are — Lou Nimnicht - 11.69; Steve Watson - 11.17; Jim Angell - 10.73; Indra Gupta - 10.58; Yuan
Hsu - 9.86; Jim O’Connell - 9.37; Barbara Graegin - 9.05; Al Simmons - 8.17; Chuck Tomes - 7.83; Anna Urick - 7.59; Joe
Chin - 7.50; Ruth Westberg - 6.98; Alan Yngve — 6.84; Dave Watkins - 6.56; Pat Mikuta - 6.23; Chuck Briggs —-6.18;
Bob Butz - 6.13;Trudi McKamey - 6.11; Charlotte Abernethy - 5.52; Barbara Walczak - 5.28; Joan Butz - 5.23

Congratulations!

74.09%

Jim Angell and Barbara Walczak were the happy winners in a
Saturday game at Calumet Township.
Jim remarks — Barb and I are “clicking” better now. We had
only 3 bad boards out of 22 — one of which was my only overbid. We made our slam, and opponents went down. We had
several gifts, which always happens at a 74% win. Our hope
is to maintain a high level of play — because it is fun to win!
Barbara adds —Jim is a discriminating player — he remembers
the cards played, he calculates the odds using information
gleaned from opponents’ play and bidding. I am comfortable
in the knowledge that Jim will pursue a well-thought-out plan.
In the past month Jim scored in 70% of the games he played
with a wide variety of partners. I appreciate his contribution
to my 5th 70%+ game.

IN LOVING MEMORY
This is a glimpse of Andrée Walczak, written by her son, Marc.
My mom was a beloved member of her community. She was a
stellar person and was a pillar of support to the many people that
knew her. She was the doctor in residence that would always welcome anyone with open arms to visit her home and get needed
help — at no charge!
She was born in Lausanne Switzerland and received her medical
degree from the University of Geneva in 1952. She did her internship
at King County Hospital in Brooklyn NY from 1952 to 1953.
Ultimately, she wound up at Michael Reese hospital in Chicago
where she worked for many years as a pediatrician.
Her passing in November of 2016 was a sad note for family members
and friends. Her positive outlook and good cheer is sorely missed.

Happy birthday to Bill
Kilbride who celebrates
on Columbus Day!

FORT WAYNE FALL REGIONAL
October 2 - 8

We’re happy to highlight our players’ successes in Fort Wayne:
Steve Watson and Lou Nimnicht — 17.35
Tom Hallum — 14.62
Marci and Keith Meyer — 12.97
Joe Chin and George Roeper — 4.83
Mary Kocevar and Carolyn Potasnik — 2.97
Daryl Fraley and Barbara Stroud — 2.52
Ed d’Ouville and Donna and Dan Simon — 1.34
Jan Summers and Jeanne Kowalski — 0.78
Players complimented how nice everyone was — the players,
the directors and the people in charge. They especially appreciated the outstanding hospitality room in the evenings!

Saturday Team Game
Winners in the 499er game were —
Grace Burress, Bernice Bell,
Delphine Slater and Earl Duffin —
1.29 mp
Martha Harris, Ermine Morris, Alta
Allen and Francis Hall — 0.97 mp
The 48 players on Wednesday
earned a total of 2.60 gold points!

“A” Winners

“C” Winners
All 12 teams playing in a Club Appreciation
Game scratched. Those that scored overall
in the Open Game were —
Roger Sokol, Barbara Graegin, Joe Chin
and Jim O’Connell — 3.30 mp
Mike Brissette, Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu and
Dave Bigler — 2.48 mp
Ruth Westberg, Al Simmons, Mike Devine
and Indra Gupta — 1.86 mp
Shirley Koch, Mary Kocevar, Daryl Fraley
and Anna Urick — 1.43 mp

499er Winners

“B” Winners

Newcomer

Ermine Morris of Chicago was one of four lovely
newcomers to our Saturday team game. She came
as a guest of Martha Harris — and you notice in the
list above that her team came in 2nd in the 499er
game!
Ermine began playing bridge about 14 years ago.
She plays in the Midwest Bridge Unit, and she has
accumulated about 2400 ABA points. She said that
she loves the game and enjoys it more and more
each day. She looks forward to learning as much as
she can.
Ermine is a student of bridge — continuing to read
so that she can become a better player. Not only is
she a student of bridge, but she is also a teacher of
bridge. She teaches a beginners’
class at MBU. She was a public
school teacher in Chicago, teaching at the primary level.

Welcome, Ermine!

75.00%

Congratulations!

B/C Winners

Team Winners
Thirteen teams scratched in the October 18
team game. Those who scored overall were—
Dan Spain, Norm Szewczyk, Steve Watson and
Lou Nimnicht — 3.60
Marilyn Ginzel, Hilda Connor, Norma Vierk and
Carolyn Potasnik — 2.70
George Roeper, Lynne Kostopoulos, Zafar Khan
and Ruth Goodpasture — 2.03
Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu, Wayne Carpenter and
Laverne Niksch — 1.52
Wolfgang Wostl, Betty Steffek, Dave Bigler and
Mike Brissette — 1.18
Rich
and Sally Will, Chuck Tomes and
Lynn
Bayman — 0.89

«

A Winners «

This fantastic percentage was achieved by
Ruth Westberg and Barbara Graegin in a
recent game at South Suburban.
This is what Barbara has to say about Ruth —
Ruth and I go back 50 years or more. We only
started to play together in the last ten years,
I would say. We have had many great games,
and hope to have a lot more. She is an
amazing person! Who else at her age could
play bridge 11 times a week and win a lot?
This story happened over 26 years ago when
my daughter was looking for a band for her
wedding. We were given a wedding location that was using them for their wedding.
We went to observe. I walked in and knew
half the people there. It was Ruth’s daughter’s
wedding. They wanted us to stay for the
reception, but we were not dressed for a
wedding. We did hire them, and they were
great!
I am sure that we will have many more
great games. Ruth is a joy to play with!

Oct 4

5

9

Oct 3

Oct 2

Barbara Graegin—5.96
Zafar Khan— 5.58
Barbara Walczak—4.29

Thank you for your unwavering support
of our own local sectional this past
weekend. 118 players earned 662.29
masterpoints. Total table count was
116 tables. Look in the next 4 newsletters for lots more information on this
successful unit event.
Did anyone leave behind a travel mug
or an eyeglasses holder?

Friday Morning Winners

Pair Winners

Congratulations to all!

Wayne Carpenter and Laverne Niksch

How wonderful that 83 of our players scored silver
points in our sectional — and some of them in a big
way! Your presence at the sectional was appreciated,
as well, even if you didn’t come away with any points.
At least you had some mighty tasty treats to enjoy
during the day. There were many of you that came for
all three days — your support was valuable for a
successful event.
Joan Butz — 4.64
Bob Butz — 20.06
Carol Miller — 3.48
Joe Chin — 19.25
Anna Urosevich — 2.94
Wayne Carpenter — 18.52 Terry Bauer — 2.60
Laverne Niksch — 18.52
Marilyn Ginzel — 2.51
Yuan Hsu — 17.99
John Ginzel — 2.51
Lee Esworthy — 15.42
Sharon Snyder — 2.49
Dave Bigler — 15.34
Doug Jordan — 2.49
Mike Brissette — 14.50
Lynn Bayman — 2.36
Alan Yngve — 14.50
Jan Merrick — 2.35
Marci Meyer — 13.86
Juwanna Walton — 2.21
Keith Meyer — 13.86
Geri Tyler — 2.21
Tom Hallum — 13.75
Dan Spain — 2.14
Daryl Fraley — 13.19
Peggy Kiernan — 2.05
Hilda Connor — 12.52
Susan Stromberg — 2.04
Lou Nimnicht — 12.00
Kay Lively — 2.02
Alta Allen — 11.66
Zafar Khan — 1.93
Steve Watson — 11.29
Sally Will — 1.76
Larry Rabideau — 9.83
Norma Vierk — 1.65
John Goring — 9.83
Pat Valiska — 1.45
Jim O’Connell — 8.53
Norm Szewczyk — 1.43
Barbara Graegin — 8.53
Tony Gillian — 1.43
Pat Mikuta — 8.48
Sharon Massey — 1.34
Charlotte Abernethy — 7.71 Judy Selund — 1.34
Anna Urick — 7.71
Nancy Didion — 1.01
Trudi McKamey — 7.67
Jim Lively — 1.01
Lynne Kostopoulos — 7.10 Bill Birk — 0.90
Pat Princehorn — 6.65
Shirley Koch — 0.90
Fred Princehorn — 6.65
Jackie Chavez — 0.90
Ruth Goodpasture — 6.55
George Roeper — 0.90
Janice Custer — 5.99
Arlyne Filler — 0.90
Anne Murphy — 5.99
Alan Filler — 0.90
Chuck Briggs — 5.83
Bill Kilbride — 0.64
Jane Krueger — 5.67
Claire Murvihill — 0.64
Mary Schultz — 5.65
Sally Levering — 0.60
Martha Harris — 5.65
Larry Dunford — 0.60
Joe Connelly — 5.65
June Reisinger — 0.60
Don Cohen — 5.50
Barbara Stroud — 0.60
Mary Kocevar — 5.17
Al Levering — 0.60
Jim Angell — 5.17
Stacy Jacobs — 0.53
Carolyn Potasnik — 5.17
Ruth Westberg — 0.53
Dan Taylor — 4.77
Caron Espinosa — 0.30

Mike Dunn, Downers Grove
Monte Lamb, Hinsdale

299er Winners

Keith Meyer, Marci Meyer, Martha Harris and Joe Connelly
were the team winners. Also tied for 1st place were Lynne
Kostopoulos, Ruth Goodpasture, Genny Cesario and Mary
Schultz — half of whom left before they were photographed.

November Special Games
Wed, 1st — STaC game *
Sat, 4th — STaC game *
NOON START
Wed, 8th — ACBL Charity
Sat, 11th — Local Charity
Mon, 13th — Charity game
Tues, 14th — ACBL Charity

Wed, 15th — Swiss Team game
Charity —Potluck A - McK
Sat, 18th — Club Championship
Wed, 22nd — ACBL Charity
Sat, 25th — ACBL Charity
Tues, 28th — Unit Champion **
Wed, 29th — Local Charity

** extra bonus points
* silver points

Nov 7

Printed Weekly in
The Times

This article appeared in The
Times on November 26.

.
Joe Chin, of Highland and a Diamond Life Master bridge player,
presents bridge fundamentals to an oral history class at I.U.

Nov 8

.
.
Bridge Players Contribute to Far Horizons
Someone suggested that I print something about the Far
Horizons Program that several players contributed to as a
memorial to my husband — in support of his profound interest
in a project of our son, who is the manager of this program at
Adler Planetarium. Here is a website that can give you some
information — http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/wp-content/
uploads/Far-Horizons-100th-Launch-FINAL.pdf?x31384 It
involves high schoolers in and around Chicago in space exploration. For example, 20 teenagers, who are an integral part
of Far Horizons, attended the viewing of the solar eclipse in
August and spent the night sleeping in the Perryville Airport
in Missouri. Our bridge players have donated $270 to help out.
Subway has traded the 3 gift cards for $30.00 for the substandard sandwiches at our tournament. Someone suggested buying 2 books with the money to lend to our players. Could
you tell us what books would be most helpful? Is there a better way to spend the money?

District 8 Finals
North American Pairs
Urbana, IL -- Nov. 12
Thanks to the players who participated in the
NAP finals in our district event. Those who
placed were —
Steve Watson and Lou Nimnicht — 1.18
Mary Kocevar and Daryl Fraley — 0.95

Congratulations!

Top scorers from Nov. 7 - Nov.15 are —
Lou Nimnicht — 5.48
Zafar Khan — 4.83
Mike Brissette — 4.08
Barbara Graegin — 4.07
Dave Bigler — 3.86
Jim Angell — 3.65
Dan Spain — 3.62
Wayne Carpenter — 3.53
Jim O’Connell — 3.50
Hilda Connor — 2.96
Mary Schumm — 2.92
Martha Harris and Alta Allen — 2.80

Nov 13

Nov 14

Nov 15

.
.

CONGRATULATIONS!
in The Times

Ruth Westberg and George Goewey attained this fantastic
percentage at a most auspicious time — when it was a
STaC game. They placed first in the Monday evening open
pairs with 18 tables in play in the District 13 event for
5.25 masterpoints!
Ruth comments — George is one of my favorite partners.
His bids are very dependable, and he is fun to play with.
He makes the game enjoyable and is able to bring out the
best in his partners. Our 71.73% game put us at a great
advantage pointwise.
George remarks — We had 10 tops, 3 ties for top and only
4 scores below average — 2 of them were 2.5 and 2 were
a 1.0 and 0 zeros. Ruth is a fierce competitor, and we
have a good partnership, even though we play only once
a month — that is, if I’m available.
My favorite auction of the evening was —
I opened 1 , LHO bid 2 and Ruth bid 6 . Everyone
passed, and Ruth made 7!

Nov 29
Nov 22

BRIDGE SCORES

Bridge Scores
15

Nov 27

20

Nov 28
21

Top scorers in
these two weeks —
Lou Nimnicht - 9.64
Yuan Hsu - 8.50
Joe Chin - 7.55
W. Carpenter - 7.07
Steve Watson - 6.52
Zafar Khan - 4.51
Chuck Tomes - 4.35
Jim O’Connell - 4.32
Dave Bigler - 4.30
Barb Graegin - 4.25
Jim Angell - 3.84
Bob Butz - 3.76
John Teshima - 3.20

CONGRATS!

Sally and Rich Will are
a husband-wife team
that work together well.
They have made a pledge
that they will not argue
and are playing bridge
to only have fun. They
achieved this percentage
at last week’s Tuesday
evening game in
Chesterton.
Director, Alan Yngve,
views their performance,
thusly — Rich and Sally
“broke through” with a
very impressive game —
just under 73%! They
were the only pair to bid
6C on a hand where
everyone made 6 (board
#11), made some conservative bids when game
was not making, and on
a few hands they were
the only pair with a plus
in their direction!
Sally adds — It felt like we
were really communicating well. We’re beginning to try new conventions, and we’re
always working
to improve our
game.

71.13%

Wayne Carpenter and Laverne Niksch attained this super
score at a Michigan City game on December 11. You
must admit that they’ve made quite a habit of compiling
a great number of 70%+ games at this venue.
Laverne shares his thoughts with you — At the time it
didn’t feel like a big game. After reviewing the scores,
we only had 5 tops. Wayne had most of the points, and
I often had to stretch to make a bid. Wayne bid and
played well (as always), and we were helped by our
opponents at times.
Wayne adds — Bridge truly is a frustrating game. One
week you get a 40% game, and the next week you get a
71% game! Go figure. Although we had two bottoms,
we had more than enough tops to overcome those
bottoms. I must thank the 27 pairs of hands that dealt the cards. I had great cards and opened about 20 out of the 27 times.
That is what I call a great “picture” day!

John Teshima and Al Simmons were the big winners of a game
on December 16 game in Calumet Township.
Al offers this inside look — John and I recognize that in bridge
there are ”inferences galore” to guide one’s decisions toward the
most likely winning goal. And, finally, bridge is a partnership game.
John adds his viewpoint — Al and I have been playing once a
month for the past six months. At first his treatments were rather
confusing and daunting (since he is such an advanced player), but
I am getting the hang of things. And on defense, he is teaching
me new concepts all the time. It is fun to learn, and when I don’t
visualize, he explains with a positive bent.
Al and John had 7 absolute top boards and 3 ties for top on the
24 boards they played. What a great record against some pretty
stiff competition!

70.83%

Welcome, Darrell!

Darrell Clinton came all the way from West Lafayette with his friend, Jim
McDonald, to join us in a game that makes a long trip well worth one’s while.
Darrell is a recent starter in the card game that beats all other card games hands
down. He was a chemistry professor at Vincennes University in 2004 when a
colleague encouraged him to get in the game. The friend took Darrell to Evansville to get in on some lessons. Darrell has about 319 masterpoints — lacking
only 4 silver and 1 gold to be a Life Master. He really enjoys the game for the
strategy involved. Darrell now works in the state chemists’ office at Purdue
University. He has 1 daughter and 1 grandson
and likes to travel.

Happy Holidays!

December Team Winners

“A” Winners

Big congratulations are in order to the top team on
the 20th. They scored 73 out of a possible 80
points — which comes out to a 91.25%!!! That is
some mighty outstanding playing!
Overall winners in the team game were —

Norm Szewczyk, Dan Spain, Lou Nimnicht and
Steve Watson — 2.80
Joe Chin, Jim O’Connell, B. Graegin, Don Cohen-2.10
Indra Gupta, Lynne Kostopoulos, Pat Valiska and
George Roeper — 1.53

“B” Winners

“B” Winners

Laverne Niksch, Yuan Hsu, Wayne Carpenter and
Jim Angell — 1.53
Bob Porter, Bill Hahn, Wayne Hiser and Bob
Ferguson — 1.01

“C” Winners
Dave Bigler, Mike Brissette, Alta Allen and Delphine
Slater 0.98
Al Simmons, Ruth Westberg, Annie Lypson and
Dan Taylor — 0.89
Hilda Connor, Marilyn Ginzel, Norma Vierk and
Carolyn Potasnik — 0.76

Lots of holiday parties were enjoyed
by many.

What the well-dressed
bridge player wears
during the Christmas
season — Santa socks!

Welcome to Beach Bridge Club

All games in Highland, Portage and
Calumet Township during the
month of January will be Junior
Fund Games. These games help to
support youth bridge programs.
The exception to this schedule is
the game on January 1st at the
Elks Club. The game this Monday
will be a potluck — socializing and
lunch will begin at 11:30, and the
game will commence at 12:30 p.m.

Congratulations!

Congratulations!

Donation - $802.00

These are the top 20
scorers in the recent
District 13 STaC game
from December 4-10 —
Ruth Westberg — 10.77
John Miller — 9.38
Fred Princehorn — 8.68
Larry Dunford — 6.47
Pat Valiska — 5.55
Lynne Kostopoulos — 5.48
George Goewey — 5.25
Stacy Jacobs — 4.49
Rosemary McCarthy — 4.26
Bill Kilbride — 4.12
Al Levering — 3.56
Sally Levering — 3.56
Don Cohen — 3.29
Claire Murvihill — 3.01
Dan Taylor — 2.95
Shirley Koch — 2.85
Mike Howards — 2.79
Anna Urick — 2.74
Jean Chura — 2.48
Susan Stromberg — 2.32

Joel Charpentier plays frequently at the Duneland and
Valparaiso Bridge Clubs and seems to do well with a
myriad of partners. He was ready to add another club to
his repertoire, so he brought Dottie Hart with him — and
they placed 2nd in C in the Tuesday game.
Joel lives in Chesterton. He learned to play bridge about
40 years ago when his brother-in-law in Hartford CT
taught him the game. After a long absence from bridge,
he started to play again. (I’m sure the game changes
during the lapse were a rude awakening.) When Dottie
and he played their first game together, they won!
Joel is a soccer referee during the season. He now is
working during tax time as a secretary. He considers himself a jack of all trades. He does a lot of volunteer work —
most notably in the food pantry. He has 4 children and
7 grandchildren.

Alan Yngve, director of the Community Bridge Club, is
presenting a check for $802.00 to Louise Neese, assistant
director of the Calumet Township Trustee Shelter Unit.
This represents the local charity fees given by the players
at this facility for 2017. Money will be used for bedding,
toys for children and other necessities, which are not
supported by taxes, to be used by the homeless people.
Dec
Dec 6
6
Dec 11

Santa finally has
time to check out
the bridge scores.
Dec 5

Dec 4

Best of the bunch —
Yuan Hsu — 7.12
Ruth Westberg — 5.94
Zafar Khan — 5.70
Helen Miller — 5.62
Carolyn Potasnik - 4.88
Jim Angell — 3.81

Al Simmons — 7.34
Trudi McKamey — 6.72
Barbara Graegin — 5.93
Lou Nimnicht — 5.64
Anne Murphy — 4.90
Steve Watson — 4.66
Barbara Walczak — 3.79
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73.75%

Sharon Massey and Judy Selund were the only
pair who scored above 70% during the Northwest Indiana Sectional. Super job!
Sharon has this to say — First time is a charm.
We were partners for the first time, and this is
my first 70%+ game! Judy is an easy partner
to play with and is rock steady.
Judy shares her thoughts — Sharon and I
seemed to mesh — this being the only time we
played duplicate. We were very pleased to score
this big a game — and at a sectional, too!

Congratulations!

Newcomer

Frances Hall of Chicago was another new player to our club
during the Saturday team game in October. She was a partner
with Alta Allen and came in second in the 299er game.
Frances played parlor bridge for many years — joined Freddie
Jones’ Connection class in early 2000. Later she took 3 or 4 classes
at MBU on 87th St. She has 1648 ABA points. She enjoys reading
about the bridge hands and other books that she has acquired.
Frances is widowed — has 1 son, 1 grandson and 2 great granddaughters. As a hobby she has pursued writing poetry and handiwork (sewing, crocheting and knitting). She mostly enjoys bridge
and extensive traveling.
Frances was a member of the Chicago Board of Education — has
had several positions there — a primary teacher, a primary teacher
supervising primary teachers and an adjustment teacher (now
called a counselor). For the last 15 years she was a master teacher
in the behavior disorders program.

This article appeared in
The Times on Sunday,
October 29, and was published only in the Lake
County edition. It is also
online — including the
photo that was sent with
the story.

Northwest
Indiana Fall
Sectional
There are so many people who extended a
wonderful, willing spirit of cooperation and
their wholehearted participation in this
event. Anna Urick and Charlie Abernethy
were incomparable in their volunteerism.
Compliments abounded for these two
indefatigable workers. And thank you to
all of you who brought something to this
banquet table. It was much appreciated.
Director David Cotterman injected some
humor regarding players’ crowding
Sunday Swiss Team Game winners in the Northaround the food table — “How about let’s
west Indiana Sectional — Wayne Carpenter,
take a break from your picnic and play a
Laverne Niksch, Yuan Hsu and Dave Bigler
hand of bridge?”
Veronica Schmid and Marci Meyer brought their usual carload of food. Veronica bought 10
bags of sauerkraut and 10 pounds of sausage for that dish, she made two punch bowls full of
shrimp pasta salad — loaded with large shrimp, made 4 trays full of Joe Chin’s favorite snack
food — a hamburger and cheese spread on toasted cocktail rye bread, 6 of the best ever
poppy seed and nut rolls, and gummy bears.
Thanks to those who publicized the sectional, to Kim Grant and Gary Chaney from Fort Wayne
who brought all the bidding boxes, to Alan Yngve and Diane Martin for sharing their table
corners with us, to Anna Urick who brought 2 bins of table corners to Lincoln Center and
washed them all afterwards, to Dave Bigler who shared his 21 tables with us, to Anne Murphy
who was the partnership chairman and found partners for everyone needing one, and, of
course, to all the players who came to support our tournament and to enjoy the weekend.
Here you see the lovely person who
served as caddy for the team game
— Maya Carpenter (and her proud
dad, Wayne). Maya served well in her
first paying job — responsible, eager,
enthusiastic, cooperative nature,
with a good attitude toward people
and work. She stayed on top of her
duties and was at the right place at
all times. We thank her.

S
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District 13 STaC weeks
for South Suburban
Bridge Center are
November 13 - 19
and December 4 - 10.
Get extra silver points.

For those of you whose Subways did
not look like this on October 22, the
owner sent me 3 $10 gift cards. Do
you have any suggestions as what
to do with them?
This photo was meant to show the
special Halloween tablecloth at the
Portage game — black, trimmed with
all sorts of Halloween decorations.
Well, at least you get to see two live
players who helped to decorate the
playing area with style.

Saturday Results at the Northwest IN Sectional

The winning Saturday afternoon team were Ken Bisson
The winning Saturday morning team was — Tom Hallum,
(Angola), Trudi McKamey, Chester Pinkham (Angola) and
Bill Wendt, Joe Chin and Tom O’Connell. Joe and Tom H.
Yuan Hsu. Ken and Chester were the winning pair also.
were also the pair winners. To be commended — When the
results were posted, Bob Butz and Lee Esworthy were tied
with Joe and Tom for 1st in pairs. But they discovered an
error (to their detriment) and without a second thought
reported it to the director — a beautiful demonstration of
honesty, integrity and a high ethical standard.
Grace Burress was a newcomer to our club, playing
in the 299er team game on October 14. She tells us
a little about herself.
I give all the credit for our team win to my expechecking bridge
rienced team members — for I have been playing
scores in The Times
bridge for only a year and a half. To be on the winning team —the first time ever playing in a tournament will be something I will never forget. I was
there at the tournament because I was “tricked” by
my mentor to play as her partner, in what I thought
would be a small group setting. When I arrived and
saw all the people I wanted to leave — needless to
Oct. 9
say, I was happy I stayed! (Psst, Grace, your mentor
informed you correctly. This was not a tournament
— just a club game.)
I learned to play bid whist as a young adult and
would play regularly at that time, but over the past
30 years it has been only when family and friends
gather for special occasions. That experience has
helped in actually playing a bridge hand — but I
still am a student of the bidding process.
Besides bridge I also line dance two or three
Special congratulations —
times a week, read novels and belong to a book
Al Simmons — 5.89
club that meets once monthly. Special thanks to
Mike Devine — 3.82
Bernice Bell, who has been instrumental in getting
Ruth Westberg - 3.50
me where I am today by sharing her knowledge of
Barb Walczak — 3.19
Jim Angell — 3.19
bridge. (Bernice is a fascinating lady, isn’t she?)

Grace Burress

Welcome
Newcomer!

70.03%

Congratulations!

What an opportune time for Don Valiska and Carol Osgerby to get
this high percentage — it was a STaC game — and did they earn
a boatload of silver points! They were first overall in the Monday
morning game with 70.5 tables to earn 14.05 points! Oh my!!!
Don assesses their success — Carol and I are continuing to work
on our communication — some days are good and others are not
so good. Our 70% game was obviously a good day. Our communication on defense was the key to the good round. Hopefully,
we can continue to improve and have many more.
Carol adds to their happy story — Both Don and I were surprised
that we had a 70% game — we thought we would scratch, but
that was it. We both had to leave right after the game so we did
not know until later. Don is always fun to play with. We enjoy
playing with each other, and we trust each other, which we both
feel is key to a good game. It was an easy game. We were lucky
to play the right hands against the right opponents.

Newcomer — Welcome Hugh!
Hugh Metzger from South Bend was a recent visitor to a Calumet Township
game as a guest of Howard Piltch. Here is a little insight into Hugh’s life —
Hugh’s introduction to bridge were his parents playing party bridge at
home with their friends. He was an interested observer and wanted to
learn the game. To teach him his parents got Hugh’s 13-year-old sister
(three years his junior) as a fourth. This was about 1946.
Hugh used to play with his friends in high school and also in college. He
really got into duplicate when he took a job in South Bend in 1976. He
couldn’t play full time with a job, but he has been playing steady since
the 1980s. He has about 1440 masterpoints.
Hugh was a trust officer in various banks. He has 3 children and 6
grandchildren. His wife, who passed away about 6 months ago, had
3 children, 4 grandchildren and 2 great-grandchildren.
Bridge is his favorite pastime. He shares with you a bit of his mother’s
sage advice. When he would complain that one of this friends was
not nice to him, he mother would ask, “Is he a friend of yours? Well, if he is,
treat him as one and accept his shortcomings.”

stac results
For the week just ended, here is a list of the
top 20 scorers from our clubs in the District
8 Sectional Tournament at Clubs contest —
Carol Osgerby — 14.05
Dave Bigler — 6.41
Don Valiska — 14.05
Laverne Niksch — 6.36
Ed d’Ouville — 8.50
Terry Bauer — 6.33
Dan Spain — 8.02
Jim Angell — 6.05
Lou Nimnicht — 6.86
Joe Chin — 5.93
Trudi McKamey — 6.63
John Goring — 5.93
Tom Hallum — 6.43
Steve Watson — 5.68

Welcome Newcomer

Judy Gleitsman
of Olympia
Fields, IL played
last month in
the Saturday
299er team
Congratulations!
game. She
came as a
Zafar Khan — 5.63
guest of Joan
Bob Ferguson — 4.52
Adams. She
Alan Yngve — 4.38
enjoyed the
Jerry Palm — 3.39
game and the
Connie Stevens — 3.39
friendly players
Carol Miller — 3.38
she
met.
We
hope
to
see
Judy
some
other time.
Barbara Lawson — 3.38

135.30
Silver
Points

76.62%
%
71.82%

Any percentage that is 70% or above rates special commendation
for the winning pair. But any percentage that is 75% or better
gains additional fame for the spectacular pair by earning a coveted
entry in the Bridge Bulletin. Wayne Carpenter and Laverne Niksch
were able to achieve that highly desirable finish in a Monday game
in Michigan City.
From Wayne — Monday was indeed a special day at the bridge table.
I think Laverne was in Seventh Heaven. He was able to open the bidabout ten times in a row — and then it was my turn for a while.
Then Laverne got his groove back and started to open again. The
best thing that I enjoyed about the game was that Laverne and I both
played at the top of our games. We both played well on defense, as
well as offense. I feel that we got every trick that was available to us.
From Laverne — We had a great game with no obvious mistakes by
Wayne or myself. Wayne did a great job bidding, playing and defending. We got 19 out of 27 plus results. I had an opening or better
hand over half the time. I think Wayne got a little tired of me opening all the time.

Barbara Graegin and Ruth Westberg were the delighted expert
players at the Sunday game in South Suburban.
Barbara writes — Ruth and I have had many 70% + games
together — hope there will be many more. Had a few gifts — (not
mentioning any names).
Ruth acknowledges the designation of a 70% + percentage —
an inordinately exceptional score — as a combination of several
contributing factors — a partner with focus and inherent ability
and collaborative skills, opponents who experience an occasional
lapse in good judgment and one’s own demonstration of
adherence to rules and common sense and self-discipline.
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BRIDGE SCORES
Oct 10
Oct 18

Oct 11

Oct 16

Top winners — Yuan Hsu - 6.90; Steve
Watson - 6.67; Lou Nimnicht - 6.67; Norm
Szewczyk - 6.60; Jim O’Connell - 5.87;
Barbara Graegin - 5.87; Hilda Connor 5.46; and Barbara Walczak - 5.35

Congratulations to all 4 high-caliber players!

Silver Point Sectional
Schaumburg — Nov. 10-12
Mary Kocevar — 1.81
Daryl Fraley — 1.81
Joe Connelly — 1.58
Jan Summers — 1.58
John Miller — 1.45
Rosemary McCarthy — 1.26

Regional
November 6-12
Sally and Al Levering — 11.40
Mary Kocevar — 5.31
Carolyn Potasnik — 5.31
Daryl Fraley — 1.88
Carol Miller — 1.20

Congratulations!

A and B Winners

STaC
Results
District 13
Nov. 13-19
These are the top 20 players
from our clubs who placed in
the silver-point tournament
just ended —

All 14 teams playing on November 16 earned masterpoints. Those
teams that received all-over points are —
Mike Brissette, Dave Bigler, Alta Allen and Martha Harris — 2.80
Barbara Graegin, Joe Chin, Jim O’Connell and Tom Hallum — 2.10
Rich Will, Terry Bauer, Sally Will and Dee Marshall — 1.38
Bob Porter, Zafar Khan, Wayne Hiser and Bill Birk — 1.38
Jim Angell, Yuan Hsu, Wayne Carpenter and
Laverne Niksch — 0.89
Mary Schumm, Barbara Walczak, Jerry Palm and
Ed d’Ouville — 0.73

Sally Levering — 10.19
Al Levering — 10.19
Ruth Westberg — 9.72
John Miller — 7.37
Bob Butz — 6.77
Joan Butz — 6.77
Don Valiska — 5.45
Barb Graegin — 5.25
Fred Princehorn —4.52

C Winners

Carol Osgerby — 4.47
Tom Hallum — 4.33
Joe Chin — 4.33
Pat Valiska — 4.17
Peggy Kiernan — 3.62
Pat Princehorn — 3.60
Don Cohen — 3.38
Jan Merrick — 3.22
Norm Szewczyk —3.09
Jackie Chavez — 3.04
Gale Osgerby — 2.82

Yippie ki yay!

70.00%

Third Wednesday
of the Month
Team Game

You are indeed reading that right! Peggy Kiernan
and Jan Merrick achieved TWO 70%+ games in
two weeks. The 71.00% was in a game on
November 8th, and the 70.00% game was on
October 25th. Both were played on a Wed. evening.
Peggy comments — Jan and I have been playing
together for about two years — on Sundays and
Wednesdays. We have our ups and downs, but
most of the time we understand each other. I
value our friendship and know that there are
some great games ahead!!
Jan adds — Peggy and I play about twice a
week and results are looking up. We hope our
good luck continues.

71.00%

72.22%

Wayne Carpenter and Laverne Niksch did it again! They
had a fantastic game in Michigan the prior week, and then
the next Monday on the 13th, they scored another big
game. Extraordinary!

Congratulations!
Bridge Players
Score Big!

Laverne comments — “While we played the game, our
results did not seem like we would have a 70% game. We
both made some mistakes and did not get a large amount
of good hands. We were given some gifts and played what
we had well. The card gods must have favored us.”
Wayne adds — “It’s always nice to get a 70%+ game, but
two weeks in a row is extra nice. Laverne still got quite a
few opening hands which puts a smile on his face. We did
well on offense, but the key to the game came from not
overbidding and just plain good defense. We took advantage of mistakes that our opponents made when they
took the bid or they played defense against us. It was a
smooth game with no big hands on either side.”

Turkey Bowl
Silver Sectional
November 24-26
Aurora, Illinois

The Times

reported in The Times

Oct 18

Congratulations to all!

Oct 30

Nov 6

Oct 23

Oct 31

Oct 24

Nov 1

Oct 25

Top scorers —
Dave Bigler — 8.95
Lou Nimnicht — 8.04
Zafar Khan — 6.88
Alan Yngve — 6.28
Barb Walczak — 6.02
Steve Watson — 5.76
Yuan Hsu — 5.38
Joe Chin — 5.16
Trudi McKamey - 4.90
Helen Miller — 4.81
Jim Angell — 4.78
Terry Bauer — 4.67

Some of our Illinois players drove out to lovely
Aurora IL along the banks of the Fox River to
see what they could do, and look at all the points
they came home with!
Bob Butz and John Goring — 19.43
Sally and Al Levering — 9.35
Rosemary McCarthy and John Miller — 5.19
George Goewey — 3.94 Jan Summers — 2.95
Stacy Jacobs and Larry Dunford — 0.79

December Special Games

Sat, 2nd — ACBL Charity 18th — Holiday potluck
Mon, 4th — Club Champ Tues, 19th — Membership
Tues, 5th — Local Charity Christmas party
Wed, 6th — Local Charity Wed, 20th — Club
Sat, 9th — Local Charity
Championship Team —
Mon, 11th - Membership
potluck — McL - Z
Tues, 12th — Unit Champ Sat, 23rd — ACBL Charity
Wed, 13th— ACBL Charity Mon, 25th — no game
Sat, 16th — Local Charity Wed, 27th — Membership
Mon, 18th — Elks Charity Sat, 30th — Membership
Those games listed above cost $1.00 more, but they
award extra masterpoints —
well worth that
extra dollar investment.

